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A Probabilistic Learning Reinforcement Model for the Performance Analysis of 

Multimedia Indexing and Packet Switching 

Clement H. C. Leung 

School of Science and Engineering 

Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Shenzhen, China 

clementleung@cuhk.edu.cn 

Yao Tong 

School of Data Science 

Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Shenzhen, China 

yaotong@link.cuhk.edu.cn

Abstract — A stochastic model of binary classification in the 

presence of noise is considered where classification outcomes are 

non-deterministic. To ensure the correctness of a particular 

classification decision, repeated reinforcements need to be 

acquired. By accumulating sufficient reinforcements, one would 

learn to predict the class label. In this study, we develop a 

probabilistic learning reinforcement classification model and 

apply it to multimedia information indexing and to noisy 

network transmission. Three learning strategies are analyzed. 

The first one requires the accumulation of a total of a given 

number of pre-specified positive labels, while the second one 

builds from the first and requires additionally that such 

reinforcements occur consecutively in the observation sequence. 

The third strategy views the classification process from a multi-

agent stochastic game perspective, with the labelling decision 

determined by which class label attaining a given threshold first. 

The model characteristics are studied for the three different 

strategies and key measures of performance are obtained.  The 

model is applied to fault-tolerant network communications over 

a noisy channel, with learning success corresponding to error-

free transmission of data packets, and to multimedia indexing 

where learning success correspond to the successful automatic 

installation of an index term to a particular data object. The 

present learning paradigm will be useful in allowing the 

effectiveness and performance of these systems and similar ones 

to be meaningfully quantified and evaluated. 

Keywords – computer networks; packet switching; multimedia 

information indexing; reinforcement learning; multi-agent; naïve 

Bayes classifiers; stochastic game 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER 

WORK 

 
Sequential classification problems are ubiquitous and 

many important decision problems can often be reduced to a 
classification problem. Among the variety of classification 
problems, binary classification problems consisting of two 
class labels are particularly common. However, classification 
verdicts returned by different classifiers over time are often 
non-deterministic, causing uncertainty in the classification 
decision. In such a situation, repeated reinforcements are 
necessary to ensure the reliability of the decision. 

To be concrete, we shall use the multimedia indexing 
scenario [1] to explain the key concepts. Later we shall 
establish a correspondence between multimedia search and 
fault-tolerant network communications. In effective 

information and document retrieval, it is often necessary to 
involve the users in the search process so as to improve the 
overall return results [18][19][22] [29].   In addition, affective 
indexing of multimedia content combines emotional 
responses generated by the users is sometimes employed, e.g., 
the psycho-physiological signals, galvanic skin response, face 
tracking [19][27]. 

In [20], it is proposed that a reinforcement learning 
approach is suitable for users exposing to raw and high-
dimensional information, whereas instant rewards of the 
agents is generally able to impart significant improvements in 
the searching process [21]. In [23], it is shown that using 
Markov decision process improves the efficiency of locating 
video frames in a video, and in [24], the distribution of visual 
words of multimedia data is found to be probabilistic in 
relation to the concept relationship formed [24].  Users often 
allocate the results based on some form of scoring metrics; for 
example, a linear combination of posterior probability is 
employed to refine the search results [25]. In reinforcement 
learning, an agent learns through the interaction with the 
dynamic environment to maximize its long-term rewards, in 
order to act optimally. Most of the time, when modeling real-
world problems, the environment involved is non-stationary 
and noisy [3][4][6]. More precisely, the next state results from 
taking the same action in a specific state may not necessarily 
be the same but appears to be stochastic 
[2][7][31][32][33][34][35]. And the exploration strategies 
adopted in different categories of reinforcement learning 
algorithms provide different levels of control to the 
exploration of unknown factors, which in turn give various 
possibilities to the learning outcomes. Hence, the observed 
rewards and punishments are often non-deterministic. For 
example, when one is trying to find a video for performing a 
particular task, a shortening of the searching time with respect 
to some anticipated norm may be regarded as a reward, while 
a lengthening of the same may be viewed as punishment. 
Likewise, when one is exploring a new advertising channel, a 
resultant significant increase in sales may be viewed as a 
reward, while failure to do so may be regarded as punishment. 
In situations like these, there are stochastic elements 
governing the underlying environment. In the new route to 
work example, whether one receives rewards or punishments 
depends on a variety of chance factors, such as weather 
condition, day of the week, and whether there happens to be 
traffic delays or road works. 

The effect of noise in multimedia data is generally 
numerous and cannot be known or enumerated in a practical 
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sense, and these tend to mask the underlying pattern. Indeed, 
if stochastic elements are absent, the learning problems 
involved could be greatly simplified and their presence has 
motivated early research in the area. As early as 1990s, 
mainstream research in reinforcement learning, such as the 
survey assessing existing methods carried out by Kaelbling et 
al. [2], adopts the common assumption of a stationary 
environment within a reinforcement learning framework. 
Later on, with further advances in reinforcement learning, 
theoretical analyses addressing the concern of non-stationary 
environment attracted great interests. One of the works by 
Brafman and Tennenholtz introduces a model-based RL 
algorithm R-Max to deal with stochastic games [5]. Such 
stochastic elements can notably increase the complexity in 
multi-agent systems and multi-agent tasks, where agents learn 
to cooperate and compete simultaneously [6][10]. 
Autonomous agents are required to learn new behaviors 
online and predict the behaviors of other agents in multi-agent 
systems. As other agents adapt and actively adjust their 
policies, the best strategy for each agent would evolve 
dynamically, giving rise to non-stationarity [8][9]. 

For most of the aforementioned scenarios, the cost of a 
trial or observation to receive either a reward or punishment 
can be significant, and preferably, one would like to arrive at 
the correct conclusion by incurring minimum cost. In the case 
of the advertising example, the cost of advertising can be 
considerable and one would therefore like to minimize it while 
acquiring the knowledge whether such advertising channel is 
effective. Similarly, in reinforcement learning algorithms, we 
are always in the hope to rapidly converge to an optimal 
strategy with least volumes of data, calculations, learning 
iterations, and minimal degree of complexity [11][12]. To do 
so, one should explicitly define the stopping rules for 
specifying the conditions under which learning should 
terminate and a conclusion drawn as to whether the learning 
has been successful or not based on the observations so far. 

The issue of finding termination conditions, or stopping 
rules, is an intensive research topic in reinforcement learning, 
which is closely linked to the problems of optimal policies and 
policy convergence [13]. Traditional reinforcement learning 
algorithms mainly aim for relatively small-scale problems 
with finite states and actions. The stopping rules involved are 
well-defined for each category of algorithms, such as utilizing 
Bellman Equation in Q-learning [14]. To deal with continuous 
action spaces or state spaces, new algorithms, such as the 
Cacla algorithm [15] and CMA-ES algorithm [16], are 
developed with specific stopping criteria. Still, most studies 
on stopping criteria are algorithm-oriented and do not have a 
unified measurement for comparison purposes. 

In this study, we present an approach to reinforcement 
learning by using a naïve Bayes classification framework, 
which explicitly incorporates the stochastic aspects of the 
environment in multimedia information search and retrieval. 
Applying naïve Bayes methods for classification problems are 
often employed in a variety of contexts [26][36], such as 
crowdsourcing and police surveillance. Here, we shall also 
learn and estimate the underlying stochastic structure of the 
environment by making use of the random classification 
labels gathered in the course of the learning process.   

The structure of this paper is organized a s follows. Section 
II presents a unified framework in the probabilistic 
classification of binary outcomes, and key measures of 
performance are derived, while the estimation of parameters 
is described in Section III. Section IV views competing 
classification outcomes as a stochastic game involving multi-
agents. Sections V and VI respectively apply the results to the 
performance analysis of network communications and 
multimedia search. 

 
 

II. A PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK AND FUNDAMENTAL 

STRATEGIES 

 
We consider a binary classification problem with two class 

labels, 1 or 0, where for convenience the former is referred to 
as a success, and the latter, a failure. A success yields a 
positive outcome and may be referred to as a positive 
classification, while a failure may be referred to as a negative 
classification. We are interested in determining whether the 
sequential classifications indicate overall success or failure in 
the classification process. Evidently, if the number of 1-labels 
gathered is much greater than the number of 0-labels, then the 
conclusion drawn should be success, while if the opposite is 
true, then the corresponding conclusion should be failure. In 
order to proceed with the analysis, we first let p and q (with p 
+ q = 1) denote the probabilities of receiving a 1-label or 0-
label respectively for a given classification. Furthermore, we 
shall make use of the naïve Bayes property that different 
classifications are independent of each other. Later on, we 
shall derive estimates for p and q, which capture the stochastic 
structure of the environment.  For example, if p > q, then 
clearly the final conclusion should be success. An error often 
committed is that when the first few observations are all 0, one 
would terminate prematurely and return a verdict of failure. 
Let us consider the following termination strategy; such a 
strategy is also studied in [26][36] and is called majority 
voting. 

 
Strategy A: On accumulating a total of r labels all 

belonging to either 1 or 0, the process terminates and a 
decision is made in accordance with the accepted margin of 
the majority of voting of the classifiers.  

 
Here, we let the random variable X represent the number 

of classification labeling preceding the first positive 
classification; i.e., X may be viewed as the waiting time to the 
first positive classification,  

Pr[𝑿 = 𝑘] =  𝑝𝑞𝑘,    𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …              (1) 

The probability generating function G (z) of X is given by 

𝐺(𝑧) = ∑ Pr[𝑿 = 𝑘] 𝑧𝑘

∞

𝑘=0
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                                               = 𝑝 ∑ 𝑞𝑘𝑧𝑘

∞

𝑘=0

=  
𝑝

(1 − 𝑞𝑧)
.       (2) 

 
 
Note this is a regenerative process in that after the occurrence 
of the first positive classification, the process probabilistically 
repeats itself again, so that we have for the waiting time Wr of 
the rth positive classification 

𝑾𝑟 =  ∑ 𝑿𝑘

𝑟

𝑘=1

,                                      (3) 

where each Xk has the same distributional characteristics as X. 
From [17], the probability generating function of Gr (z) 
corresponding to Wr may be obtained 

             𝐺𝑟(𝑧) =  𝐺1(𝑧)𝑟  

                             = [
𝑝

(1 − 𝑞𝑧)
]𝑟 .                                              (4) 

To gain a better understanding of behavior specified above, it 
is useful to obtain the average waiting time Wr and its variance 
when r positive labels are attained. From (4), the mean and 
variance of Wr can be derived  

E[𝑾𝒓] =  𝐺𝑟
′(1) =  

𝑟𝑞

𝑝
  ,                           (5) 

Var[𝑾𝒓] =  𝐺𝑟
"(1) + 𝐺𝑟

′(1)  −   𝐺𝑟
′(1)2 =  

𝑟𝑞

𝑝2
  .       (6) 

Moreover, the probabilities Pr[Wr = k] may be readily 
obtained from the expansion of (4) so as to study the 
probabilities for various waiting time, 

Pr[𝑾𝒓 = 𝑘] = (
−𝑟

𝑘
) 𝑝𝑟(−𝑞)𝑘,    𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …     (7) 

We note that, while −r appears as a negative integer in the 
binomial coefficient, the entire expression is actually non-
negative [18]. Since Wr is the sum of independent identically 
distributed random variables, when r is appreciable, it may be 
approximated by the normal distribution [17] 

𝑾𝒓 ~𝑁 (
𝑟𝑞

𝑝
,
𝑟𝑞

𝑝2
 ) ,                                (8) 

whence we have, denoting by Φ the standard normal 
distribution, 
 

Pr[𝑾𝒓  >  𝑏 ] = ∫
1

√2𝜋

∞

𝑏𝑝−𝑟𝑞

√𝑟𝑞

𝑒−
𝑡2

2
                           

= 1 − Φ (
𝑏𝑝 − 𝑟𝑞

√𝑟𝑞
).                              (9) 

We next consider a more stringent strategy whereby 
consecutive occurrence of labels is required. As we shall see, 
it would take much longer to complete the process in Strategy 
B than in Strategy A. 

 
Strategy B: On the occurrence of m consecutive labels all 

belonging to either 1 or 0, the process terminates and a 
decision is made in accordance with the accepted margin of 
the majority of voting of the classifiers.  

 

To establish the results for this second case, we shall first 

derive the probability of occurrence of the event 

corresponding to Learning Strategy B for the first time. Let 

bn be the probability that m consecutive positive rewards 

occurs at trial n, with n ≥ m, not necessarily for the first time, 

and we denote by B(z) be the corresponding probability 

generating function. From [17], this probability generating 

function can be obtained as 

           𝐵(𝑧) =  
1 − 𝑧 + 𝑞𝑝𝑚𝑧𝑚+1

(1 − 𝑧)(1 − 𝑝𝑚𝑧𝑚)
 .                                  (10) 

Since we need to obtain the corresponding generating 

function for the probability that the associated event occurs 

for the first time, we need to consider the relationship 

between the two events. We shall use the random variable Vm 

to denote the number of plays preceding and including the 

receiving of the first set of m consecutive positive rewards, 

and we let an be the probability 

 

            𝑎𝑛 = Pr[𝑽𝒎 = 𝑛] , 𝑛 = 𝑚, 𝑚 + 1, … .           (11) 

 

We denote by A(z) the probability generating function for the 

event that the accumulation of m positive rewards occurs for 

the first time. It can be shown in [17] that the generating 

function A(z) is related to B(z) by  

                          𝐴(𝑧) =  
𝐵(𝑧) − 1

𝐵(𝑧)
 .                                       (12) 

From this, we obtain, after simplification, 

               𝐴(𝑧) =  
𝑝𝑚𝑧𝑚

1 − 𝑞𝑚 ∑ 𝑝𝑘𝑧𝑘𝑚−1
𝑘=0

 .                              (13) 

From this, the mean and variance of Vm can be readily 

obtained after simplification, 

      E[𝑽𝒎] =  𝐴′(1) =  
1 − 𝑝𝑚

𝑞𝑝𝑚
 ,                                          (14) 

Var[𝑽𝒎] =  𝐴′′(1) +  𝐴′(1) −  𝐴′(1)2  
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                                =  
1

𝑞2𝑝2𝑚
−

2𝑚 + 1

𝑞𝑝𝑚
−

𝑝

𝑞2
  ,                 (15) 

It is interesting to compare Strategies A and B. It is evident 
that Strategy B is more stringent than Strategy A, since for 
m=r, obtaining m consecutive labels necessarily implies 
obtaining m total labels. Acquiring consecutive labels implies 
for example that, once a 1-label is acquired, no 0-label from 
that point is tolerated until all m 1-labels are accumulated. 
Thus, when a 0-label arises, it may be interpreted as having 
the effect of cancelling out any previous 1-label, and the same 
applies to the commencement of the 0-label. 
 
 

No. of Labels Required 

 

 

                                             No. of Trials 

Fig. 1.  Cost Comparison of Strategy A and Strategy B (p = 0.6). 

Figure 1 compares the average cost of play of Strategy A 

and Strategy B.  Here, the left vertical axis is used for E(Vm) 

with an appropriate scale, while, the right vertical axis is used 

for E(Wr). We see that the stringency of Strategy B is 

manifested in a steep climb in the number of trials as m 

increases, as opposed to a relatively moderate increase in 

Strategy A.  

Depending on the outcomes of labelling, since Strategies 

A and B govern the time when the observation process 

terminates and accompanied by a decision being made, the 

underlying process may be regarded as a learning episode 

whereby a labelling is learned from the observations. 

Therefore, Strategies A and B may also be understood as 

learning strategies, and a resultant label of 1 would be 

referred to as learning success, whereas a resultant label of 0 

would be referred to as learning failure. 
 

III. THE RATIO OF CLASS LABELS AND LEARNING 

SUCCESS  

We denote by ρ the ratio of the average number of negative 
labels to the number of positive labels; thus 

𝜌(𝑝) =  
𝐸[𝑾𝒓]

𝑟
=  

𝑞

𝑝
 .                         (16) 

From the above relationship, we can determine the 
inherent stochastic structure of the environment by estimating 
p from actual observed labels ratio W/r, where W is the sample 
mean of Wr. We can then form our estimator from the above 
just by solving for p. We shall estimate the probability Pb that 
the learning cost for this component exceeding this bound. 
From (7) above, this is given by 

                       𝑃𝑏 =  1 −  ∑ Pr[𝑾𝒓 = 𝑘]

𝑏

𝑘=0

 

                                           = 1 − ∑ (
−𝑟

𝑘
) 𝑝𝑟(−𝑞)𝑘

𝑏

𝑘=0

.       (17) 

Here, the normal approximation can be invoked. In many 
reinforcement learning episodes, r tends to be under 100, as a 
lengthy iteration time is not feasible and most learning 
algorithms aim to converge in minimum time. 

Clearly, the selection of the maximum cost weight b will 
have a significant impact on Pb. Very often, it is more 
meaningful to relate b to E[Wr] either additively or 
multiplicatively. Table I tabulates the values of Pb for different 
values of b.  The first part of Table I considers b by adding a 
fixed value d, with d = 5 and d = 10, while the second part 
considers b by multiplying by a fixed multiple α, with α = 1.2 
and α = 1.5; here, b is rounded to the nearest integer.  In the 
first part of Table I, we see that for either value of r, when p 
is appreciably greater than q, the probability of exceeding cost 
bounds tends to be acceptably small, and this is especially so 
for r = 20. The reason is that, since d is a fixed value, its 
relative contribution to b increases as p increases, produces a 
relatively large cost bound weight compared to the average 
one, and accordingly lowers the probability of exceeding the 
bound. However, in the second part of Table I, the difference 
between E[Wr] and b decreases as E[Wr] decreases, so that Pb 
tends to be large for higher values of p. 

 

TABLE I.  ANALYSIS OF PROBABILITIES OF EXCEEDING COST 

BOUNDS 

b Formula r p q E[Wr] b Pb Pb Err 

b =  

E[Wr] + d  

(d = 5) 

20 

0.5 0.5 20.00 25 0.215 0.186 0.029 

0.8 0.2 5.00 10 0.023 0.026 0.003 

0.9 0.1 2.22 7 0.001 0.004 0.003 

50 

0.5 0.5 50.00 55 0.309 0.279 0.030 

0.8 0.2 12.50 17 0.127 0.108 0.019 

0.9 0.1 05.56 11 0.014 0.017 0.003 

b =  20 0.5 0.5 20.00 30 0.057 0.059 0.002 
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b Formula r p q E[Wr] b Pb Pb Err 

E[Wr] + d  

(d = 10) 
0.8 0.2 5.00 15 0.000 0.001 0.001 

0.9 0.1 2.22 12 0.000 0.000 0.000 

50 

0.5 0.5 50.00 60 0.159 0.147 0.012 

0.8 0.2 12.50 22 0.008 0.011 0.003 

0.9 0.1 05.56 16 0.000 0.000 0.000 

b =  

αE[Wr] 

 (α = 1.2) 

20 

0.5 0.5 20.00 24 0.264 0.226 0.038 

0.8 0.2 5.00 6 0.345 0.253 0.092 

0.9 0.1 2.22 2 0.556 0.380 0.176 

50 

0.5 0.5 50.00 50 0.159 0.147 0.012 

0.8 0.2 12.50 15 0.264 0.215 0.049 

0.9 0.1 05.56 7 0.280 0.207 0.073 

b =  

αE[Wr] 

 (α = 1.5) 

20 

0.5 0.5 20.00 30 0.057 0.059 0.002 

0.8 0.2 5.00 7 0.212 0.156 0.056 

0.9 0.1 2.22 3 0.310 0.193 0.117 

50 

0.5 0.5 50.00 75 0.006 0.010 0.004 

0.8 0.2 12.50 19 0.050 0.048 0.002 

0.9 0.1 05.56 8 0.163 0.121 0.042 

 
 

In Table I, column Pb gives the exact calculation using 
(17), while column Pb employs the normal approximation 
using (9). The absolute error between the exact calculation and 
the normal approximation is given by column Err. We see that 
the normal approximation is quite acceptable in most cases 
with absolute error less than 0.1. Note that no matter whether 
having b additively or multiplicatively related to E[Wr], a 
higher value of d or α always gives smaller absolute error. We 
therefore suggest that the approximation should only be used 
when r, d and α are sufficiently large.  
 

IV. A LEARNING FRAMEWORK BASED ON COMPETING 

MULTI-AGENTS  

 
In Learning Strategies A and B above, the termination of 

a learning episode is triggered whenever a fixed number of 
positive labels r is obtained, irrespective of the number of 
negative labels accumulated in the process of doing so. 
Sometimes, however, this may not be desirable, especially 
when an inordinate number of negative labels have been 
accumulated, in which case, termination should take place 
earlier along with the conclusion of learning failure. 
Therefore, one is comparing the number of positive labels 
gathered against the number of negative labels, and the 
learning is concluded as success or failure according to which 
of these achieve the majority.  

More precisely, this may be viewed as a multi-agent 
tournament with two competing agents A1 and A2, in which A1 
is responsible for giving out the positive labels, while A2, the 
negative labels (respectively the 1 and 0 labels). This 
framework is not unlike the game theoretic approach in 
statistical decision theory, where both the statistician and 

nature are regarded as players in the game of estimation, and 
also this may be regarded as a kind of stochastic game 
involving agents [5][28][30]. While we shall focus on the 
agents A1 and A2, we note that there is a further agent, the 
learner, so that three agents exist in this situation. Here, when 
a classification results in a positive labels, then A1 would gain 
a score of one, while when an observation results in a negative 
labels, then A2 would gain a score of one. When either 1 or 0 
label first reaches a given threshold h, then this will trigger a 
termination and the learning episode is concluded as success 
or failure according to which agent attains the threshold score 
first. Therefore, we have the following Learning Strategy.   

 
Strategy C: The learning process terminates when either 

agent, A1 or A2, first reach the threshold of either 
accumulating h labels of 1, or accumulating h labels of 0, 
which can then be concluded as a success or a failure 
according to which agent attains the threshold first. 

 
Here, without loss of generality, we shall let h = 2m+1 be 

odd, where m is an integer, and similar to Section II, we let p 
and q, with p + q = 1, signify the probabilities of receiving a 
positive labels, and negative labels, respectively for a 
particular classification. In other words, for a given 
classification, agent A1 wins with probability p, while agent A2 
wins with probability q. In order to attain h for either agent, 
the number of classifications Ω will fall within the range 

2𝑚 + 1 ≤  Ω ≤ 4𝑚 + 1 . 

If fk represents the probability that A1 wins at 
classifications number 4m+1−k, which occurs if and only if A1 
scored 2m successes in the first 4m−k observations, and 
subsequently score a final success, then fk is given by 

𝑓𝑘 = (
4𝑚 − 𝑘

2𝑚
) 𝑝2𝑚+1𝑞2𝑚−𝑘  . 

The probability that A1 reaches the threshold first, irrespective 
of the classification number, is therefore given by 

𝑃𝑚 =   ∑ 𝑓𝑘  = ∑ (
4𝑚 − 𝑘

2𝑚
) 𝑝2𝑚+1𝑞2𝑚−𝑘  .

2𝑚

𝑘=0

2𝑚

𝑘=0

 

That is, Pm gives the probability that the learning is successful 
(i.e., agent A1 wins) according to Learning Strategy C.  

     Table II computes Pm for different values of p, q, and m for 
this tournament scenario. We see that, as expected, when p = 
q = 1/2, Pm =1/2, since neither A1 nor A2 has any advantage 
over its opponent. As p increases, however, Pm will increase, 
reaching almost certainty as p increases beyond 0.8. If we 
regard p as a measure of A1’s winning ability per trial, then 
when p >> q, most trials will be scored by A1, so that winning 
the entire game (i.e., reaching h first) is almost a certainty, and 
this is especially so for higher values of h. It is interesting to 
see that when h or m is sufficiently high (e.g., m=10), a 
moderate advantage for A1 (e.g.,  p = 0.6) is enough to almost 
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guarantee success. On the other hand, 1−Pm gives the 
probability that agent A2 wins, where the measure of A2’s 
winning probability per trial is given by q. For instance, when 
q=0.4, then A2 stands a chance of around 27% of winning the 
game when m=2, and a chance of winning of around 10% 
when m=10. 

TABLE II.  PROBABILITIES OF LEARNING SUCCESS FOR THE 

TOURNAMENT SCENARIO 

m p q Pm m p q Pm 

1 

0.5 0.5 0.5000 

5 

0.5 0.5 0.5000 

0.6 0.4 0.6826 0.6 0.4 0.8256 

0.7 0.3 0.8369 0.7 0.3 0.9736 

0.8 0.2 0.9421 0.8 0.2 0.9990 

0.9 0.1 0.9914 0.9 0.1 1.0000 

2 

0.5 0.5 0.5000 

10 

0.5 0.5 0.5000 

0.6 0.4 0.7334 0.6 0.4 0.9035 

0.7 0.3 0.9012 0.7 0.3 0.9964 

0.8 0.2 0.9804 0.8 0.2 1.0000 

0.9 0.1 0.9991 0.9 0.1 1.0000 

 
Returning to the estimation problem, by observing Pm, i.e., 

by computing the observed proportion of time that agent A 
wins, it is possible to infer the underlying probability p. While 
unlike in Section II, where an explicit formula exists linking 
directly the observations to the estimate, such explicit 
relationship is not available here. Nevertheless, as can be 
observed from Table II, useful estimation bounds can be 
drawn to determine whether p > ½ or p < ½. We see that it is 
quite reasonable to estimate �̂� > ½ whenever Pm > ½, and for 
most practical purposes, this would seem to be adequate. 

In what follows, we shall apply the above analysis to 
network communications and the indexing of multimedia 
objects. While there are many situations that conform to the 
above framework such as those mentioned in the introduction, 
these particular applications are chosen partly because of their 
importance and partly because of their relevance to 
information processing in the present day big data era. 

 

V. APPLICATION TO PACKET SWITCHING 

 
In packet switching, suppose we wish to transmit a number 

of data packets over a noisy channel, where a successful error-
free transmission occurs with probability p, and an erroneous 
transmission occurs with probability q = 1 − p. An erroneous 
transmission may, for example, be detected from the error-
detection mechanisms when a packet is corrupted by random 
noise. Where the error-correction mechanism is able to correct 
the error despite the noise, the packet is regarded as a success, 
and this is incorporated into the probability p. For a message 
D consisting of r packets, we measure communications 
performance by examining the total number of transmissions 
required to achieve successful transmission of the entire 

message D. Let T1 be the time taken to successfully transmit 
a message consisting of r packets. An obvious analogy exists 
between the present situation and the multimedia information 
indexing situation above with respect to Learning Strategy A: 
we need a total of r classification of label 1 in order to achieve 
success. Consequently, we have the following results. Given 
a message consisting of r data packets, the total number of 
(error-free and erroneous) transmissions required in order to 
achieve a successful transmission of the entire message has 
mean and variance  

E[𝑻𝟏] =  
𝑟𝑞

𝑝
  ,                           (18) 

 

                                        Var[𝑻𝟏] =  
𝑟𝑞

𝑝2
  .                               (19) 

Moreover, the probabilities Pr[T1 = k] is given by, 

Pr[𝑻𝟏 = 𝑘] = (
−𝑟

𝑘
) 𝑝𝑟(−𝑞)𝑘,    𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …     (20) 

This may be determined approximately by the normal 
distribution [17] 

𝑻𝟏 ~𝑁 (
𝑟𝑞

𝑝
,
𝑟𝑞

𝑝2
 ) ,                                (21) 

and, 
 

Pr[𝑻𝟏  >  𝑡 ] = ∫
1

√2𝜋

∞

𝑡𝑝−𝑟𝑞

√𝑟𝑞

𝑒−
𝑡2

2
                           

= 1 − Φ (
𝑡𝑝 − 𝑟𝑞

√𝑟𝑞
).                             (22) 

Next, suppose we have a message D broken up into m 
packets, and perhaps due to the error detection/correction or 
other requirements, it needs m consecutive successful 
transmissions to complete the entire transmission. In this 
situation, we again measure performance by examining the 
total number of transmissions required to achieve successful 
transmission of the entire message D. Let T2 be the time taken 
to successfully transmit the entire message consisting of m 
packets. Again, an analogy exists between the present 
situation and the multimedia information indexing situation 
above with respect to Learning Strategy B. Consequently, we 
have the following results. 

      E[𝑻𝟐] =  
1 − 𝑝𝑚

𝑞𝑝𝑚
 ,                                          (23) 
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               Var[𝑻𝟐]  =  
1

𝑞2𝑝2𝑚
−

2𝑚 + 1

𝑞𝑝𝑚
−

𝑝

𝑞2
  .                 (24) 

 

VI. APPLICATION TO MULTIMEDIA SEARCH AND 

INDEXING 

 
Many large enterprises rely on multimedia document 

repositories for their effective operation. However, unlike 
text-oriented objects, the retrieval of multimedia objects is 
often limited in their search and discovery mechanisms, since 
they do not readily lend themselves to automatic processing 
or indexing. The basic framework of the adaptive search 
mechanism is to capture human judgment in the course of 
normal usage from user queries in order to develop semantic 
indexes which link search terms to media objects semantics. 
This approach is particularly effective for the retrieval of such 
multimedia objects as images, sounds, and videos, where a 
direct analysis of the object features does not allow them to be 
linked to search terms, such as non-textual/icon-based search, 
deep semantic search, or when search terms are unknown at 
the time the media repository is built. The above model is able 
to represent such an adaptive search mechanism by making 
use of naïve Bayes classification approach based on the three 
learning strategies indicated. This approach allows for the 
efficient creation and updating of media indexes, which is able 
to instill and propagate deep knowledge relating to the 
enterprise functions into the media management system 
concerning the advanced search and usage of multimedia 
resources.  

Thus, the above positive and negative classifications may 
be viewed as a learning sequence in multimedia indexing 
acquired from user interaction. Here, we are concerned with 
the status of the association of given search terms to particular 
multimedia objects.  Through the interaction with users, 
positive and negative labels are handed out probabilistically. 
In the case of search terms to multimedia objects association, 
learning success would mean that the association in question 
is sound and should be incorporated as proper index, while 
failure would mean that the search term-object association 
cannot be established.   

Similar to the previous application, the time to install an 
index term based on Strategy A would take a time of I1, with 
mean and variance given by 
 

E[𝑰𝟏] =  
𝑟𝑞

𝑝
  ,                           (25) 

 

                                        Var[𝑰𝟏] =  
𝑟𝑞

𝑝2
  .                               (26) 

In addition, we have, 

Pr[𝑰𝟏 = 𝑘] = (
−𝑟

𝑘
) 𝑝𝑟(−𝑞)𝑘,    𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, 3, …     (27) 

Similarly, the time I2 to install an index term based on 
Strategy B has mean and variance 

  

      E[𝑰𝟐] =  
1 − 𝑝𝑚

𝑞𝑝𝑚
 ,                                          (28) 

 

               Var[𝑰𝟐]  =  
1

𝑞2𝑝2𝑚
−

2𝑚 + 1

𝑞𝑝𝑚
−

𝑝

𝑞2
  .                  (29) 

 
Furthermore, from Section IV, under Learning Strategy C 
with threshold h, the probability of successful installation of 
an index term is given by  
 

∑ (
2ℎ − 𝑗 − 2

ℎ − 1
) 𝑝ℎ𝑞ℎ−𝑗−1 .

ℎ−1

𝑗=0

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSION 

 
We have presented a model of binary classification, 

operating in a stationary stochastic environment in the 
presence of noise. Stochastic methods are essential because 
various operating environments are often noisy and seldom 
static nor deterministic, and the use of probabilistic methods 
is therefore an unavoidable necessity. Indeed, if stochastic 
elements are absent, the same outcome will always occur, and 
repeated observations, and hence repeated reinforcements, are 
unnecessary. A unified probabilistic framework is developed 
for such a classification scenario. We first consider a situation 
where the cumulative number of classifications is pre-
specified and fixed, which constitute the criterion for 
terminating the learning process. Two variations of this 
process are considered, one requires non-consecutive 
reinforcements and the other requires consecutive 
reinforcements. By observing the random positive to negative 
labels ratio, a meaningful estimation of either learning success 
or failure may be arrived at. In most practical situations, the 
cost of securing a classification can be significant, and this has 
been incorporated into our model, and we have obtained the 
probabilities of exceeding the classifications cost bounds.  

A multi-agent framework where the handing out of 
positive and negative labels are viewed as being performed by 
agents have also been considered. Thus, the final learning 
outcome is determined by a kind of stochastic game with the 
agents competing against each other. The termination 
criterion here is determined by when and how the game is 
won. The respective probabilities of learning success and 
failure are also explicitly derived. Closed-form expressions of 
other relevant measures of interest are obtained. A procedure 
for estimating the underlying stochastic structure from the 
observed random agent winning frequencies is also 
developed. 
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The above results and algorithms have been applied to 
study the performance of human-assisted semi-automatic 
multimedia information indexing as well as to quantify 
communications network transmission performance operating 
in a noisy channel. 

In this paper, we have employed the naïve Bayes 
assumption and assumed that positive labels and negative 
labels occur statistically independently. In the future, it may 
be more general to relax this assumption and incorporate 
different forms of dependencies into the model, such as single-
step or multi-step Markov Chain conditional dependency.  
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Abstract— In this work, a three-hop wireless relay channels 

under the influence of Rician fading will be observed.  Three-

hop wireless relay system model is made as the product of 

three independent, but not necessarily identically distributed, 

Rician random variables. Some important wireless relay 

system performance of the first and second order, as 

cumulative distribution function, outage probability, level 

crossing rate and average fade duration will be determined 

and graphically presented. The impact of fading parameters 

will be highlighted based on presented graphs. Then, 

simulation software environment for modelling and planning 

the wireless three-hop relay systems performance under the 

influence of Rician fading will be described. The goal of this 

method is to minimize the transmission costs and provide the 

best possible Quality of Service for defined wireless 

transmission scenario. 

Keywords- Graphics Processing Unit (GPU); linear 

optimization; random variables; Rician fading; system 

performance, three-hop relaying system. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Performance of three-hop wireless relay channels under 
the influence of fading have not yet been analyzed enough in 
available literature [1] - [5]. Different authors mainly analyze 
multi-hop relay systems with the application on dual-hop 
channels [6] - [8].  

The multi-hop communication in relay systems is 
introduced for improving the quality of transmission in 
cellular and ad hoc networks because of transmit power 
limitations. The benefits of multi-hop relays are visible in 
rural areas with small population and low level of traffic 
density. 

Multi-hop routing is the way of communication in radio 
networks where network coverage area is larger than radio 
range of single nodes [9]. So, to get to a destination, node 
can utilize other nodes as relays. This is also very justified 
for energy efficiency reasons. After the transceiver is the 

major source of power consumption in a node, and 
transmission to long distance needs high power, in many 
cases multi-hop routing is more energy efficient than single-
hop transmission [10], [11]. Hence, relay technologies have 
the potential to offer extended cell coverage, better energy 
efficiency and improved capacity over the next generation 
wireless networks. 

In wireless environments, properties of communications 
systems are disturbed notably due to the signal envelope 
fluctuations based of the presence of multipath fading [12] 
[13]. Because of that, it is of substantial importance to 
characterize these random fluctuations in terms of the fading 
characteristics and derive the first and second order system 
performance [14], [15].  

Although the existence of a direct path between the 
transmitter and the receiver, called line of sight (LOS), is not 
a prerequisite for wireless communication, in many modern 
applications, with the reduction of the coverage area there is 
a LOS between the transmitter and receiver. The Rician 
distribution is used to mathematically describe these 
propagation conditions with LOS. This is the reason we use 
this fading model in our paper. 

Namely, we consider here a three-hop relay channel, as a 
special case of multi-hop relay channel, under the presence 
of Rician fading. This case is important for the environment 
where an optical LOS is present. By our opinion, there are 
not enough reported papers in available literature on this 
topic. 

This paper consists of seven sections. In introduction, the 
main terms are defined. The literature review is presented in 
the second section. In the third section, the system model is 
shown. The first order characteristics of the product of three 
Rician random variables (RVs) are defined in the fourth 
section, but the second order characteristics of this product 
are presented the fifth one. The graphs for all performance 
are plotted and parameters analysis is done. In the sixth 
section, software environment for smart city mobile network 
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planning is introduced. The last section consists of 
concluding remarks. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The closed-form expressions for the outage probability 
(Pout), the channel capacity (CC), and also the average 
symbol error probability (ASEP) were calculated in [6] for 
amplify-and-forward (AF) multi-hop relay network in the 
presence of Rayleigh fading. The analytical expressions are 
obtained for some scenarios of dual-hop relay systems. 

The output signal from multi-hop relay system is product 
of random variables at hops outputs. In [16], multi-hop 
system in the presence of Nakagami fading is analyzed 
through N*Nakagami distribution as suitable for modeling of 
realistic wireless fading channels. Statistical analysis of 
cascaded Rician fading channels is given in [17]. Different 
performance is derived for both fading channels in terms of 
the Meijer G-function. 

Our group of authors analyzed different products of RVs 
and obtained some system performance for dual and three-
hop relay systems in closed forms in [3], [4], [18], [19]. 
Wireless dual-hop relay system in κ-µ short term fading 
environment is presented in [18]. An analytical approach for 
evaluating performance of dual-hop cooperative link over 
shadowed Ricean fading channels is shown in [19]. All 
performance of product of three Rayleigh RVs are presented 
in [3]. The product of three Nakagami-m RVs is observed in 
[4] and some statistical characteristics are derived.  

Three-hop system is also observed in [2]. The second 
order characteristics for such three-hop relay system were 
derived. The knowing of second-order statistics (level 
crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD)) of 
multipath fading channels help in better understanding the 
effects of fading and then easier mitigation. As example, the 
AFD determines the average length of error bursts in fading 
channels [20]. So, in fading channels with relatively large 
AFD, long data blocks will be significantly affected by the 
channel fades than short blocks [21]. 

A knowledge of this fact is necessary for better choose of 
the frame length for coded packetized systems, designing 
interleaved or non-interleaved concatenated coding methods 
[22], optimizing the interleaver size, choosing the buffer 
depth for adaptive modulation schemes [23] [24], throughput 
(efficiency) estimation of communication protocols, and so 
on. Empirically-verified formulas for the LCR and AFD of 
common multipath fading models are necessary for all 
observed applications. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

The observed three-hop communication system is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 [7]. It consists of a source node, marked 
by (S), sending the information signal to the destination, 
marked by (D), using two consecutive relays, signed by R1 
and R2.   

All nodes are equipped with a single antenna operating in 
half-duplex mode. The contiguous relays help delivering the 
information to the destination. This is valid when the 
network nodes are under heavy shadowing, or when the 
distance between terminals is large, and also when the nodes 
suffer limited power resources [7]. 

IV. THE FIRST ORDER PERFORMANCE OF PRODUCT OF THREE 

RICIAN RANDOM VARIABLES  

For description of three-hop wireless relay system it is 
necessary to derive the first-order characteristics of the 
product of three Rician RVs. In this context, PDF, CDF and 
Pout will be analyzed. 

A. PDF of Product of Three Rician RVs 

Rician fading is a stochastic model for radio propagation 
where the signal arrives at the receiver by several different 
paths when one of the paths, typically a line of sight signal or 
some strong reflection signals, is much stronger than the 
others.  

 

  

Figure 1.  System model of a three-hop wireless relay [7].
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In Rician fading, the amplitude gain is characterized by 

Rician distribution. It was named after Stephen O. Rice 
[25]. Rician RVs xi have Rician distribution [25]:  
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where Ωi are mean powers of RVs xi, and κi are Rician 

factors. Rician factor is defined as a ratio of signal power 

of dominant component and power of scattered 

components. It can have values from [0, ].  

A random variable x is product of three Rician RVs 

[3, eq. (2)]: 
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which implies: x1=x/ x2 x3. 
Probability density function of product of three Rician 

RVs x is [26, eq. (7)]: 
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B. CDF of Product of Three Rician RVs 

Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of product of 
three Rician RVs is [1]: 
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In contrast to Rician, Rayleigh fading is a model for 

stochastic fading when there is no LOS signal. Since that it 
is considered as a special case of Rician fading. Rayleigh 
fading is obtained for Rician factor putting Rician factor 
κ=0. Because of that, derived expressions for CDF of 
product of three Rician RVs can be used for obtaining a 
CDF of product of three Rayleigh RVs, also for CDF of 
product of two Rayleigh RVs and Rician RV, and CDF of 
product of two Rician RVs and Rayleigh RV. The 
obtained results can be used in performance analysis of 
wireless three-hop relay radio system in the presence of 
multipath fading. This means that derived CDFs are used 
for the next cases: 1) when Rician fading is present in all 

three sections ( 0i  , i = 1, 2, 3), then 2) when Rayleigh 

fading is present in all three sections (κ1 = κ2 = κ3 = 0), the 
next 3) when Rayleigh fading is present in two sections 

and Rician in one (κ1 = κ2 = 0, 3 0  ), and 4) when 

Rayleigh fading is present in one and Rician fading in two 

sections (κ1 = 0, 2 0  , 3 0  ). A case with κ →∞ 

presents the scenario without fading. 
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C. Outage probability of Product of Three Rician RVs 

The outage probability is an important performance 
measure of quality of fading channels. Pout is defined as 
the probability that information rate is less than previously 

defined threshold information rate th. Actually, Pout is 
the probability that an outage occurs within a specified 
time period [14]: 

 
0

th

out xP p t dt



  ,    (5) 

where px(x) is the PDF of the signal and th is the system 
protection ratio depending on the type of used modulation 
and the receivers’ characteristics [27]. 

Using (4), Pout is expressed as [14]: 

 out x thP F  .    (6)  

Some graphs of the Pout are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 
for different values of parameters.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Outage probability of product of three Rician RVs versus 

signal envelope x for different values of Rician factor 1 and signal 
power Ω=1. 

 

Figure 3.  Outage probability of product of three Rician RVs depending 

on signal envelope for different values of signal power Ωi and Rician 

factor =1. 

The choice of parameters illustrates the broad range of 
shapes that the curves of the resulting distribution can 
have. It is evident that performance is improved with an 

increase in Rician factors i. Also, higher values of fading 
powers Ωi tend to reduce the Pout and improve system 
performance, as it is expected. 

V. THE SECOND ORDER PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT 

OF THREE RICIAN RANDOM VARIABLES  

Level crossing rate and average fade duration of the 

signal envelope are very important second-order statistics 

of wireless channel. They enable useful information about 

the dynamic temporal behavior of multipath wireless 

fading channels. 

A. LCR of Product of Three Rician RVs 

Level crossing rate is one of the most important 

second-order performance measures of wireless 

communication system. LCR has application in modelling 

and designing of communication systems, but also in the 

design of error correcting codes, optimization of 

interleave size and throughput analysis. 

LCR is defined as the expected rate at which a fading 

signal envelope crosses the given level in the downward 

direction, expressed in crossings per second [15]. The 

LCR of RV shows how often the envelope crosses a 

predetermined threshold x [28]. Let us first determine 

 xxp xx (the joint probability density function (JPDF) 

between x and x ), then apply the Rice’s formula [25, Eq. 

(2.106)] to finally calculate the LCR [13]: 

 
0
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LCR of product of three Rician RVs is derived in [5, 
eq. (20)]: 
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Last integral can be solved by using Laplace 

approximation theorem for solution the two-fold integrals 

[29]. It was solved in [5, Eqs. (22) - (29)] in the form: 
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Some graphs for normalized LCR of product of three 
Rician RVs versus this product x are plotted in Figs. 4 and 

5 [1] for different values of Rician factor i and average 

power i. 
It is visible that LCR increases when Rician signal 

power increases. The impact of signal envelope power on 

the LCR is higher for bigger values of Rician factor i. 
Also, LCR increases with increasing of Ωi for all values of 
signal envelope. 

 

 

Figure 4.  LCR normalized by fm depending on signal envelope x for 

various values of Rician factor i and signal power Ω=1. 

 

 

Figure 5.  LCR normalized by fm versus signal envelope x for various 

values of signal powers Ωi. 

The impact of signal envelope on the LCR is larger for 

higher values of the signal envelope, when Ωi changes. It 

is known from theory that system has better performance 

for lower values of the LCR. 

B. AFD of Product of Three Rician RVs  

Average fade duration measures how long a signal’s 

envelope or power stays below a given threshold, i.e., 

how long the user is in continuous outage. This is 

important for coding design. 

AFD is derived from the LCR [4]. According to that, 

AFD is [30, eq. (9)]: 
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In numerator is actually the CDF of x from (4), and Nx(x) 

is LCR given presented by (8) [31]. 

 

 

Figure 6.  AFD normalized by fm versus signal envelope x for different 

values of Rician factor i and signal powers Ωi=1. 

 

Figure 7.  AFD normalized by fm depending on signal envelope x for 

=1 and different values of signal powers Ωi. 
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The normalized AFD (Txfm) of product of three Rician 
RVs is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 [1] depending on signal 
envelope x. One can observe from these figures that AFD 

has smaller values for higher parameter i and lower signal 
envelope x. Also, it is possible to see from Fig. 7 that AFD 
increases for whole range of envelopes and lower Ωi. The 
impact of Ωi is bigger at higher envelopes’ values. 

VI. SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT FOR SMART CITY MOBILE 

NETWORK PLANNING 

Moreover, we make use of the previously derived 
expressions within software simulation environment that 
aims optimal mobile network planning in order to support 
state-of-the-art services within smart cities. The tools are 
accessible using web browser and build upon the software 
engine presented in [8], [32], [33]. In Fig. 8, the workflow 
of this software environment is depicted. 

The first step in this workflow represents creation of 
user-drawn smart city mobile network model relying on 
3D graphical environment implemented using Three.js. 
When it comes to modelling, the following factors are 
taken into account: network provider’s infrastructure 
(represented as base stations); terrain configuration 
(represented as different forms of obstacles, such as 
buildings and trees); end-users of provided network 
service (represented as autonomous cars, drones, 
surveillance cameras); smart city locations of interest, 
referred to as places. 

Once user completes a network model, fading effect-
related values are calculated: Pout, LCR and AFD relying 
on NVIDIA CUDA [34] which makes use of Graphics 
Processing Unit (GPU). This approach is beneficial, as the 
time required for these calculations is reduced due to 
impact of loop-level parallelization. Considering the fact 
that loop-based calculations represent the constituent part 

of fading expressions [35], significant acceleration was 
noticed in comparison with equivalent program written in 
Mathematica and executed entirely on CPU – 59 times for 
Pout, 61 times for LCR and 69 times for AFD. The 
structure generalized structure of CUDA C kernel is 
illustrated in Fig. 9, where FadingMeasure is changed 
with one of the fading-related measures – either Pout, LCR 
or AFD.  

On the other side, we also make use of GPU hardware 
for prediction of service demand regarding the number of 
service consumers at given place within smart city. This 
prediction problem is treated as regression. 

The input (independent) variables are the following: 
place id, day of the week, daily average temperature and 
daily number of COVID-19 cases, as each of them is 
assumed to be affecting how crowded certain place would 
be. The output is number of mobile network users. For this 
purpose, we use deep neural network with three hidden 
layers, 30 nodes per layer and ReLU activation function, 
while there is one linear node in the output layer.  

Furthermore, Adam optimizer and Mean Squared Error 
cost function was used, with learning rate 0.01. The mean 
relative error of this model was around 6%. In Fig. 10, an 
excerpt of Python code relying on PyTorch [36] 
framework for deep learning, defining the proposed neural 
network is given. The approach to service demand 
prediction builds upon our previous work done in [37]. 

In the last step, once we have both the fading effect 
measures and service demand predictions calculated, the 
procedure of linear optimization can be executed in order 
to find the best possible selection of base stations, suitable 
for the selected smart city places. In this context, linear 
optimization model is written using AMPL 9 [38] and 
optimization problem solved relying on CPLEX [39] that 
implements simplex method. 

  

Figure 8.  Smart city mobile network planning workflow. 
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Figure 9.  Generalized CUDA C kernel illustrating GPU-enabled fading 

effect calcualtion. 

 
class ServiceDemandModel(torch.nn.Module):

    def __init__(self, input_length):

        super(ServiceDemandModel, self).__init__()

        self.input_num = input_num

        self.layer1 = torch.nn.Linear(input_length, 35)

        self.layer2 = torch.nn.Linear(35, 35)

        self.layer3 = torch.nn.Linear(35, 35)

        self.layer4 = torch.nn.Linear(35, 1)

    def forward(self, x):

        output = F.relu(self.layer1(x))

        output = F.relu(self.layer2(output))

        output = F.relu(self.layer3(output))

        nu = self.layer4(output)

        return nu

predictor=ServiceDemandModel(4)
 

Figure 10.  Excerpt from Python code showing deep neural network 

definition using PyTorch for service demand prediction treated as 

regression. 

In this case, the optimization model’s objective 
function has goal to minimize the overall mobile network 
maintenance costs dmc[bs, p] for placing base station bs at 
place p. On the other side, it aims to maximize the network 
performance by keeping Pout and AFD as low as possible: 

,

[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] [ , ]
bs BS p P

minimize AFD p bs Pout p bs dmc p bs x p bs
 

 . 

  (11) 

Table I 

Results for varying network model size. 

Base 

stations 

[num] 

Places 
[num] 

Pout  
[s] 

 

 
LCR 

[s] 

 

 
AFD 

[s] 

 

 
Pred 

[s] 

 

 
Opt. 
[min] 

 

Cost 
red. 

[%] 

3 2 0.61 

 
 0.72 

 
0.94 

 
0.33 

 
0.29 

 
36 

5 3 0.94 

 

1.07 

 

1.21 

 

0.36 

 

0.73 

 

42 

9 4 1.33 

 

1.69 

 

1.88 

 

0.41 

  

1.04 

 

78 

12 5 1.92 

 
2.13 

 
2.76 

 
0.47 

 
3.04 

 
61 

 
 

In this equation, x[p, bs] is decision variable that will 
take value 1 in case when base station bs is about to be 
allocated to place p, while it is 0 otherwise. Moreover, for 
each place p, the channel capacity [40] of a base station 
cap[p, bs] should be enough to handle the predicted 
number of users nu[p]: 

[ , ] [ , ] [ ],
bs BS

x p bs cap p bs nu p p P


  .           (12) 

Finally, when it comes to evaluation of the proposed 
approach making use the synergy of GPGPU calculations, 
deep learning and linear optimization, the cost reduction 
percentage and execution times for different sizes of 
network models (number of base stations and places) are 
presented in Table I. According to these results, it can be 
seen that it takes more processing time for larger models, 
while the cost reduction depends on the specific model 
instance. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we analyzed the influence of Rician 
fading to the three-hop wireless relay system. The output 
signal from such system was obtained as the product of 
three Rician RVs. For this scenario, we presented 
previously determined formulas for the next performance: 
PDF, CDF, Pout, LCR and AFD.  Based on the presented 
results it is possible to anticipate the behavior of the real 
wireless relay system in the presence of Rician fading. The 
parameters influence is analyzed based on plotted 
graphics. 

Finally, in the last part of this paper, the previously 
derived expressions for performance of wireless system in 
the presence of fading were incorporated into GPU-
enabled network planning environment. Considering the 
achieved results, it can also be concluded that the proposed 
approach leveraging synergy of GPGPU calculations, deep 
learning and linear optimization, enables more efficient 
network planning. This approach provides the highest 
possible Quality of Service (QoS), keeping at the same 
time the costs as lowest as possible. The procedure 
depends also on the specific fading conditions in smart 
city. 
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Next Generation IMPAQT Miniaturized Underwater Transmitter System Design 

 
Abstract - In recent years, terrestrial wireless sensor networks 

and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies have developed 

rapidly. However, due to the limitations of Electromagnetic 

(EM) signal propagation in water, there is less development and 

advancement in the underwater wireless sensor networks 

domain. As part of the IMPAQT project, a novel wireless 

underwater telemetry platform using acoustics has been 

proposed. This telemetry platform has the potential to replace 

the underwater sensors cables and provide a wireless method to 

collect and transmit a variety of environmental sensor data 

under water. The proposed platform system architecture 

consists of several ultrasonic transmitter nodes and a gateway 

buoy as a data aggregator node to transmit the data from the 

sensors to the cloud for analytics to be carried out. Transmitter 

nodes will read the attached sensor data and transmit it to the 

gateway buoy. The gateway buoy will send the collected data to 

a data management system using a Long Range (LoRa) 

communication link. The next generation IMPAQT 

Transmitter node developed is a compact, low-cost, low-power 

acoustic transmitter node that has an external sensor interface 

to receive data from attached sensors is described in detail in 

this paper. In addition, the potential for short-range EM-based 

underwater LoRa communication is evaluated and described.  

Keywords- Biotelemetry; Underwater communication; 

Underwater sensors network; Acoustic communications, 

underwater sensor node.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is an extension of a previous conference 

submission [1]. According to the latest United Nations world 

population estimation, by the year 2050, the population of the 

earth will reach approximately 10 billion people [2], and this 

increase will result in a higher demand for food and 

consequently seafood as it is one of the primary sources of 

protein and nutrition for many people. In the past, capture 

fisheries productions were the primary source of seafood, but 

this has changed in 2012, where aquaculture production 

volumes exceeded that of the traditional capture fisheries, and 

it is seen to be increasing rapidly in recent years to meet 

demand [3].  

To provide more sustainability, reduce environmental 

impacts, and promote economic gains, integrated multi-

trophic aquaculture (IMTA) is gaining popularity among 

marine farmers. In IMTA, farmers combine fed species (e.g., 

fish, shrimp, oysters) with extractive species (e.g., seaweed, 

mussels), and the extractive species will use the by-products 

of the fed species, reducing the environmental impact of the 

sites and also providing commercial profit to farmers.  

IMPAQT [4] is a European project aimed at promoting 

and supporting the development of IMTA sites by providing 

a multi-purpose (Inland, coastal, offshore), multi-sensing 

(heterogeneous sensors, biosensors, smart systems), and 

multi-functional (Monitoring, data analytics, decision 

making) data management platform  [5]. The IMPAQT 

project also aims at providing training based on the obtained 

data to the farmers and improving farming sector 

performance [6]. In Figure 1, an overview of the IMPAQT 

project has been proposed by Michalek et al. [7].  

 

 
Figure 1. IMPAQT Project overview [7]. 

As part of the IMPAQT Data acquisition system, a 

communications device was required to collect information 

from the underwater sensors and transmit it to the data 

aggregator system (DAS) to provide accurate, real-time, and 

relevant information about the underwater environment.  

As a result, a novel miniaturized low-power and low-cost 

underwater acoustic transmitter node and a gateway buoy 

receiver have been proposed as a telemetry system and 

evaluated to collect data from sensors and transmit it to the 

inland data aggregators.  
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The transmitter node has an optional extension sensor 

board, and the transmitter node is capable of interfacing with 

external commercially off-the-shelf sensor modules using an 

external sensor connector. Due to its small size and 

lightweight design, it has little impact on the working 

environment and the artefacts to which the sensors are 

attached. 

In Section II, the related research projects, and 

specifically underwater monitoring systems, is summarised. 

Section III describes the LoRa underwater EM 

communications experiments that were carried out as part of 

this work to clarify the reasons that electromagnetics cannot 

be used for underwater communications except for very 

short-range applications. Section III continues by describing 

the methodology and development of the acoustic transmitter 

node circuit, design parameters and also describes the power 

analysis of the circuit to maximize system lifetime 

underwater. Section IV discusses the obtained results, and 

Section V addresses the result of the project and future work. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

With the rapidly increasing and evolving aquaculture 

market sector, it is essential to monitor and analyze the effects 

of the methods that have been used in aquaculture to reduce 

the costs and improve the stability and sustainability of sea 

farms. Experimental monitoring in labs and tanks can help in 

establishing optimal best practices. However, due to the 

differences between the experimental environment and real 

aquaculture environments, it is hard to compare the findings 

accurately, especially when it comes to the biasing caused by 

the handling of marine animals [8]. In [9], M. Føre et al. 

proposed the concept of Precision Fish Farming intending to 

use scientific methods to manage fish production by enabling 

farmers to monitor, control and document the biological 

processes in fish farms. With the advancement of chemical 

and electrical sensing technologies, it is now possible to 

develop miniaturized attached sensor devices to track and 

study the natural behaviour of marine animals and plants in 

their natural environment. This section includes an overview 

of the current marine monitoring platforms and also acoustic 

telemetry platforms and modems.  

A. State-of-art marine monitoring platforms 

To achieve the goal of precision aquaculture and fish 

farming, in [10], J. A. Martos-Sitcha et al. describe the 

development of the AE-FishBIT, shown in Figure 2A, an 

ultra-low-power sensor device, for monitoring physical 

activities and respiratory frequency of the farmed fish, using 

the on-board accelerometer sensor. AE-FishBIT is a small 

non-invasive monitoring sensor with a footprint of 14mm x 

7mm x 7mm and a total mass of 600mg. AE-FishBIT is not 

able to transmit the data, and the fish is required to be 

captured to download the sensors data. 

Almeida et al. [11] monitored the behaviour of the 

Lusitanian toadfish using accelerometry data provided by the 

externally attached AccelTag, which was able to recognize 

and log behaviour activities of the fish. It is capable of 

continuously recording tilt, roll, forward acceleration, lateral 

acceleration, vertical acceleration of fish for more than 7 

hours. To download the recorded data, the tag needs to be 

extracted and connected to a computer to download its data. 

There are also devices for tracking the movement of the 

fish in dams, fisheries, and cages. In [12][13], authors have 

developed the Juvenile Salmon Acoustic Telemetry System 

(JSATS), shown in Figure 2B, to identify and track the 

movement of juvenile salmon in dams and rivers. JSATS tags 

are incredibly compact that can be injected using a needle 

into the fish's body. They can transmit ultrasonic pings for a 

year with a 15-second ping interval. But JSATS tags are only 

capable of transmitting a pre-programmed unique 

identification code and temperature data, and as they are 

sealed, they cannot provide any other sensor data. According 

to the report published in the journal of “review of scientific 

instruments” [14], the latest version of the JSATS tags can last 

up to 285 days with the ping rate of 15 seconds and 98 days 

with the ping rate of 5 seconds at 163dB sound level, and each 

ping can travel up to 500m.    

 

 
A                           B 

 
Figure 2.  (A) AE-FishBIT Tags [10]   (B) JSATS Tags [12] 

In [15], C. Brockmann et al. implemented an energy-

efficient system for monitoring fish in freshwater using high-

frequency RF transceivers, capable of operating for one 

month using a single coin cell battery, with a measurement 

and transmission duty cycle of once every second. They 

utilized a low-power sub-GHz RF transceiver, CC1101  [16], 

which transmits at 866 MHz. They implemented an EMG 

sensor and a temperature sensor inside the module. They 

reported that the device was able to transmit data out of the 

fish cage, and they measured -70.52 dBm as the Received 

Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) outside of the fish cage. 

They also reported that the module was able to cover one 

cubic meter of signal traveling distance in the water, which is 

not suitable for open-water communication requiring a more 

significant range. 

Monitoring the marine environment parameters such as 

wave motion and light intensity, which are known to impact 

plant growth and harvest levels, is important in IMTA 

aquaculture scenarios. In a recent research, Peres et al. [17] 

developed a seaweed monitoring tag named AquaBit, shown 
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in  Figure 3, to record the accelerometry data of seaweed 

movement alongside recording the temperature, light 

intensity, and water pressure of the marine environment that 

it is deployed in. This novel miniature low-power NFC-

enabled tag records the relevant seaweed growth parameters 

for roughly two weeks at a 52 Hz sampling rate, and the 

recorded data can be downloaded using the on-board NFC 

transceiver and a mobile phone or using a USB cable and 

provided Python-based host application.  

 

 
Figure 3. AquaBit seaweed monitoring tag [17]. 

Another method to monitor the marine environment is to 

use unmanned underwater vehicles. SeaSmart has introduced 

three patented wireless drones to collect environmental data, 

such as oxygen, salinity, biomass, and temperature, by 

travelling through the cage to collect data and returning to the 

surface to transmit the collected information to the cloud. It 

can also measure where the fish are in the cage, which can 

help farmers in their production and also feeding procedures. 

The SeaSmart Sensor Drone, depicted in Figure 4, can run 

24/7 for six months on a single battery charge [18]. 

 

 
Figure 4. SeaSmart drone  [18]. 

The Waterlinked company also has a solution for sensing 

aquaculture cages, called CageSense, shown in Figure 5. It is 

a network of various sensors and gateways that provide real-

time underwater sensing [19]. They provide a wireless sensor 

that can be attached to cages using zip ties, and they can 

report the oxygen, salinity level, and cage’s tilt and depth. 

There is a limited amount of information regarding these 

sensors at the time of writing this paper. 

 
Figure 5. Waterlinked Cage Sense monitoring system [19]. 

There are also efforts on monitoring IMTA and 

aquaculture sites using remote sensing technologies; in [20], 

C. C. Krueger et al. have used multi-sensor (satellite, 

unmanned aerial vehicle, and ground spectroradiometer) 

remote sensing techniques to monitor seaweed aquaculture in 

the Yellow Sea.  

There are also underwater modems that are of large size,  

bulky and designed for specific purposes, i.e., Underwater 

Robotics, etc. [21][22], and these are not designed for 

general-purpose marine environmental monitoring and are 

not reported in this paper. 

In summary, various sensors can be used underwater for 

monitoring applications, but in order to extract their datasets, 

many of these need to be retrieved for data download at 

regular intervals. Wired sensors also exist, but there are 

limited numbers of sensors with underwater wireless 

communications capability for data download and analysis in 

real time. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

As it can be inferred from the state-of-the-art monitoring 

systems, there is a lack of a general-purpose miniaturized, 

low-power, wireless underwater transmitter that can be 

integrated with other commercial and research sensors to 

provide a telemetry system to collect sensors’ information 

wirelessly.  

The focus of the IMPAQT telemetry platform is on 

providing a communication link for monitoring IMTA sites, 

where all sensors will be deployed in a bounded area, and it 

is considered that the gateway buoy will be located at a 

maximum distance 100m from each sensor tag. Although an 

ultrasonic platform would be the optimum telemetry 

platform, there is also the possibility to use an 

ElectroMagnetic (EM) based solution at the shorter range, 

where the gateway is installed at the water surface of a cage 

right above the sensor, where a range of few meters would be 

required. 

The transmitter needs to be miniaturized to enable 

integration with a wide range of sensors without requiring 

special mounting, and it should run on its own battery, to be 

able to communicate with the gateway node even in the case 

that the external sensor's battery is depleted. Having an 

internal battery and a battery management system also makes 
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it easier to manage the battery health and estimate the 

charging status.  

Considering the IMPAQT deployment requirements, 

there is a possibility of using electromagnetic waves 

communication at ultra-short range and ultrasonic waves 

communications at longer ranges. In the next section, the 

possibility of underwater electromagnetic communication is 

discussed, and a practical experiment carried out to confirm 

the results is explained.  

A. Underwater electromagnetic communication 

In various publications, researchers have studied 

electromagnetic waves propagation underwater [15][23]–

[25]. In underwater communications, the transmission range 

is dependent on all the power gains and losses that a 

communication signal experiences during the transmission 

process. The most significant factor in establishing 

underwater communication is path loss. Path loss is the 

amount of wave signal degradation that occurs when a wave 

propagates in a medium, and it degrades as it moves in the 

medium channel. The amount of degradation depends on the 

conductivity and distance that the signal has travelled, and it 

is usually called path loss attenuation.  

There are two primary path loss (𝑃𝐿) types that could 

happen in underwater RF communication. Attenuation loss 

and complex permittivity are shown as 𝐿𝛼,𝜀 in an underwater 

environment, and reflection loss (𝐿𝑅) at the surface, as shown 

in equation (1) below.  

 

 𝑃𝐿 = 𝐿𝛼,𝜀 + 𝐿𝑅 (1) 

 

The path loss model for an underwater environment is 

extensively discussed in [24][25] for far-field 

electromagnetic communication and in [26] for near-field 

communications (i.e. NFC, RFID). Although there are 

various theoretical models available, there are limited 

numbers of publications describing practical experiments. To 

evaluate the potential for short-range (all that is possible 

according to theory and modelling) EM underwater 

communication, a series of practical experiments were 

carried out in a freshwater river using off-the-shelf LoRa 

transceivers to validate the theoretical models. According to 

the theoretical studies, lower frequency EM signals should 

attenuate less in the water, maximizing the range as much as 

possible. However, lower frequency EM transceivers require 

a longer antenna, which is not optimal for IMPAQT project 

context.   For the evaluation of EM waves underwater, it has 

been decided to use a general purpose LoRa transceivers. 

Current state-of-the-art LoRa transceivers by Semtech, 

SX127x series, offer a receiver sensitivity of -133 dBm with 

the most optimal configuration [40] and they are working in 

a range of 169MHz to 868MHz, According to Maxwell 

equation and experimental models such as Lioyd [19] and 

Hattab et al.  [33] models, at the frequency of 169MHz the 

maximum travelling distance for the SX127x series should be 

around 2.3 meter in freshwater and less than 20cm in 

Seawater. Similarly, at 868MHz frequency, the travelling 

distance is limited to less than 110cm in freshwater and less 

than 13cm in seawater.  

For the experiment, a LoPy4 radio node has been 

selected as the controller and RF module. LoPy4 [27] is a 

compact MicroPython enabled radio node based on SX1276 

transceivers, designed to work at 868 MHz frequency. A 

transmitter and a receiver with identical setups have been 

prepared to communicate at 868 MHz frequency range, The 

diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 6, and the prepared 

setup is shown in Figure 7. An STM32F4-Disco board [28] 

has been used to control custom made SX1276RF1IAS 

modules, which have not been used in this test. It also 

monitors the external start switch to initiate the test procedure 

and synchronise the transmitter and receiver’s timings for 

logging purposes.   

 
Figure 6. Underwater RF evaluation board diagram. 

An SD Card is used for logging the communication 

packets statistics and network quality of service. As these 

evaluation setups are intended to be immersed underwater, 

two IP68 plastic containers [29] were used as system 

enclosures, and a silicon sealant material was used to seal the 

antenna connectors and control switches. Airtight plastic 

bags are also used to cover the enclosure and antenna to 

provide an extra level of water protection. Using a 70 

micrometer airtight plastic bag adds an extra layer of plastic 

between the antenna and water, which is inevitable. However, 

based on the practical experiments by Donmez [30] on 1mm 

plastic material and another experiment demonstration at 10 

GHz frequency on a range of plastic materials [31], the effect 

of a thin plastic layer can be considered to be negligible. 

Initially, an urban environment communication range 

test in free space was performed to confirm that the modules 

were correctly configured. The non-line-of-sight urban 

communication test was carried out near Tyndall National 

Institute [32] in Cork [51.898736, -8.483184]. In these tests, 

the transmitter characterisation node was installed on the 

second floor of a four-level building in the urban area and 

received signal strength was recorded while increasing the 

distance of transmission. 
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Figure 7. Underwater RF Evaluation platform. 

 

In Figure 8, an aerial image of the test and average RSSI 

is shown. The red line shows the path taken with the 

transmitter board. The LoPy4 868 MHz receiver node 

managed to receive the transmitter signals up to 240 meters 

away from the starting point, with no line-of-sight, with the 

presence of dense and high buildings in between the 

transmitter and receiver and the transmitter located inside a 

four-level building. This indicates that the setup was working 

as expected, and there were no loose connections or 

deficiencies in the RF transceiver setup. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. RF Evaluation platform air communication test. 

 

After testing the EM waves communication in the air, 

River Lee in Cork [51.898757, -8.483163] was selected for 

performing the EM waves underwater communication test. 

First, the salinity of the water was measured using a salinity 

refractometer. “Refractometers measure the degree to which 

the light changes direction, called the angle of refraction. A 

refractometer takes the refraction angles and correlates them 

to refractive index (nD) values that have been established. 

Using these values, you can determine the concentrations of 

solutions” [33]. The salinity of the River Lee water was 

measured, and it was approximately 0%, which means that it 

is a freshwater river. 

In the test scenario, the 868MHz transceivers were kept 

underwater while the receiver was recording the RSSI values. 

Then the distance between transmitter and receiver increased 

from 50cm to 120cm, as shown Figure 9. At 50cm, the 

average RSSI was -112 dBm, decreased to -120dBm at 

100cm, however at 100cm, the percentage of packet drops 

increased significantly, and at approximately 120cm, the 

communications were significantly degraded, and the 

average RSSI of the limited received packets were -130dbm 

approximately.  

 

 
Figure 9. EM RSSI vs Distance Underwater at 868MHz. 

The experiment proved that communication underwater 

using high-frequency, high-power radio frequencies is not an 

optimal solution even at a range of a few metres, as a 

consequence, starting from 100cm, the signals are seen to be 

significantly attenuated, and a stable communication link was 

not possible. The result is generally in line with the 

theoretical background, however, the signals got more 

attenuated possibly due to the transceivers antenna 

misalignment, refraction, and diffraction caused by the 

environmental factors in a non-ideal environment. 

By validating the theoretical results for underwater 

electromagnetic communication, it is concluded that the 

solution for IMPAQT sites would be using acoustic 

communication rather than electromagnetic communication. 

In the next section, underwater acoustic communication is 

discussed, and the relevant telemetry platform is proposed. 
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B. Underwater acoustic communication 

As in most Aquaculture sites, a long-range 

communications system is required to get data from the 

deployment site to the mainland, an ultrasonic underwater 

telemetry platform was developed as an alternative to the 

short-range EM transceiver system described in the previous 

section. In Figure 10, the proposed IMPAQT telemetry 

platform concept is shown, and this is described in the rest of 

this paper, and also the design method of the ultrasonic 

transmitter node is described. The goal of the transmitter is to 

transmit sensors data provided by an externally connected 

sensor to the gateway buoy using acoustic waves. The 

IMPAQT telemetry platform has been previously discussed 

in [34]. In comparison with the previous publication about the 

IMPAQT transmitter node design [34], in this publication, a 

simpler design with fewer components and smaller size is 

proposed. The on-board sensors were removed to lower the 

transmitter node cost, size and increase the battery life. 

 

 
Figure 10.  IMPAQT telemetry platform. 

The transmitter node needs to be miniaturized to 

minimize its impact on the deployment environment, and the 

system block diagram design is shown in Figure 11. 

The focus of this publication is on the detail associated 

with the ultrasonic transmitter design. It is anticipated that the 

complete transceiver platform (gateway and transmitter) and 

its deployment will be described in full in a follow on 

publication when the system as a whole is fully characterised. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. IMPAQT Ultrasonic Transmitter. 

 

An ultrasonic transmitter, in the simplest form, generally 

consists of a transducer (usually piezoelectric) to produce 

acoustic waves, a transducer driver to apply the voltage and 

current to the transducer terminals, a controller to modulate 

the data, and a boost converter to step-up the battery voltage 

to provide adequate ultrasonic vibration wave amplitude 

level for the acoustic transmission. In the rest of this section, 

each of these elements is discussed for the IMPAQT 

transmitter node. 

1) Transducer Element  

 Acoustic waves are the result of variations of pressure 

in a medium. The variation of pressure can be made by 

acoustic transducers. Piezoelectric materials are one the 

materials that are being used to convert electrical energy to 

mechanical displacement and vice versa. PZT (lead zirconate 

titanate (Pb[Zr(x)Ti(1-x)]O3)) materials are one of the 

widely used piezoelectric materials, and they have been used 

in different applications, in particular as fish tags 

[11][12][35]. In [36], four types of PZT materials’ 

(Customized Type VI, Type VI, Type I, and Type II) energy 

consumption, source-level, and frequency response have 

been compared in operation. From the energy consumption 

aspect, PZT Type I and II consume the least amount of energy 

per transmission compared to other types, but they provide a 

lower source level and lower frequency response compared 

to others. However, in source level and frequency response, 

the difference between the four types is about 6dB, for short-

range applications such as those in the IMPAQT project is 

not a primary factor.   

 As a result of the above comparison and also the 

availability of the commercial transducers, three commercial 

hydrophones have been short-listed, shown in Table I. From 

the provided list, for the receiver side, BII-7003 has been 

selected as it covers a wide range of frequencies, virtually 

enabling us to research various miniaturized transducers. It 

also has reasonable sensitivity and working depth. 

 
TABLE I AVAILABLE COMMERCIAL HYDROPHONES 

Manufacturer 
Part number 

Frequency 
range 

Receiver 
Sensitivity 
 (dB re 1 
V/μPa) 

Workin
g depth 
(m) 

Type 

BII-7003 [37] 1 Hz to 560 kHz -211 400 Type I 

AS-1 [38] 1 Hz to 100 kHz -208 200 Type II 

H3 [39] 10 Hz to 100 
kHz 

-192 80 Type II 

 

For the transmitter, AS-1 from Aquarian scientific was 

selected since it has a wide frequency range of 1Hz to 

100kHz, and it is compact in size with a good working depth 

appropriate for the IMPAQT application. It is encapsulated 

in a polyurethane material, and its dimension is 12mm D x 

40mm L; it can operate up to 200m depth. It is important to 

note that AS-1 can act as a transmitter and also receiver. In 

transmitter mode, the transmitting sensitivity is 140dB SPL 

re 1μPa, 1 Vrms input at 1 meter, at 90kHz frequency [38]. 
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2)   Acoustic path loss and transducer driver 

The pressure of the acoustic waves produced by a 

transducer has a direct relationship with the voltage applied 

to the transducer's terminal. To estimate the required driving 

voltage for the piezo transducer, to provide sufficient 

detection range in any application, it is necessary to 

understand underwater acoustic models and associated signal 

path loss. The ultrasonic wave emitted by the piezo 

transducers is attenuated by two main factors in an aquatic 

environment, spherical spreading loss and absorption loss 

[40]. The absorption loss coefficient (𝛼 ) depends on two 

variables, viscous absorption [41], and chemical relaxation 

effect [42]. Viscous absorption is significant at high 

frequency (above 100 kHz). At the low-frequency range (up 

to a few kHz), boric acid chemical relaxation is the primary 

source of absorption and for intermediate range (up to few 

100 kHz) magnesium sulphate is the main source of 

absorption [43]. In the IMPAQT Project, the ultrasonic 

frequency range will be used to communicate, and in the 

ultrasonic frequency range, viscous absorption and the 

magnesium sulphate relaxation effect is seen to be 

significant. The absorption loss coefficient ( 𝛼 ) can be 

estimated by the following simplified equation [43] : 

 

𝛼 = 0.106
𝑓1𝑓2

𝑓2 + 𝑓1
2 ⅇ(𝑝𝐻−8) 0.56⁄  

 +0.52 ( 1 +
𝑇

43
) (

𝑆

35
)

𝑓2𝑓2

𝑓2 + 𝑓2
2 ⅇ−𝑧∕6 

 

 +0.00049𝑓2ⅇ−(
𝑇

27
+

𝑍

17
)
   (2) 

 

Where in the proposed design and operating 

environment, f=42KHz (Piezo resonance frequency), T = 8°C 

(water temperature), S = 35ppt (seawater salinity), pH = 8.1 

(current ocean pH level [44]), z = 50m (estimated working 

depth), and relevant relaxation frequencies are: 

 𝑓1 = 0.78 (
𝑆

35
)

1

2
ⅇ

𝑇

26   (for boron), (3) 

 𝑓2 = 42ⅇ
𝑇

17 (for magnesium) . (4) 

 

Using (2) by substituting the parameters, an absorption 

loss of 12.3 dB per kilometer has been estimated for an 

infinitely narrow acoustic beam; however, in practice, beams 

spread as they propagate through the water, and as their area 

increase, they lose more power. If a transducer radiates waves 

equally in all directions, the waves will spread spherically 

from it. Thus, the transmission loss due to the spherical loss 

can be estimated using the following equation: 

 

 𝑇𝐿1 = 20logR  (5) 

Where  𝑇𝐿1 is the transmission loss due to the spherical 

loss, and R represents the distance from the source in metre. 

It is important to note that R is the horizontal distance in water 

rather than depth. Using the equation (2) and (5), the 

transmission loss (TL) at the distance of R can be estimated 

using equation (6) [40]: 

 

 𝑇𝐿 = 𝑇𝐿1 +  𝛼𝑅  (6) 

 

In the IMPAQT project, a maximum distance of 100m is 

considered between the transmitter and receiver nodes, which 

leads to an overall transmission loss of 41.2 dB at 100m. 

There is an online absorption loss calculator provided by 

National Physical Laboratory of United Kingdom, that can 

be useful to estimate the absorption loss coefficient [45]. The 

transmission loss as a function of distance for 42 KHz 

frequency (for the IMPAQT project) is shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12. Acoustic transmission loss vs. Distance at 42kHz. 

 

To provide an adequate ultrasonics level, a voltage 

booster circuit has been implemented using the TPS61040 

controller, which can boost the 2.5-3.7v (LiPo cell voltage) 

up to 28v. In the proposed transmitter design, a voltage 

booster is configured to boost the voltage to 20v. Having a 

voltage over 25V requires capacitors in the voltage range of 

50V, which are bulky and not suitable for a miniaturized 

system. Hence, it has been decided to use 20V as the driving 

voltage level. It is 5V less than the maximum voltage of the 

capacitors, but it provides a safe margin in case of a high-

voltage ripple when driving the transducer. The average 

current of the piezo transducer can be estimated by (7) [46] : 

 𝐼𝐴𝑣𝑔 =
2𝑄

𝑇
= 2𝐶𝑉𝑓  (7) 

 Where Q = Charge in the piezoelectric transducer, 

T=Period of the driving signal, C= 5nF (Static capacitance), 

V = 20v (Maximum Driving voltage), F = 42KHz (Resonance 

frequency). Using the parameters of the selected hydrophone, 

the average current would be about 8.4mA while transmitting 

at the highest sound level. At F=100KHz, the average current 

of AS-1 transducer would 24.72mA. It is important to note 

that these current consumptions are from 20v (boosted 

voltage) supply. If needed, these values can be converted to 

the equivalent current drawn from the battery using the 

Electrical Power (P) equations [76] and booster efficiency 

value. 
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 As the on-board microcontroller cannot handle the 

boosted voltage level and also cannot handle the required 

current directly, a driver is needed to supply the voltage and 

current to the ultrasonic transducer. The driver should be able 

to perform driving at the designated frequency (42KHz), and 

it needs to be low power and small size. Hence, an ADG1436 

analog switch IC has been used to drive the piezo terminals 

at the boosted voltage using PWM modulation provided by 

the microcontroller. ADG1436 has a 4mm x 4mm footprint, 

with 125ns transition period; theoretically, it can reach up to 

8MHz input frequency, which is significantly above 42kHz. 

 

3) Sensors and external interface 

 In the previous publication regarding the first design of 

the tag, an accelerometer sensor (LIS3DH), and a pressure 

and temperature sensor (MS5837-30BA) were included in 

the IMPAQT transmitter tag design to monitor the 

aquaculture environment and tag’s movement. In the latest 

version of the transmitter, these embedded sensors were 

considered surplus to requirements for the use case in 

question and that the transmitter would be used in 

conjunction with external environmental sensors. The 

external infrared sensor interface, TFBS4650, was also 

removed, as it required a specific external sensor design with 

infrared interface capabilities to be able to communicate with 

the tag. The infrared communications interface was replaced 

with a wired serial UART connector, which simplifies the 

integration of the tags with other commercial-off-the-shelf 

sensors. Removing the internal sensors and also the infrared 

interface not only reduced the transmitter’s cost significantly 

but also improved the expected battery life. It also simplifies 

the transmitter’s integration so that other researchers may be 

able to use it with few modifications in their own systems and 

sensors in the future. 

In the latest version of the node, external sensors can 

trigger the IMPAQT transmitter node to wake up from sleep 

mode to read the external sensor’s data using the wake-up pin 

fitted on the external connector. Also, there is an option to 

schedule a program for the node to wake up and read the 

external sensor data and transmit the collected data.  

 

4) Power consumption and battery management 

The transmitter tag runs on a 1200mAh LiPo battery with 

the Part number LP503562 [47]. There is a compact battery 

charger and a battery supervisor circuit on the board to charge 

and cut off the battery in the case of a full discharge. The 

transmitter consumes 10.5µA in the sleep mode, 62545µA in 

the transmitting logic-one, and 1290µA in transmitting logic-

zero (refer to Table II, which is based on data available on 

individual product datasheets) and considering the 1200mA 

battery, based on user configuration and desired transmission 

cycle, the battery can last from two weeks to six months. The 

current consumption for the STM32 microcontroller is 

estimated using STM32CubeMX microcontroller power 

profile estimator. 

 

To maximize the battery life, the tag can be programmed 

via an external interface to wake up and read the sensor's data 

at regular intervals, while also an external sensor or module 

can force the tag to wake up using the wake-up pin. 

IV. COMMUNICATIONS TEST RESULTS 

The transceiver system prototype boards, shown in 

Figure 13, have been developed and evaluated in seawater, 

and 100 bits per second achieved using on-off-keying at 

42KHz modulation frequency at the range of 92m. 

 

 
Figure 13. IMPAQT telemetry platform evaluation board. 

Regarding the communication range test, the system was 

evaluated in the Cork Harbour Marina pier (51.845202, -

8.332210), shown in Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 14. Range test in Cork Harbour Marina. 

TABLE II COMPONENTS POWER CONSUMPTION 

Component Sleep 

current 

(μA) 

Max Supply 

Current (μA) 

when 

transmitting 

logic-one 

Max Supply 

Current (uA)-

when 

transmitting 

logic-zero 

BQ24040 1 1 1 

LTC2935 0.5 0.5 0.5 

TPS6104 1 25 25 

NCP170AMX300 0.5 0.9 0.9 

ADG1436 1 170 170 

STM32L062x 0.41 1150 1093 

AS-1 [38] + 10m 
Cable 

0 61200 0 

Total 4.41 62547.4 1290.4 
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During the test, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) value has 

been recorded while increasing the distance between the 

transmitter and receiver up to the range of 92m. The same test 

was carried out at two different depths to study the effect of 

depth on the SNR value.  The SNR values are shown in 

Figure 15, and it can be seen that by increasing the depth, the 

SNR improved. This was concluded to be as a result of noise 

affecting the signal from the water surface and terrestrial 

environment, and also less sound reflection from the water 

surface. The G percentage shows the receiver gain, which 

was adjusted based on the distance. The 100% gain in the 

receiver board is equivalent to 52dB, and 6% is 3.12 dB. 

 

 
Figure 15. Distance vs Acoustic SNR in seawater. 

 In addition to the deployment tests in a real marine 

environment, a collection of analog datasets has been 

captured in a tank environment, which is accessible in a 

GitHub repository for further studies and analysis [48]. The 

dataset contains the captured signal by the receiver board 

where the transmitter was transmitting a fixed batch of data 

in on-off-keying modulation and binary-phase-shift-keying 

modulation. A sample captured dataset is shown in Figure 16, 

where (B) is the ground-truth data that transmitted, (A) is the 

binary-phase-shift modulation received on the receiver side, 

and (C) is the On-Off-Keying modulation received on the 

receiver side. 

 

The datasets for each modulation are provided 

independently, and in the above figure, they merged for 

demonstration purposes only.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

By evaluating electromagnetic communications 

underwater, it is concluded that it is not suitable for far-field 

communications other than for extremely short-range 

applications, as the communication got blocked at 

approximately 100cm range at 868MHz transmission 

frequency, using high-power LoRa modules. An alternative 

longer-range communications mechanism was investigated 

by evaluating the effective parameters in acoustic 

communication underwater, and finally, the IMPAQT next-

generation ultrasonic transmitter has been proposed. This 

ultrasonic transmitter using an acoustic transmitter and a 

gateway buoy can help farmers and researchers to monitor 

and analyze the underwater environment wirelessly. It also 

enables the researchers to develop sensors and deploy them 

in the water without the need for a cable to be connected. The 

main novelty of this work is its size, the novel low-cost 

transmitter design, and that it is designed to be attachable to 

other sensors and modules with multiple sensor interface 

options. 

In the future, more studies can be done on the 

optimization of the battery consumption, bitrate 

improvement, and a more miniaturized design. Also, there 

would be an opportunity to connect the tag to the sensors 

developed by other colleagues in the IMPAQT project to 

provide a better understanding of underwater environments. 

Based on the components that have been selected, it is 

estimated that the final dimension of the tag would be less 

than 4 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm. This system will be tested in an 

aquatic environment alongside other sensors developed by 

the partners in the IMPAQT project and will report on in a 

subsequent publication. 

This project is a work in progress, and it is considered to 

improve aquaculture sites monitoring as a part of the 

IMPAQT project, which is ongoing, and deployment in the 

marine environment are planned for the coming period. 
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Figure 16. A sample dataset visualization in PulseView Software. 

A) Captured BPSK signal    B) Ground truth binary data         

C)  Received OOK signal 
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Abstract — Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications,   
Internet of Vehicles (IoV) based on V2X  and their services 
have been intensively studied and developed in the last decade. 
The V2X supports a large range of applications, such as safety 
oriented, vehicular traffic optimization, autonomous driving, 
infotainment and auxiliary operations in vehicular area. 
Various stakeholders/actors are playing roles in such a 
complex system, e.g., regulators, authorities, service or 
network providers, operators, manufacturers, tenants and end 
users. Therefore, to specify and design a specific V2X/IoV 
system, one should first identify the ecosystem actors and then 
derive in a structured way the system requirements, while 
harmonizing needs coming from different entities. The 5G 
slicing technology is seen as a strong candidate to support V2X 
communications, in multi-tenant, multi-domain, multi-
operator and end-to-end contexts. The 5G slicing allows 
construction of dedicated slices, to meet particular V2X 
requirements. Given the large variety of environments and 
actors involved in a planned V2X system, the identification of 
the system requirements is a complex process that could 
benefit from a structured approach. This paper is an extension 
of the  work presented at IARIA Mobility 2020 Conference. It  
contributes to develop a methodology to perform a top-down 
systematic identification of requirements for a V2X system 
supported by 5G dedicated slices. Examples from a recent 
research project in 5G area  are given. 

 
 
Keywords — Vehicle-to-Everthing; V2X; Internet of 

Vehicles (IoV); 5G slicing; Ecosystem; Business model; 
Stakeholders; Requirements, Software Defined Networking; 
Network Function Virtualization; Service management. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

This paper is an extension of a previous paper [1] 
published in the proceeding of the IARIA Mobility 2020 
Conference. 

The Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications and 
services include several types, where X can be:  vehicle 
(V2V), road/infrastructure (V2R/V2I), pedestrian (V2P), 
vulnerable road user (VRU), network (V2N) - including 
cellular networks and Internet, sensors (V2S), power grid 
(V2G) and home (V2H) [1]. The V2X systems can be 
deployed in single or multi-tenancy, multi-operator and 
multi-domain contexts. V2X support a large range of 
services/applications: road safety (warnings, notifications, 
assistance); road traffic optimization and management; 

autonomous driving; infotainment. Recently, V2X has been 
extended to Internet of Vehicles (IoV) aiming to create a   
global network of vehicles – enabled by various Wireless 
Access Technologies (WAT) [1][2].  

The V2X/IoV systems are complex, involving several 
technical and organizational entities, which cooperate in a 
business ecosystem V2X-ES (or, equivalently, business 
model V2X-BM). The participating entities/actors can be 
organizations/ stakeholders such as technology suppliers, 
distributors, road authorities, customers/users, 
municipalities, regulators, vehicle manufacturers Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), government agencies, 
etc. The above entities interact with each other, in order to 
achieve together the general goals of the system. A large 
variety of use cases and deployments can exist, each one 
having different functional and performance–related 
requirements. Apart from general V2X requirements, a 
specific set should be identified and adapted to the 
particular V2X-ES selected (including the use cases 
targeted), and also to some technological solutions and 
constraints. 

Initially, defined as LTE V2X in 3GPP Release 14, C-
V2X has been defined as a platform for an evolution track 
that further enables enhancements in Releases 15, 16, etc. 
for LTE-Advanced Pro and for the 5G New Radio (NR) [3-
5].  

Advanced solutions - 5G [6-8] and especially the slicing 
technology (based on virtualization and softwarization) - 
can successfully support V2X. 5G can provide dedicated 
types of services to satisfy various (vertical) 
customer/tenant demands in a multi-x fashion (the notation 
–x stands for: tenant, domain, operator and provider) [9-
12]. A Network Slice (NSL) is a virtual dedicated managed 
network, isolated from other slices (w.r.t. performance and 
security), but they share the same infrastructure.  

The functional components of a network slice are 
Physical/Virtual Network Functions (PNFs/VNFs). They 
are   chained in graphs, in order to compose services 
dedicated to different sets of users. The slices are 
programmable and expose their capabilities to the users. 
The actual run-time entities are instantiated slices (NSLIs), 
whose life cycles are controlled by the management and 
control entities belonging to the Management, 
Orchestration and Control architectural Plane (MO&C). 
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The Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [13-15] and 
Software Defined Networks (SDN) technologies can 
cooperate [16] to manage, orchestrate and control the 5G 
sliced environment. The 3GPP [7][8] has defined three 
fundamental categories of 5G slices: Massive machine type 
communication (mMTC); Ultra reliability low latency 
communication (URLLC); Enhanced mobile broadband 
(eMBB). 

Several proposals of V2X systems based on 5G slicing 
exist, e.g., [17-21]. The V2X dedicated 5G slices can 
provide the required capabilities for multiple tenants, while 
working mono or multi-domain infrastructure. However, the 
basic reference slice types – like eMBB, URLLC and 
mMTC cannot fully solve the needs of the heterogeneous 
features of V2X services [20]; additional customization of 
V2X oriented slice is necessary.  

The definition of BMs/ESs, essentially determines the 
entities, their roles and responsibilities in a system; out of 
these, one can derive the system requirements and 
functional architecture. In V2X area, the 5G PPP 
Automotive Working Group, Business Feasibility Study for 
5G V2X Deployment [22]) outlined the BM picture; 
however, they shows a lack of a complete vision on 
different stakeholders roles, necessary investments, 
required rollout conditions, and expected profit from 
Connected and Automated Mobility (CAM) services.  

This paper contributes to develop a methodology to 
perform a top-down and complete identification of 
requirements for a V2X system supported by 5G dedicated 
slices. The paper structure is described below. To make the 
paper more self-contained, the first two sections introduce 
the elements of the ecosystem/business model.  Specifically, 
Section II offers a summary of ES/BMs in a 5G sliced 
system, while Section III completes the general ES/BMs and 
adapt them to 5G V2X environment. Section IV proposes our 
methodology for systematic requirements identification.  
Section V details V2X- 5G general requirements.  Finally, 
Section VI develops the requirements identification for a 
V2X- 5G slice in a structured and top-down way. Section 
VII summarizes conclusions and future work.  

II.  5G SLICING ECOSYSTEM  

This section will shortly present a few relevant ES/BMs 
proposed for 5G sliced systems, which will be further 
extended for V2X environment in Section III.  

The work [10] (A. Galis), introduces a basic ES/BM for 
5G slicing, including several actors: 

Infrastructure Provider (InP) - owns and manages the 
physical infrastructure (network/cloud/data centre). It could 
lease its infrastructure (as it is) to a slice provider, or it can 
itself construct slices (the BM is flexible) and then can lease 
the infrastructure in network slicing fashion.  

Network Slice Provider (NSLP) - is typically a 
telecommunication service provider (owner or tenant of the 
infrastructures from which network slices are constructed). 
The NSLP can construct multi-tenant, multi-domain slices, 
on top of infrastructures offered by one or several InPs.  

Slice Tenant (SLT) - is a generic user of a specific slice,  

including network/cloud/data centers, which can host 
customized services. A SLT can request from a Network 
Slice Provider (NSLP) to create a new slice instance 
dedicated to support some SLT specific services or 
subscribe to a convenient existing one.  The SLT can also 
lease virtual resources from one or more NSLPs in the form 
of a virtual network, where the tenant can realize, manage 
and then provide Network Services (NS) (composed of 
Network Functions (NFs)) to its individual end users. A 
single tenant may define and run one or several slices in its 
domain. 

End User (EU): consumes (part of) the services supplied 
by the slice tenant, without offering them to other business 
actors. 

The above model is operational only, i.e., it does not 
detail all external entities, which may influence the system 
architecture and functionalities, e.g., Standards Developing 
Organizations (SDOs), policy makers, etc. The above BM is 
its recursive (see Ordonez et al., [11]); a tenant can at its 
turn offer parts of its sliced resources to other tenants, and so 
on.  

The 5G-PPP Architecture Working Group [7] introduces 
a BM in which the main entities are:  Service Customer (SC), 
Service Provider (SP) and Network Operator (NOP). The SP 
role is actually an umbrella, comprising three possible sub-
roles, depending on the service offered to the SC: 
Communication SP, Digital SP and Network Slice as a 
Service (NSLaaS) Provider. The SPs must design, build and 
operate high-level services, using aggregated network 
services. The NOP orchestrates resources, potentially offered 
by multiple virtualized infrastructure providers (VISP) and 
uses aggregated virtualized infrastructure services to design, 
build, and operate network services that are offered to SPs. 
Another actor could be Data Center SP (DCSP), which   
designs, builds, operates and offers data center services. A 
DCSP differs from a VISP by offering “raw” resources (i.e., 
host servers) in rather centralized locations and simple 
services for consumption of these raw resources. In practice, 
a single organization can play one or more roles of the above 
list. 

Other similar models have been proposed [23-27], some 
of them being more refined than the basic previous one. 
Several recent Public Private Partnership (PPP) Phase I/II 
research projects have as objectives 5G technologies  [10]. 
Some of them extended the list of role definitions, to allow 
various possible customer-provider relationships between 
verticals, operators, and other stakeholders.  

III. 5G V2X ECOSYSTEM 

This section provides an extended example of ES/BM 
for 5G V2X. It is forecasted that advanced CAM services 
(e.g., high-definition (HD) maps support, highway 
chauffeur, tele-operated driving, platooning, fully 
autonomous driving, extended sensors, etc.) will be enabled 
through next-generation 5G V2X defined in 3GPP Release 
16 specifications [4-5][24].    

The 5G PPP Automotive Working Group [22] has 
defined a general 5G V2X-ES, capturing operational 
features and business relationships. One can distinguish 
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among operational BM including: 5G industry (network 
operators, network and devices vendors), automotive 
industry, road infrastructure operators, users and external 
entities such as Standards Developing Organizations 
(SDOs), and policy makers - the latter providing input 
requirements for the operational BM (Figure 1).  
 

Users 

Oerational V2X-ES 

Road 
Infrastructure 

Operators 

5G  
Industry 

Standards 
developing 

organization
ss 

Automotive 
industry 
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Overall  
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Figure 1. The main stakeholders and interactions in 5G V2X-ES 

(adapted from [22]) 

5G industry - includes any business entity developing or 
using/providing 5G-related services, e.g., Mobile Network 
Operators (MNOs), Telecom vendors, Cloud providers, 
device providers, software developers, etc.  

Automotive Industry (AutoIn) - includes car Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEMs) (e.g., car/component   
manufacturers), Tier 1 suppliers, CAM SPs HD map 
providers and other automotive-specific technology 
providers. This category brings the automotive expertise and 
services (including mobility services) to customers (business 
and consumers).  

Road Infrastructure Operators (RIO are national or 
regional entities performing deployment, operation, and 
maintenance of physical road infrastructure. They may   also 
manage road traffic operations, own or operate the toll 
system, etc. Users can be drivers, vehicle owners, 
passengers or pedestrians. 

The external entities are providing significant inputs to 
the operational V2X-ES actors, strongly influencing the 
requirements to be met by the overall system.   

The set of SDO is large: 3rd Generation Partnership 
Project (3GPP), European Tele-communications Standards 
Institute (ETSI), Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 
Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and 5G-related alliances 
such as Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN), 
Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC), 5G Automotive 
Association (5GAA) and Automotive Edge Computing 
Consortium (AECC). For safety-related 5G applications 
(e.g., Advanced Driver Assistance Systems - ADAS and 
autonomous driving), pertinent standards developing 
organizations such as International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) may be also relevant players.  

Policy Makers (PM) are the highest authorities that   
regulate the relationships within the V2X-ES. They are 
international or national government authorities or 

organizations defining the legal framework and policies, 
such as road and transport authorities or telecom regulators. 
The ITU as well as national spectrum regulators belong to 
this category.  

The detailed description of the interactions between the 
stakeholders is given in [23]. They will influence the 
system requirements addressed to different functional 
blocks. The interactions are shortly described below. 

The policy makers and SDOs provide sets of rules to the 
operational entities and get feedback from the latter. The 
interactions are:  R1 (Users - PMs), R3 (PMs - AutoIn), R6 
(PMs - 5G Industry), R8 (SDO - 5G Industry). The R7 (PMs 
-SDO) represents cooperation between SDOs and policy 
makers in order to harmonize their specifications. The 
interactions inside the V2X-ES operational part are: R2 
(Users – AutoIn, R4 (Users - 5G Industry), R5 (AutoIn - 5G 
Industry), R9 (5G Industry - RIO).  

Usually, the 5G network providers will own and operate 
most or parts of the network infrastructure. However, RIOs 
may participate in the deployment of 5G V2X and provide or 
facilitate licenses or other infrastructure requirements that are 
under their responsibility (PMs are also involved here). The 
5G Industry shall offer communication services to the RIO 
based on commercial agreements. 

The 5G part can be split into Radio Access Network 
(RAN) infrastructure provider and cloud infrastructure 
provider (central data centers providing virtual resources, 
such as computing, storage, and networking). In practice, the 
roles of 5G network providers can be taken by the Mobile 
Network Operators (MNOs), but is possible that RIOs 
deploys or operate (parts of) the 5G V2X network, directly 
providing the necessary coverage for CAM services to the 
users. The model in Figure 1 is general; potentially, any actor 
(e.g., a road operator) could invest in network deployment.  

Another similar V2X-ES/BM is adopted in the research 
projects 5GCAR [25][26]. 

 Actually, the variety of involved (directly or indirectly) 
actors and also generating requirements for a V2X-ES/BM, 
is still larger than that described in Figure 1. Actors 
providing key services for the automotive sector can be split 
in two major categories:  

- service providers of enabling platforms, which manage 
the data and allow services to be built on top of the data; 

- connectivity providers, which construct and manage 
connectivity facilities over cellular networks. Inside each 
category several types of actors can be included.  

A non-exhaustive list of actors comprises: Connectivity 
Players (MNOs, Transport Services Providers, (TSPs), ICT 
Solution & Cloud Platform Providers, Intelligent 
Transportation System (ITS)); Automotive OEMs (Cars, 
Trucks); Suppliers (Tier 1 & 2 (System Integrators), 
Wireless Module Vendors, Chipset Vendors, 
Software/Solutions, Middleware, Over the Top Services 
Providers (OTT), Connectivity/ Bluetooth, Databases, etc.); 
Application platforms (Software - based, Fleet/ Commercial, 
Autonomous Driving, Smartphone Platforms); Business 
Users (Public Transport, Company Fleets, Freight, Car 
Rental, Taxi Fleets, Delivery systems, Emergency Response 
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systems); Consumers (End user consumers, Families, Small 
Office Home Office (SoHo); Application types (Mobility as 
a Service, Maps & Navigation Telematics / Tracking, 
Communications Safety & Maintenance, Media & 
Entertainment, Productivity). More than these, additional 
stakeholders can play specific roles: Insurance, Dealers, 
Auto Repair, Regulatory Bodies, Local Authorities 
(Government, Law Enforcement, Smart City, Road 
Operators), Location-based commerce players, Security 
infrastructure and services providers.  

 
The above large picture clearly shows that the process of 

collecting and aggregating system requirements for a V2X 
system is really a challenging one and a methodology for 
this would be useful. 

IV. REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFICATION  METHODOLOGY 

This section will outline a methodology to structure the 
process of system requirements identification with example   
of a use case - V2X system 5G-sliced based. This will be 
shortly named “SYSTEM”. 

A. The Business Model Impact on Requirements 

The V2X-ES/BM (Section III) will be considered and 
particularly the operational part of the BM. The target is to 
identify the system requirements for a V2X-5G sliced 
system. The factors outside the operational BM itself will be 
called “external”. The influence of them can be captured by 
some Assumptions, Dependencies and Constraints (ADC).  

The ADCs are expressed as initial - general (predefined) 
statements derived from both the environment in which the 
SYSTEM will work and from its main objectives. They can 
also represent predefined restrictions obtained from 
SYSTEM scope. So, the ADCs also establish the limits of 
the SYSTEM related to services offered, technologies used 
and the scope and its relationship with its environment.  

The assumptions are factors considered to be true during 
the SYSTEM life cycle. If changed, they may affect 
negatively the system outcomes. They include, but are not 
limited to, End-User characteristics, technology used, 
resource availability, and funding availability. Some external 
dependencies may exist, that can affect the system 
requirements specification (SRS). They are outside of the 
system scope of control and must remain true for the 
SYSTEM life, to succeed. (e.g., an application relies on a 
different application, outside the SYSTEM, to get specific 
data). 

The constraints are factors to be obeyed by the 
SYSTEM; they can impose rules, can limit the system scope 
and functionality, etc. Here, one can include (but not limited) 
regulatory policies, e.g., coming from SDOs and policy 
makers (see Section III, V2X-ES/BM).  Also, one may have   
limitations related to infrastructure, technologies, resources    
and licensing. Constraints are imposed on the solution by 
circumstance, force, or compulsion. They limit the options 
available to the system design by imposing immovable 
boundaries and limits. 

The ADCs may be expressed at two levels: Business 
(High) level – resulted from business or regulation   

considerations; Technical (Low)/ level – usually derived 
from the former (expressed as technical sets or can be 
directly expressed in technical form.  
 

Source/Actor  
(provider/operator):  

 Automotive industry 
 5G industry 
 Road infrastructure 
operators 

 
Requirements 

Source/Actor: 
End User  

(Services/Use 
cases) 

 
Requirements 

 
 General Assumptions & Dependencies 
 Constraints 

o Sources: SDOs, Policy makers 

V2X  SYSTEM Requirements 
(Operational actors) 

General V2X 
Requirements 

Business/Rules 
(High) level 

Technical 
(Low) level 

Figure 2. Requirements identification methodology for a V2X system 

The ADCs scope is global to a multi-domain 
environment if they are related to the SYSTEM as a whole. 
However, the ADCs can also be applied recursively to 
subsystems. There can be a mapping 1-to-1 or 1-to-many 
between an ADC statement and a requirement in the sense 
that a given ADC can induce a single system requirement or 
several ones. 

The Figure 2 shows the relationships between entities. 
The general ADCs can influence directly the General, User 
and Provider Requirements. The End-User Requirements 
and Provider Requirements specify refinements of the 
assumptions from their point of view and introduce 
additional specific requirements, which will be finally 
mapped on system requirements. Two generic sources/actors 
issuing requirements are defined: End-User (usage 
scenarios) – defining requirements to be met by the 
SYSTEM in order to satisfy the high-level services scenarios 
and user needs; Provider/Operator – defining requirements 
to be met by the SYSTEM to satisfy the provider/operator 
needs (can be specific to the development, exploitation and 
maintenance). 

A bi-directional interaction arrow between End-User 
(usage scenarios) and Provider/Operator may exist because: 
a. Some End-User needs will influence the 
Provider/Operator choices if wanting to satisfy the user 
needs; b. Some Provider/Operator business or technical 
decisions may affect or limit the range of requirements asked 
from the system by the End-User. 

B. Requirements Taxonomy 

In a simplified view, two generic actors/business entities 
are generating requirements: customer and provider. The 
customer asks services from a provider and therefore this 
induces some requirements on provider side. In a V2X 
system one can consider as generic customers the entities 
providing applications and services to real end users. The 
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providers could be 5G industry (network operators, network 
and devices vendors), automotive industry, road 
infrastructure operators, etc. They may also impose a set of 
requirements upon the system, which is managed by it as a 
consequence of: some ADCs that have been already 
generally defined and/or some own business and technical 
considerations. 

The requirements categories can be: Functional - related 
to the correctness, which the functions of the system should 
fulfil; Non-functional – related to flexibility, reliability, 
availability, scalability, security, traffic capacity, 
performance metrics, etc. Note that, generally, depending on 
the system role, some non-functional requirements can be 
included in the functional category (e.g., security).  

One can distinguish two levels of expressing   
requirements: Business/Rules (high) level – they are resulted 
from business considerations or regulations; Technical (low) 
level - usually translated from the former in a set of technical 
ones, or can be directly expressed in technical form.  

The requirements may have one of the three scopes: 
Global to a multi-domain environment, i.e., referring to a 
larger environment than SYSTEM scope. Such requirements 
will characterise the environment in which the SYSTEM will 
act. They are actually needed and should be fulfilled in order 
that SYSTEM can smoothly cooperate in end-to-end 
environment with other systems. Actually, these global 
requirements are expressed as general ADCs or derived from 
them; Local to “SYSTEM” (Local_SYSTEM); Local to a 
subsystem of the SYSTEM (Local_subsystem). 

One can define as a class, a “dimension” or a “point of 
view” on a given requirement. Therefore, the same particular 
requirement may belong to several classes. We may have:  

Specific function class - defining the specific 
requirements of a functionality or subsystem. On the vertical 
architectural vision, it is not strictly related/ limited to a 
given architectural layer.  

Architectural class - related to one or more architectural 
layers set seen as a whole.  

The degree in which some requirements have to be met 
are: Mandatory: must be met (during system validation the 
decision on their fulfillment is yes or no); Trade-offs: they 
are more or less quantitatively met; note that mandatory 
requirements could be seen in some cases as lowest limits of 
the trade-offs requirements. 

V. 5G V2X GENERAL REQUIREMENTS  

This section will shortly present the general 5G V2X 
requirements, which are coming from SDOs, Policy makers, 
V2X application scenarios (serving the users) and 5G 
industry actors. Then, for different use cases, specific 
refined requirements should be derived. 

Support of the CV2X requirements has been introduced 
for Long Term Evolution (LTE) in 3GPP Release 14, 15 [3], 
and then, with regards to 5G, Release 16 has been completed 
in 2019 [4-5][24].  

The document 3GPP TS 22.186 V16.2.0 (2019-06) 
“Enhancement of 3GPP support for extended eV2X 
scenarios”, Stage 1 (Rel.16) [4] specifies the general 

requirements for eV2X based on 5G. The generic SYSTEM 
considered in the Section IV will be here a 3GPP System.  

The service requirements to enhance 3GPP support for 
V2X are grouped in six areas: General aspects (interworking, 
communication-related requirements valid for all V2X 
scenarios); Vehicles platooning; Advanced driving; 
Extended sensors; Remote driving; Vehicle quality of service 
support. In a slicing solution one can design a specific slice 
to serve a given scenario/use case, e.g., platooning, advanced 
driving, extended sensors, etc., or a more complex slice 
could offer several services. Of course, the system 
requirements will strongly depend on such a choice. 

As an example, advanced driving enables semi-
automated or fully automated driving. Longer inter-vehicle 
distance is assumed. Each vehicle and/or Roadside Unit 
(RSU) should share data obtained from its local sensors with 
vehicles in proximity, thus allowing vehicles to coordinate 
their trajectories or manoeuvres. In addition, each vehicle 
should share its driving intention with vehicles in proximity. 
The benefits of this use case group are safer travelling, 
collision avoidance, and improved traffic efficiency. 

A relevant aspect of eV2X applications is the Level of 
Automation (LoA), which reflects the functional aspects of 
the technology and affects the system performance 
requirements. In accordance with the levels from SAE  Int’l. 
Std. J3016", US Homeland Security Digital Library, "Self-
Driving Cars: Levels of Automation", March 2017, the LoA 
are: 0 – No Automation, 1 – Driver Assistance, 2 – Partial 
Automation, 3 – Conditional Automation, 4 – High 
Automation, 5 – Full Automation. A general 3GPP system 
should be able to be customized for all levels of automation. 

The document 3GPP [4] defines general requirements for 
a 3GPP system supporting V2X, to be met by any particular 
V2X system, irrespective if slicing technology is used or not. 
Considering the taxonomy developed in Section IV, these 
requirements are applied for the overall system and belong to 
the architectural class, i.e., they can affect several layers of 
the functional layered architecture. Given the importance of 
security, confidentiality and reliability capabilities in V2X 
systems, those specific requirements have been included in 
the functional categories. Note: when “User Equipment” (UE) 
appears in a requirement text, actually it means “UE 
supporting V2X applications”. 

A. Functional 5G-V2X requirements-3GPP 

The 3GPP system shall support 
- a defined communication range for a message 

transmitted by a UE; 
- the message transfer for group management operations 

as requested by the application layer; 
- message transfer among a group of UEs;  
- message transfer between two UEs belonging to the 

same group of UEs;  
- confidentiality and integrity of message transfer among 

a group of UEs; 
- relative lateral position accuracy of 0.1 m between UEs;  
- high connection density for congested traffic; 
- control the UL and DL reliability of transport of V2X 
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communications, depending on the requirement of V2X 
application; 

- message transfer of type UE-UE and UE-[UE-type RSU]  
(UEs could be or not subscribers of the same PLMN); 

- discovery and communication between UEs supporting 
the same V2X application; 

- the operators to select which 3GPP RAT to use for a 
V2X application; 

- a UE to obtain network access via another UE 
supporting V2X application; 

- a UE to discover another UE supporting V2X 
application that can offer access to the network; 

- switching between direct 3GPP connection and indirect 
3GPP connection via a UE;  

- confidentiality and integrity of message transfer 
between a UE and network, when the UE is using an indirect 
3GPP connection; 

- a UEs to use New Radio (NR) direct communication 
when the UEs are not served by a RAN using NR;  

- UEs to use E-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-
UTRA) for direct communication when the UEs are not   
served by a RAN using E-UTRA; 

- an RSU to be able to communicate with up to 200 UEs; 
- confidentiality and integrity of message transfer 

between a UE and a V2X application server; 
- provision of addressing information (e.g., IP address) of 

V2X application server(s) to the UEs;  
-  the UE to use multiple 3GPP RATs (i.e., NR & E-

UTRA) simultaneously for direct communication. 

B. Non-functional 5G-V2X requirements 

The 3GPP system shall  
- optimize the communication between UEs belonging to 

the same group and in proximity; 
- support efficient coordination of radio resources used 

(spectrum utilization and reliability); 
- minimize the impact to E-UTRA(N) by UE supporting 

only New Radio (NR) based V2X communication;  
- minimize the impact to NR by UE supporting only E-

UTRA based V2X communication;  
- in case the UEs are subscribers to different PLMNs, 

there shall be no service degradation of the message transfer. 

C. Other 5G  V2X General Requirements  

Apart from requirements defined in Subsection A, still 
more general requirements can be identified, for 5G V2X 
systems and also specific ones, in order to support V2V, V2I, 
V2N, V2P, V2S, V2H scenarios in multi-domain, multi-
operator/provider, multi-tenant contexts. 

Let us consider for instance, the Mobile Network 
Operator (MNO) as a principal actor belonging to the 5G 
Industry category, in a general 5G-V2X-ES/BM 
environment. Usually, the MNO owns and manages the 
physical and logical (virtualized) infrastructure, to support 
the above services. Specific sets of requirements can be 
identified for 5G dedicated slices, provided by MNO, for 

V2V, V2I, V2N, etc. However, more general aspects are still 
open issues in V2X area. 

For critical vehicle functions and improved safety, 
connectivity is demanded from MNO but also for the 
delivery of audio, video, social media access and location-
based services, among others, in daily driving. However, 
there is still lack of flexibility for vehicle owners to choose 
the MNO to serve their vehicles. Currently, the connected 
service packages integrated in vehicles are limited to a single 
designated provider. From a business perspective it is a 
future requirement that vehicle owners may select their 
MNO, as they do for their smart phones today. So, 
interoperability of vehicles among available cellular 
networks will ensure redundancy for critical safety features 
and will result in better value and service for consumers. 
Such a multi-MNO model is proposed in the work [28][29] 
as an extended business model including several MNOs, 
while sharing the same infrastructure. Also, some other 
entities are defined in the BM, e.g., location-based services 
providers, cloud providers, intermediate bodies, etc. 

The mobile system should provide “predictive QoS”, i.e.,  
inform the vehicle of connectivity quality changes to be 
provided in the future so that the vehicle could decide to 
switch from autonomous driving mode to manual driving 
mode (factors: weather conditions, road situation, network 
availability at the vehicle position/location, etc.). 

D. General requirements for applications 

The large range of V2X applications generates a lot of 
requirements. Here we only give some examples of general 
requirements [31]. We denote with VAE, a V2X Application 
Enabler. Considering the taxonomy of the Section IV the 
requirements below belong to the architectural class and are 
focused mainly on the functional application layer. 

- The VAE client and the VAE server shall support  
o one or more V2X applications; 
o obtaining information of the available V2X 

services (e.g., identified by V2X service ID) from 
the V2X application; 

o obtaining information of the associated 
geographical area from the V2X application; 

- The VAE client shall be able to communicate to 
multiple VAE servers 

- The VAE capabilities should be offered as APIs to the 
V2X applications; 

- the VAE capabilities shall enable V2X UEs to obtain 
o  the address of available V2X application servers 

associated with served geographical area 
information; 

o the information of available V2X services (e.g., 
identified by V2X service ID). 

Specific requirements are defined for V2X group 
communication, V2X dynamic groups, File distribution 
capability, V2X application message distribution, Service 
continuity. 
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCED DRIVING (simplified, adapted from [4]) 

Note 1: The reliability required for all scenarios is higher than 99.9% 
Note 2: All UEs are supposed to support V2X applications. 

Communication scenario description 
Payload 
(Bytes) 

Tx rate 
(Message/Sec) 

Max 
E2E latency 

(ms) 
 

Data rate (Mbps) 

Min required 
Communication 
range (meters)  

(NOTE 4) Scenario 
Automation 

Degree 

Cooperative collision avoidance between UEs  
2000 

(NOTE 5) 
100 

(NOTE 5) 
10 

10 
(NOTE 1) 

 

Information sharing for automated driving 
between UEs  

Lower  
6500 

(NOTE 1) 
10 100  700 

Higher    100 
53 

(NOTE 1) 
360 

Information sharing for automated driving 
between UE and RSU 

Lower  
6000 

(NOTE 1) 
10 100  700 

Higher    100 
50 

(NOTE 1) 
360 

Emergency trajectory alignment between UEs  
2000 

(NOTE 5) 
 3 30 500 

Intersection safety information between an RSU and UEs  UL: 450 UL: 50  
UL: 0. 25  

DL: 50 
(NOTE 2) 

 

Cooperative lane change between UEs  
Lower  300-400  25   
Higher  12000  10   

Video sharing between a UE and a V2X application server     UL: 10  
 
NOTE 1: This includes both cooperative maneuvers and perception data exchanged using two separate messages within the same period of time (e.g., 

required latency 100ms).  
NOTE 2: This value is referring to a maximum number of 200 UEs. The value of 50 Mbps DL is applicable to broadcast or is the maximum aggregated 

bitrate of all the UEs for unicast. 
NOTE 3:  Sufficient reliability should be provided even for cells having no values in this table  
NOTE 4:      This is obtained considering UE speed of 130km/h. Vehicles may move in different directions.  
NOTE 5:     These values are based on calculations for cooperative maneuvers only. 

 

E. Example of  5G  V2X Requirements for Specific 
Scenarios : Advanced Driving 

Specific scenarios have different requirements; therefore, 
a slicing approach is attractive. As an example, the TABLE I 
shows the performance requirements for a 5G-V2X system, 
dedicated to advanced driving adapted from [4]. The 
requirements are coming from the use cases scenarios. Their 
level is Technical (low), specifying quantitative ranges for 
different parameters. Their scope is system-wide, i.e.,    
addressed to the system as a whole. However, after defining 
the system architecture and subsystems, these requirements 
should be mapped on those specific subsystems mainly 
involved to contribute to achieving the required ranges. 

Similar examples of technical requirements are identified   
in [4] for other scenarios like Vehicles platooning, Extended 
sensors, Remote driving and Vehicle quality of service 
support. 

VI. 5G V2X SLICING REQUIREMENTS 

The slicing solution to realize 5G V2X systems should of 
course take into account the general requirements issued by 
different participating actors in the 5G V2X ES/BM. 
However, it has been shown (C. Campolo, [20]) that V2X 
services require complex features, which do not map exactly 
on the basic reference slice types: eMBB, URLLC and 
mMTC. Therefore, dedicated V2X slicing solutions have 

been proposed [17][20][30].  This paper space does not allow 
to detail and structure all the aspects of 5G V2X slices 
requirements in the manner presented in Section IV. So, an 
outline of more relevant challenges will be presented here. 

Traffic safety and efficiency oriented slices (use cases - 
V2V, V2P, V2I) should be able to: transport and process 
periodic and event-driven messages (carrying position and 
kinematics information of vehicle); allow vehicles to 
broadcast messages to surrounding environment; assure low 
latency and high reliability requirements.  

Autonomous driving oriented slices (use cases - V2V, 
V2I, V2N) should: enable ultra low-latency V2V RAT 
connection mode; support additional RAN/Core Network 
(CN) functions (e.g., for network-controlled resource 
allocation over the interface PC5 - in eNBs); support 
mobility, authentication, authorization and subscription 
management (in Mobility Management Entity – MME and 
Home Subscribers System – HSS ); support low-latency and 
reliable video/data exchange needs by the V2X Application 
servers (AS), deployed at the network edge. 

Tele-operated driving slices should: assure ultra-low 
latency and highly-reliable E2E connectivity between the 
controlled vehicle and the remote operator (typically hosted 
outside the CN; data flows passes through a Packet Gateway 
P-GW); identify the special circumstances in which such 
services should be activated.  

Vehicular Internet and Infotainment slices should be able 
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 to use multiple RATs to get a high throughput; the 
contents can be located in the remote/edge cloud (e.g., server 
co-located in eNodeBs via Multi-Access Edge Computing 
technology - MEC); multiple MME instances may be 
required depending on the users mobility degree. 

Vehicle management and remote diagnostics slices 
should support the exchange of low-frequency small 
amounts of data between vehicles and remote servers outside 
the core network; the architectural Data Plane and Control 
Plane should handle multiple interactions.   

The general approach of V2X 5G slicing involve multi-
tenant, multi-domain multi-operator and E2E capabilities. 
E2E V2X slices need dynamic composition of different slice 
instances in the RAN and in the CN segments; e.g., some 
functions in CN can be shared by several specific slices 
(authentication/ authorization), while each slice in RAN 
domain could be differently customized.   

3GPP proposed for slices creation a multi-dimensional 
slice descriptor. It contains among others: Tenant ID (e.g., 
the car manufacturer, the road authority), Slice Type (e.g., 
vehicular infotainment, remote diagnostic), but also some 
additional specific parameters like: position/kinematics 
parameters.   

A vehicle can be a multi-slice device, able to 
simultaneously attach to multiple slices. 

Multi-tenancy and multi-operator capabilities raise 
several new requirements given that different providers can 
offer different services mapped onto different slices, over the 
infrastructure owned by different network operators. Optimal 
Resource allocation between domain-scoped slices 
composing a general E2E slice generates a rich set of 
functional and security performance requirements.  

VII. EXAMPLE OF A 5G V2X SLICED SYSTEM 

This section will present a 5G system oriented towards 

IoV/V2X services and maritime applications, “A Massive 
MIMO Enabled IoT Platform with Networking Slicing for 
Beyond 5G IoV/V2X and Maritime Services" - SOLID-B5G 
[31] (https://solid-b5g.upb.ro/). (see Figure 3). Requirements 
identification (after defining the target use cases) is an 
important activity, supporting further the architecture 
definition and then the system design.  

The objectives of the SOLID-B5G project are the 
following: 

 O1: To develop ultra-low latency massive MIMO 
based concurrent transmission mechanisms for data 
collection in massive IoT;  

 O2: To develop advanced B5G slicing methods, 
algorithms, and protocols with a focus on 
Orchestration Management and Control (OMC) of 
resources and dedicated services for IoV/V2X and 
maritime services;  

 O3: To develop decentralized decision-making 
mechanisms by introducing data processing 
capacity and intelligence to the edge (based on 
Multi-access (Mobile) Edge Computing (MEC) 
and machine learning (ML)-to-the-edge);  

 O4: To implement a proof-of-concept standalone 
B5G testbed to demonstrate the orchestration of 
RAN and CN based on 5G network slicing and 
MEC procedures. Two main categories of use cases, 
i.e., IoV/V2X and satellite based maritime low-
latency will be considerd. 
  

 

 
Figure 3. SOLID-B5G system architecture - high level view 
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One goal of the the SOLID-B5G project is develop a 

study and contributions in the domain of V2X/IoV systems 
based on 5G slicing solutions.  The basic three types of 
3GPP-defined slices, i.e., ultra- reliable low-latency 
communications (URLLC), enhanced mobile broadband 
(eMBB) and  massive machine type communications 
(mMTC), will be investigated. 
 

5G URLLC-type slices are appropriate to support e.g., 
automated driving, road safety and traffic efficiency 
services, etc., given that  many such V2X use cases and 
associated scenarios can be considered as latency sensitive 
applications. The cars can be fully connected and can react 
to complex road situations by cooperating with each other. 
The information is disseminated among vehicles reliably 
within short time duration. On top of an URLLC slice, 
vehicles can perform V2V or V2I communications. The 
typical UCs supported are automated overtake, cooperative 
collision avoidance and highdensity platooning, which 
require an end-to-end latency of 5–10ms and a BLER down 
to 10-5 [32]. 

URLLC is supported by 5G New Radio (NR), as 
specified in 3GPP Release 15 and Release 16. Typical 
requirements  are ~ 1 ms for latency, end-to-end security, 
small data packet loss of 10-5 and high reliability ~ 
99.999%. [33]. The URLLC is useful when events occur 
and warning, alarm, etc. are necessary to be triggered, with 
very small delay and high reliability. Usually, the URLLC 
transmissions are aperiodic and are supported by appropriate 
scheduling (grant-based, grant-free/configured grant 
scheduling) to guarantee high reliability and efficient 
resource usage. The requirements for such sporadic 
communication still ask for predictability of available 
resources, diversity using multiple frequencies or spatial 
resources in addition to random access.  

UCs like platooning, remote driving, advanced driving, 
and extended sensors require low latency ~ 1 ms and 
reliability of up to 99.999%.  Open research issues in V2X 
supported by URLLC are related to resource allocation, 
energy savings, etc. Given the specific needs of V2X/IoV 
and also IoT for maritime systems the project will also 
apply decentralized solutions like Multi-access Edge 
Computing (MEC), in a sliced environment. Therefore, an 
important challenge is MEC-URLLC integration, to 
improve latency, throughput and computation -intensive 
processing. Additional system requirements appear in this 
solution. 

eMBB- type slices are supported by 5G new radio (NR) 
and to increase the data rate in data-driven UCs that require 
high data rates across the coverage area, and to ensure 
reliability with a packet error rate in the range of 10-3. The 
services that can be supported by eMBB are virtual reality, 
augmented reality  and direct video transmission in UltraHD 
or 360 degrees while respecting the latency and reliability 
requirements; such services can be also useful in IoV/V2X 

domain  [33]. The advanced V2X use cases need high data 
rate requirements.   eMBB with 10 Gbps for uplink and 20 
Gbps for downlink channel are important solutions for 
various multimedia services (e.g., in-car video 
conferences/games, HD map downloading). eMBB Slices 
can serve vehicles on the highway with heterogeneous 
traffic requirements. Slices for autonomous driving safety 
messages and infotainment and video streaming can also be 
constructed. eMBB are important for V2X applications, e.g., 
when   high data rates requirements exist for the extended 
sensors group or sharing high-precision video as in the case 
of remote driving. eMBB even has non-safety applications 
such as infotainment and multimedia services. 
 

mMTC-type slices are appropriate for sporadic and data 
is transmitted randomly, but for a high number of connected 
machines/objects. The geographical area is wider and the 
objectives are low-power, low-cost, low complexity, and 
low transmission rate communications with a packet error 
rate of 10-1 [34]. The number of active devices using radio 
resources is variable, so it is necessary to have   random 
access to resources. Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) and 
enhanced MTC(eMTC) are specfied by 3GPP to support 
long and medium range IoT applications respectively and 
can meet 5G mMTC needs. With  mMTC slices, vehicles 
can  sense and learn environmental changes from built-in 
sensors deployed in cars or within infrastructure. mMTC is 
also important  within a dense  connected environment to 
support non-delay-sensitive V2X applications (e.g., 
dynamic ride sharing, software update) or even to provide 
more data for safety-related applications [33].   

Generally, two types of dedicated slices URLLC and 
non-URLLC will be considered in the project, for two 
categories of applications:  
      Safety and traffic efficiency slice- for V2V and vehicle-
to-pedestrian (V2P). Such slices will transport and process 
event-driven and periodic messages containing position and 
kinematics parameters and support applications such as: 
forward collision warning; cooperative adaptive cruise 
control that allows a group of vehicles in proximity to share 
the same path (a.k.a. platooning); vulnerable road users 
(VRU) safety to alert a vehicle of the presence of a VRU;  

Autonomous driving slice – having more powerful 
characteristics than those for safety applications, the reason 
being higher speed, more complex environment- including 
geographical and road-related aspects, cooperative needs, 
etc. Such slices can offer ultra-low-latency V2V 
communications via RAT connection mode and additional 
RAN/CN functions. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper had as objective to develop a systematic 
procedure for V2X system requirements collection and 
apply it on examples of implementation solutions based on a 
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5G sliced infrastructure. First, the paper introduced the 
ecosytems/ business models (ES/BM), given that the system 
requirements are issued by the participating actors.  

It has been shown that business models/ecosystems for 
5G V2X systems are considerably richer than those for basic 
5G slicing. The reason consists in large set of V2X 
applications and variety of commercial services offered. 

A general methodology is proposed to structure the 
process of system requirements identification. Considering 
the above, examples of V2X system requirements have been 
exposed. 

Several steps should be followed to identify the system 
requirements. First, the V2X set of high level of services 
(seen from the end user perspectives) to be implemented 
should be defined among the rich possible ones. Then, the 
identification of the set of involved actors and a first 
assignment of their roles (especially from business/services 
point of view) is the next step. Here, some actors would 
provide only indirect actions (Policy Makers, SDOs, local 
regulators, etc.). Other actors will participate at operational 
phases (MNOs, OEMs, Service providers - e.g., OTT, 
Infrastructure providers, etc.) at run-time. 

Some general characteristics of the overall system should 
be defined such as multi-domain, multi-tenant, multi-
operator characteristics. Definition of interactions between 
the actors will complete the high-level description of the 5G 
V2X BM/ecosystem. The regulations, standards, etc., to be 
enforced have to be identified; they will define but also limit 
the system capabilities and scope.  

The following steps will refine the BM and go to the 
requirement identification, where inputs coming from all 
actors involved in ES/BM should be considered. 

To refine the requirements for a 5G V2X slicing solution, 
it is necessary to select technologies for RAN, core and 
transport part of the network) should be selected. Then, the 
system architecture (general and layered - functional) has to 
be defined, allowing further technical refinement of the 
system design. 

 An example is given of a system based on 5G slicing in 
a research project SOLID-B5G, aiming V2X/IoV and 
maritime applications. 

 
Future work can go further to consider more deeply 

depending on use cases targeted, and the multi-x aspects, 
system capabilities. 
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 Abstract— The study in this paper is focused on the 

improvement of a Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) 

based design using a hierarchical analysis tool offered by 

XILINX PlanAheadTM. During this work, PlanAhead software 

is used to address any problems on the physical side of our 

FPGA design flow to add more modules visibility and control. 

The design application is a telemetry system intended for 

health monitoring applications. FPGA is used as the brain 

control unit at both transmitter and receiver sides. The 

transmitter side is recording data packets through external 

interfaced sensors. Verilog Hardware Description Language 

(Verilog-HDL) has been used to implement the various 

functionalities required by the FPGA device. The system 

performance as shown in the results has been optimized using 

a recent comprehensive tool to reach and maintain the goals of 

the design. The power performance of the FPGA-based design 

will be assessed using the XILINX Xpower tool. A Modelsim 

Code coverage feature has been incorporated to make sure 

that the test bench will cover all the nets branch statements of 

the design and create the most accurate Value Change Dump 

(VCD) file for the power consumption assessment process.  

Keywords- FPGA; Telemetry system; FPGA design 

improvement; power assessment. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 The challenge is to raise or at least maintain the present 
level of health care providers without ending up in an 
uncontrolled cost explosion of services. The increasing 
number of researchers and manufacturers who are working 
on a new generation of wireless technology applications for 
the medical field has led to improved quality and reduced 
cost of patient care. One of the areas in healthcare that best 
lend itself to wireless technology is patient monitoring, also 
known as wireless telemetry. Due to system complexity, the 
use of FPGA for this vital application has become widely 
common. 

Electronic systems development is becoming more and 
more complex, fast, powerful, and power-consuming. 
Indeed, transistor miniaturization dramatically increases the 
power consumed by a whole chip [1,2]. The main 
consequences of this trend are the addition of elaborated 
cooling circuits and the reduction of battery life for the 
embedded systems. As for timing and die area, power 

consumption becomes a critical constraint for electronic 
system design. A previous study [3] has demonstrated the 
beneficial effect of power optimization at high-level; it is 
then necessary to develop high-level estimation tools which 
use power models for all kinds of components (Application-
Specific Application Circuit (ASIC), FPGA) in a system. 
Playing many important roles in recent applications, FPGAs 
devices are used in a wide scale of designs ranging from 
small glue logic replacement to System-on-Chip. The main 
advantage of FPGA compared to ASIC chips is the 
flexibility: a design can be reprogrammed partially or totally 
in-situ. This functionality is realized by a configuration plan 
and requires a large number of transistors for Static Random 
Access Memory (SRAM) FPGA; therefore, the drawback is 
important static power consumption. Moreover, FPGA 
builders are currently improving this circuit characteristic to 
facilitate their integration in System on Chip (SoC). The 
health care field became one of the most recent applications 
of the FPGA designers [4].   

The PlanAhead software provides insight into the data 
flow of the design by displaying I/O interconnect as well as 
physical block net bundles [5].  Timing constraints can be 
then modified within the PlanAhead environment. These 
analysis results can help to determine what logic should be 
grouped and floor planned. Paths can be logically sorted, 
grouped, and selected for floorplanning. TimeAhead 
environment can also be leveraged with imported timing 
results from the timing analyzer tool within Xilinx Integrated 
Synthesis Environment (Vivado™) software [5]. TimeAhead 
is useful to validate and optimize the constraint set before 
running any Vivado implementation tools. In addition, it 
provides visual aids to comprehend the physical 
implementation results. Design rule checks (DRCs) are 
provided to catch errors early. It also flags designs that do 
not properly take advantage of certain device resources, such 
as the dedicated registers of the XtremeDSP™ slice. 

Design solutions can be addressed quickly by visualizing 
area problems, either in the register transfer logic (RTL) or 
on the physical implementation side, without having to 
continue RTL and synthesis iterations. FPGA vendors are 
facing the difficult task to accurately specify the energy 
consumption information of their products on the device data 
sheets because the energy consumption of FPGAs is strongly 
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dependent on the target circuit including resource utilization, 
logic partitioning, mapping, placement, and route. While 
major Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools have started to 
report average power consumption under given transition 
activities, energy optimal FPGA design demands more 
detailed energy estimation. This work aims to present a 
useful methodology for estimating the power consumption of 
an FPGA-based system designed for medical applications. 
Modelsim code coverage capability will be used to 
investigate the different styles of test bench coding on the 
overall power consumption estimation of the FPGA device.  

 In Section II, a system overview is presented. Sections 

III-VI are outlining the design methodology for FPGA 

devices using PlanAhead. ModelSim code coverage is 

explained in Section VII and Section VIII explains the 

accurate FPGA power estimation. Section IX is giving the 

merits of the new method to perform an accurate power 

consumption assessment. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 

Section X.  

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The main blocks of the transmitter side FPGA are shown 

in Fig. 1. The different units of the system were coded with 

Verilog HDL simulated with ModelSim and implemented 

with Vivado. The final implementation was targeting the 

Virtex-7 device since it provides the various features that 

solve the designer’s challenge throughout the entire system. 

The transmitter FPGA consists mainly of an SPI (Serial 

Peripheral Interface), RLE (Run Length Encoding) 

compressor, and framer units. The operation of the system 

units and the flow of data through the system are controlled 

by the main FSM (Finite State Machine) controller.  
On the receiver side, a data recovery unit is needed to 

extract the clock from the received bitstream. The de-framer 
and the RLE decompresser blocks are designed to 
reconstruct the original data bytes sent by the transmitter.  

Figure 1. Building blocks of the transmitter FPGA 

A. SPI main units 

An efficient SPI unit has been modeled, as shown in    
Fig. 2. The Master out Slave in (MOSI) signal has been 
omitted from the design based on the hardware requirements 

where data only needed to be transferred from the ADC to 
the FPGA system.  The main units of the SPI are functioning 
as follows: 

1. Clock Divider Unit: Divides the system clock by a 
certain factor to generate the required SPI clock 
frequency. 

2. Data out clock synchronizer: used to generate both the 
rising edge (dout7) and the falling edge (dout16) of the 
ADC clock. 

3. ADC Enable unit: triggered on when the start_conv 
signal is asserted to generates the following signals: 

a. Capture signal to capture data transfer from the 
ADC to the SPI register after each byte transfer. 

b. Increment signal used to change the address inside 
the Block RAM unit. 

4. Slave Chip Select (CS). 

5. SPI Register Unit: contains the SPI serial in/parallel out 
register, which is enabled when the capture signal is 
asserted and receives input serial data through 
ADC_Din signal. Spiout (output) signal carries the 
information data bytes to the Block RAM unit. 

6. Distributed Block RAM: stores the data bytes in 
locations determined by the increment signal. 

Typically, test benches have become the standard method 
to verify HDL designs. Test benches invoke the functional 
design, and then simulate it.  Accordingly, an efficient test 
bench has been written to mimic the behavior of the ADC 
and verify the operation of the SPI system units. 

Figure 2. Block units of the developed SPI inside the FPGA 
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III. DESIGN FLOW USING PLANAHEAD (PA) 

The PlanAhead tool sits between synthesis and the 
Vivado place and route (P&R) tools as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  FPGA design flow using Plan Ahead 

To increase the design performance, the HDL code has 
been written taking into consideration the following 
comments: 

The design has been partitioned at the RTL level, such that 
critical timing paths are confined to individual modules. 
Critical paths that span large numbers of hierarchical 
modules can be difficult to floorplan. The outputs of all 
modules have been registered to help limit the number of 
modules involved in a critical path. 

Dividing large hierarchical blocks into smaller RTL units to 
avoid the possibility of having long paths, which makes the 
floorplan a difficult task.  

Through analysis and floorplanning, physical constraints are 
applied to help control the initial implementation of the 
design. PlanAhead is also used after implementation to 
analyze the placement and timing results in order to improve 
the floorplanning and complete the design. 

A very optimized Verilog code has been written to describe 
the different block units of the design since it is based only 
on the instantiation of the basic units that can be invoked 
directly from the library. This is essential in the design 
process to remove any complexity from the model, which 
makes it easy to understand and debug. In addition, 
unnecessary resources are not added by the synthesize tool to 
the code, which leads to a power-efficient model design. An 
example of such code for the ADC chip selection is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

IV. PLANAHEAD IMPLEMENTATION  

In this section, the PlanAhead implementation on the 
transmitter side FPGA will be presented. The on-chip design 
partitions are referred as physical block (Pblocks). 

With PlanAhead software, the utilisation estimates of the 
device resources viewed below in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 4. Verilog_HDL sample code form the SPI design 

 

 

Figure 5. device resources used for the target system design 

In order to get a good schematic-level view of the key 
portions of the design, PlanAhead software has been used for 
this purpose as well. The schematic of the design top-level is 
presented in Fig 6. Such views can be a valuable aid in 
understanding how the modules of the design are connected 
to each other. It is recommended with PlanAhead to view 
and analyze the hierarchy of the design. Such a view can be 
useful to implement the best floorplan and also may indicate 
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the location of the longest timing path (critical path). In Fig. 
7, the hierarchy of the design is displayed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Design top-level schematic 

PlanAhead software has an embedded static timing 
analysis engine and environment called TimeAhead. With 
this feature, timing estimations can be utilized at various 
stages of design implementation. The longest path has been 
explored and highlighted in Fig. 8. This step is necessary for 
the next coming stages to improve the floorplan for better 
performance. It is worth mentioning here that in most cases 
the longest path is associated with the module of the biggest 
size in a fully synchronous design. In the hierarchy view 
shown in Fig. 7, the module top_BlockRamMod is obviously 
the one, which has the longest path. 

 

 

Figure 7. Module hierarchy view from PlanAhead 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The longest logic delay path 

V. FLOORPLAN STRATEGIES  

A. Problem Description 
 

Assume we are given a set of modules, each of them 

having an associated resource requirement vector  = 

(n1,n2,n3), which means this module requires n1 CLBs, n2 
RAMS, and n3 multipliers. The FPGA floorplanning 
problem is to place modules on the chip so that each 
rectangular region assigned to a module should satisfy its 
resource requirements.  

For example, we have 6 modules, and their resource 

requirement vectors are  1 = (12,2, l),  2 = (30,4,4),  3 = 

(15,1,1),  4 = (24,4,4),  5 = (18,2,2),  6 = (30,2,2). Fig. 9 

is a feasible floorplan for these modules, which shows a 
slicing structure.  

                           

Figure 9. Example of Floorplan slicing structure 

In the following sections, the use of PlanAhead tool to 
implement our floorplan design strategies will be explained.  

B. Logic Placement Before Floorplanning 
 

Fig. 10 shows how the logic modules of the design are 
distributed by the Vivado tool inside the chip. The FPGA I/O 
resources displayed as thin rectangles just outside the device 
are the Input/Output (I/O) pads. I/O banks are displayed as 
thin rectangles just outside the I/O pads. Digital clock 
managers (DCMs) are shown graphically as rectangles along 
the I/O ring. The clock I/O pins are shown as filled 
rectangles. The interior of the device is broken up into 
smaller rectangles called tiles. These tiles contain placement 
sites for the different types of logic primitives pertinent to 
the architecture being used. 

In Table I, a summary of the device utilization before 
implementing floorplanning is given. The number of slices 
has been highlighted since it is important figure that 
indicates the device area covered by the design.  Such figure 
will be used later on for performance comparisons. 
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Figure 10. Logic placement before Floorplanning 

TABLE I: DEVICE UTILIZATION BEFORE USING PLANAHEAD TOOL 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

To get a closer view of the timing properties of the current 
design, a timing report has been generated as in Fig. 11. The 
following is the flow used to floorplan our design. The netlist 
file is generated first inside the Vivado using XST (Xilinx 
Synthesis Technology). Then the netlist file is used to create 
a new project in PlanAhead. After floorplanning the design, 
the netlist and the User Constraint File (UCF) will be 
exported back into Vivado environment and the timing 
report can be read from the place and route (P&R) results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Timing report before implementing PlanAhead 

From Fig. 11, it can be noticed the large difference 
between the requested time for running the design (640 nsec) 
and the actual time given by the P&R report (7.834nsec).   

C. Floorplanning Techniques Implementation 
 

In this section, PlanAhead software will be used to 
implement two different strategies of floorplanning. The 
output results of the implementation will be presented and 
discussed. The main goal is to show how PlanAhead can be 
employed successfully to optimize the placement area of our 
design logic. 

The first strategy is based on pulling the whole design 
logic to be focused in one Pblock. This has been done as 
shown in Fig. 12, where all the modules have been placed in 
one rectangular at the bottom right corner of the device chip. 

                             

Figure 12. Logic placement after FloorPlanning using 1 Pblock strategy 

The summary of the device utilization after implementing 
this strategy is given in Table II.  

TABLE II: DEVICE UTILIZATION USING PLANAHEAD STRATEGY 1 

Device Utilization Summary 

Number of BUFGMUXs 2 out of 8      25% 

Number of DCMs 1 out of 4      25% 

Number of External IOBs 6 out of 173   3% 

Number of LOCed IOBs 6 out of 6      33% 

Number of RAMB16s 2 out of 12    16% 

Number of Slices 128 out of 1920 7% 

Number of SLICEMs 1 out of 960     1% 

 

It is clear from the number of slices that the design area has 
been compressed by more than 10%. To have a complete 

Device Utilization Summary 

Number of BUFGMUXs 2 out of 8      25% 

Number of DCMs 1 out of 4      25% 

Number of External IOBs 6 out of 173   3% 

Number of LOCed IOBs 2 out of 6      33% 

Number of RAMB16s 2 out of 12    16% 

Number of Slices 143 out of 1920 7% 

Number of SLICEMs 1 out of 960     1% 
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picture, a timing report has been generated using the same 
procedure mentioned in the previous section and it is shown 
in Fig. 13. 

 

Figure 13. Clock report after implementing the PlanAhead using 1Pblock 

strategy 

One interesting comment that can be drawn from Fig. 13, 
is the actual time has been increased from the one before 
implementing this strategy. This can be explained as the 
design now become more compact in a smaller area, which 
leads to having data congestion. Despite this increase in 
time, it will not have any impact on our design performance 
since we are meeting the required time far below. 

In the second strategy, two Pblocks will be used to place 
the design modules and the necessary connections between 
these two blocks can be visible in PlanAhead. The placement 
of the 2Pblock is shown in Fig. 14. 

 

 

Figure14. Logic placement after FloorPlanning using 2 Pblocks strategy 

In the same manner, Table III is showing the device 
utilization after implementing the second strategy. As 

expected the design area has been slightly compressed with 
this strategy.  

TABLE III: DEVICE UTILIZATION USING PLANAHEAD STRATEGY 2 

Device Utilization Summary 

Number of BUFGMUXs 2 out of 8      25% 

Number of DCMs 1 out of 4      25% 

Number of External IOBs 6 out of 173   3% 

Number of LOCed IOBs 6 out of 6      33% 

Number of RAMB16s 2 out of 12    16% 

Number of Slices 140 out of 1920 7% 

Number of SLICEMs 1 out of 960     1% 

 

Finally, the timing report of this implementation is showing 
less value for the actual time as presented in Fig. 15.  With 
this strategy, a larger area is provided for the design, which 
reduces the possibility of having a high data congestion rate.  

 

Figure 15. Clock report after implementing the PlanAhead using the 2 

Pblocks strategy. 

Another highlighted field in the utilization summary 
tables is the one that shows the locked Input/Output Blocks 
(IOBs). Before implementing floorplanning, only two pins 
have been given positions in the UCF, these are the clock 
and reset pins. As the physical locations of these two pins 
were compulsory, the floorplanning was influenced by this 
fact. The closest physical location to the design has been 
chosen to lock the other pins after floorplanning. That is why 
the number of locked pins is complete in Tables II and III. 

By doing a comparative study for the two suggested 
floorplanning techniques, it is obvious that the first strategy 
gives the optimum design area solution. On the other hand, 
the speed of data transfer might be affected due to the data 
congestion that occurs between the modules but this would 
not be a serious issue in our case. The second floorplanning 
strategy slightly reduces the area since more space will be 
provided for the design modules. The data speed has been 
improved in compared with the first strategy but still our 
design meets the requested timing requirements in all the 
cases.  
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VI. FPGA POWER ESTIMATION 

Power consumption is mandatory information in modern 
digital system design.  

Chip vendors are naturally in charge of supplying energy 
consumption information of their products on the device 
datasheets. However, it is not possible for vendors to specify 
power consumption information of SRAM-based FPGAs 
because it is not only dependent on the target device and 
operating frequency but is highly dependent on the design 
and operating conditions. Power consumption is strongly 
dependent on the target circuit including resource utilization, 
low-level features such as logic partition, mapping, 
placement, and route. Here a new power estimation 
methodology is introduced on the FPGA after the design has 
been optimized with PlanAhead tool as presented by 
previous sections. 

A. Related Work 

For FPGA, some methodologies and models have already 
been developed to estimate the power consumed specifically 
by the logic elements. For example, a probabilistic model is 
proposed by [6]; developed for a CAD tool, this model 
estimates, at the transistor level, the 0.18 µm Complementary 
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) FPGA power 
consumption based on place and route. The switching 
activity used to calculate the dynamic power is determined 
by the transition density of the signal. The static power is 
evaluated by a sub-threshold current estimation. The 
resulting absolute error of this model is 23% compared to 
measurements. Some techniques are proposed in [7] to 
reduce both static and dynamic power consumption like 
drowsy mode, clock gating, guarded evaluation, counter and 
state machine encoding, but no estimation model is 
proposed. For a design in Virtex-7, [8] proposes an estimate 
of the dynamic power consumed by logical elements after 
routing. Lastly, [9] has presented a Register Transfer level 
power estimator based on the determination of wire length 
and switching activity with an average error of 16.2%. The 
first parameter is calculated by applying Rent’s rule during 
high-level synthesis. The second parameter is evaluated by a 
fast switching activity calculation algorithm. The model 
developed by [10] allows estimating the power consumption 
of distributed memory (using logic elements) in past FPGA 
families with technical parameters. Another model proposed 
in [11] uses technical parameters such as effective 
capacitance of each resource which is hardly obtained. All 
these methodologies and models use low-level parameters 
and technical characteristics which are not available before 
place and route. More precise approaches to estimate FPGA 
power consumption were described in [12-14]. 

B. XPower Xilinx Tool 

XPower is a commercial-off-the-shelf tool to estimate the 
power consumption of Xilinx SRAM-based FPGAs. The 
design flow of the XPower is shown in Fig. 16. In this part of 
the work, the implementation of the Xilinx XPower will be 
investigated. XPower reads in either pre-routed or post-

routed design data, and then makes a power model either for 
a unit or for the overall design based on the power equation:          
P=CVf where P is average power consumption, C is 
equivalent switching capacitance, V is supply voltage and f is 
operating clock frequency or toggle rate. It considers 
resource usage, toggle rates, input/output power, and many 
other factors in estimation. Because XPower is an estimation 
tool, results may not precisely match actual power 
consumption. The frequency, f, is determined by users or 
provided by simulation data from the ModelSim family of 
HDL simulators.  

 

Figure 16. XPower tool design flow 

XPower provides two types of information called data 
view and reports view. The data view shows the power 
consumption of individual parts of a design such as signals, 
clocks, logic, and outputs. The report viewer represents the 
total power consumed by a given design, which is again 
classified into the power consumption of clocks, logic and 
outputs, and static (leakage) power. The power consumption 
of clocks, logic, and outputs are calculated by equivalent 
switching capacitance models. The static power is based on 
the constant value quoted in a data book or calculated by an 
equation associated with temperature, device utilization, and 
supply voltage. 

VII. MODELSIM CODE COVERAGE 

ModelSim code coverage can display a graph and report 
file feedback on which statements, branches, conditions, and 
expressions in the source code have been executed. It also 
measures bits of logic that have been toggled during the 
execution. Therefore, it can be considered as a trace tool and 
probe at the same time that provides a history of the software 
execution. 
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Figure 17. Transmitter FPGA-Compressor unit FSM 

As code execution is almost invisible without an accurate 
trace tool, it is common for the entire blocks or modules of 
code to go unexecuted during test routines or redundant user-
case suites.  Coverage metrics showing which functions are 
not executed are useful for writing new, additional tests or 
identifying unused “dead” code. In applications where code 
size is critical, removing dead code reduces both wastes as 
well as risk in the targeted design. In many cases, code 
coverage can also be used to analyze errant behavior and the 
unexpected execution of specific branches or paths. The 
FSM can be extracted with code coverage as in Fig. 17 for 
the compressor unit. 

The FSM figure clarifies the number of states involved in 
the design and the interaction between these states. A test 
bench has been written to examine the behavior of the HDL 
design. The code coverage is enabled to check the covered 
and uncovered parts of the design code by the test function 
which can lead to alter the design and consequently change 
the power consumption.  

Fig. 18 shows some uncovered statements indicated by 
red X mark. In addition, an example of missed branches is 
shown in Fig. 19, where the XT mark indicates that the true 
branch of the conditional statement was not covered. 

 

Figure 18. Not covered design statements is escaped 

 

Figure 19. Not covered design branches 

VIII. ACCURATE FPGA POWER ESTIMATION  

The power characterization using XPower tool is done 
and based on the mapped/placed/routed design. In general, 
the total power consumption of a CMOS component is given 
by Equation.1. The dynamic power is due to the component 
activity while static power represents the power consumed 
by the leakage current. 

Ptotal=Pdynamic+Pstatic                                     (1) 

The static power given by the XPower is constant and 
calculated by the multiplication of maximum leakage current 
absorbed by the FPGA core and its supply voltage. On the 
other hand, dynamic power is varying according to the 
switching activity of the design. Therefore, two factors 
determine the accuracy of the XPower analyzer estimation: 
the accuracy of the data within Xpower analyzer and the 
stimulus provided by the user. It is necessary to mention that 
XPower relies upon stimulus data to estimate the power 
consumption for internal components. Valid input 
frequencies and toggle rates are necessary parameters to 
generate a proper power estimate. The main four important 
files that need to be invoked by the tool are the design 
(*.ncd), simulation (*.vcd), physical constraints (*.pcf), and 
setting (*.xml) files. 

      There are few strategies that can be implemented to 
reduce the power consumption of the FPGA device; these 
are: 

1. Turn off clocks when they are not in use. 

2. Make Block RAMs operate in “no read on write” mode. 
This reduces toggling of the output of the BRAM. 

3. Use a clock enables the reduction of switching activity 
on the output of Flip Flops (FFs). 

4. Partition Logic is driven by global clocks into clock 
regions and reduces the number to which each global 
clock is routed. 

5. Reduce the total number of columns to which a clock is 
routed. 

6. Reduce the total length of heavily loaded signals. 

Mainly, we followed the recommendations in 3 &4 to reduce 
the power consumption of our design. Therefore, the global 
design has been partitioned into a lot of small blocks. 

In order to investigate the impact of test bench writing 
style on the accuracy of the power estimate, two methods 
have been exercised. In the first one, the ADC_Din (line 
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carrying input data coming from the ADC has been 
stimulated by variable 8-bits data samples, as expected in the 
practical case. In the second method, only 0 data value is 
stimulating the ADC_Din. As an example, the control logic 
of the compressor BRAM has been considered to see the 
difference in the code coverage represented by the summary 
reports given in Figs. 20 and 21.  

 

Figure 20. BRAM control coverage report without adc_in 

 

Figure 21. BRAM control coverage report with adc_in 

The hits count shows the number of times the indicated 
code part has been reached or executed. It is obvious that this 
count has been increased for all the design parts except the 
conditions. The states of the design have been fully covered 
in Fig 21 because the system is dealing with all the possible 
design options that are required in the verification stage. 
Sample ModelSim waveforms for the two adc_in conditions 
are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. 

To investigate the effect of adc_in on the power 
consumption of the FPGA device, XPower tool has been 
used for this purpose. Table IV summarizes the total power 
and current estimates for both configurations.  

Figure 22. The simulation output waveform of the design with for variable 

adc_in 

Figure 23. The simulation output waveform of the design with 0 data on 
adc_in 

TABLE IV: TOTAL CURRENT AND POWER ESTIMATES 

Total Power and 

Current estimates 

I(mA) 

With 
adc_in 

P(mW) 

With 
adc_in 

I(mA) 

Without 
adc_in 

P(mW) 

Without 
adc_in 

Device  59  51 

Vccint 1.20V 12 16 11 13 

Vccaux 2.50V 16 41 15 38 

Vcco25 2.50V 1 2 0 0 

Quiescent  
Vccint 1.20V 

 

10 
 

12 
 

10 
 

12 

Quiescent 

Vccaux 2.50V 

 

15 
 

38 
 

15 
 

38 

 

As given above, more power is needed for the design 

when ADC_Din is clocking with different serial data. This 

leads to the conclusion that the FPGA device will consume 

higher power if the analog input signal to the ADC is 

rapidly changing. IN this case, the compressor unit of the 

design will be fully functioning with all the possible 

transition states.  

The second case is assuming that the analog input has a 

steady value which is rare in practice, but useful to have 

power estimates for different working conditions. Thus total 

dynamic power is more dependent on the states of the input 

signals. In comparison, the power values in the two cases 

are different due to the code coverage analysis that has been 

discussed earlier. As more code has been covered with 

ADC_Din is varying, then we can consider that the obtained 

power estimate with such case has more credibility.  
Quiescent power is the same for both configurations 

since it depends on the device itself using default conditions 
in moderate environments. To reduce the power 
consumption of the FPGA without losing accuracy, more 
work needs to be done outside than inside the device. For 
example, reduce the ADC resolution or the analog input can 
be good options. The test bench should be written in a very 
optimum way to provide a stimulus for all the inputs and 
read efficiently all the outputs. This is an important issue in 
the XPower tool since it provides one of the main files for 
the tool to estimate the power.  The code coverage 
sometimes can help to extract the unnecessary parts from the 
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design which has a great benefit for the power consumption. 
As a final comment, obtaining the high code coverage can 
lead to a higher but more accurate power estimate using 
XPower. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, PlanAhead tool has been employed as a 
hierarchical software environment after synthesis to analyze, 
modify, constrain and implement our design. It has been 
shown that a significant reduction in both the number and the 
length of design iterations can be obtained when using this 
tool. 

A wireless system, which has been designed for sensor 
monitoring, required some optimization. Mainly, PlanAhead 
has been used to optimize the area occupied by the entire 
design, giving a better insight into the place and route 
process. Two strategies have been adopted in this work 
based on the number of Pblock placed to contain the 
different modules of the design.  From the presented 
comparative results, using a single Pblock floorplanning 
design was representing the best scenario in terms of area 
compressing. 

Also part of the work, the power consumption of the  
FPGA-based system has been investigated after passing 
through optimization placing with PlanAhead. The use of 
XPower from XILINX was the main focus of this work as an 
efficient tool to get good power estimates for the target 
FPGA device. The relation between the test bench coverage 
and power estimate accuracy was studied under different 
design conditions. It has been found that a good test bench 
with higher design code coverage capability can achieve 
more accurate power estimates. The presented results 
reflected clearly the efficiency of this method which can be 
applied with similar performance on any other Xilinx FPGA 
device. 
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Abstract — Power Line Communications (PLC) is a technology 

that uses power lines to carry communication data alongside 

electrical signals. This technology has a huge potential and low 

infrastructure cost due to the pre-existing and ubiquitous 

power grid. However, the electrical components in the grid and 

the highly dynamic properties of the grid make power lines a 

hostile medium for PLC, especially when the PLC signal path 

extends over multiple levels (current or voltage) of the grid. 

Subsequently, efficient transmission of the PLC signals from 

the transmitter end and effective demodulation at the receiver 

end are both challenging. In our research, we limit PLC 

transmission frequencies to the ultra-low spectrum and 

investigate supervised machine learning as a potential signal 

demodulation technique. Employing inter-level PLC 

architecture, we transmit and collect baseband-modulated 

data, then use various machine learning algorithms to recover 

the data. We also investigate various feature-based and 

featureless machine learning methods for PLC and conclude 

that feature-based methods provide better generalization for 

our dataset.  

Keywords - ultra-low frequency power line communications; 

machine learning; smart grid; feature based learning; 

featureless learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The following journal article is an extended version of a 
previous conference publication [1] and is partially derived 
from a thesis report [2]. 

Power Line Communications (PLC) is a technology that 
enables the transmission of communication signals over 
power lines. This technology has been in use since the early 
1920s for various telemetry and utility applications [3][4]. 
One major advantage of this technology over other 
communication media, such as phone lines, optical fibers, 
etc., is the ubiquity of available infrastructure, i.e., the wires 
of the power grid itself. However, the grid is also a primary 
hindrance to the widespread deployment of PLC because of 
its heterogeneous nature, and dynamic load and noise 
characteristics [5]. These factors pose difficult challenges in 
the efficient propagation of PLC signals. 

The heterogeneity of the grid comes in the form of 
varying voltage and current levels, different impedance 
profiles and circuit architectures, and various grid devices 
such as power transformers. Transformers cause a 
particularly difficult problem in signal propagation, 
especially for higher-frequency PLC signals [6]. This 
problem can be circumvented by excluding these devices 

altogether and bounding the PLC communication path within 
a single “level” of the power grid. In such an “intra-level” 
PLC, the system voltage, circuit architecture, and other 
properties of the power signal are consistent throughout the 
path of the communication signal, effectively simplifying the 
problem and allowing for the use of conventional 
communications techniques. As a result, intra-level PLC has 
developed into many applications such as powerline Local 
Area Network (LAN) [7] and baby monitors [8]. 
Unfortunately, this solution does not address the problem of 
signal propagation through the different levels of the power 
grid i.e., “inter-level” PLC. 

One existing solution to this propagation problem in 
inter-level PLC systems is the use of additional equipment 
like signal repeaters to bypass power transformer 
interconnection points. These repeaters filter and catch the 
communication signal in one level and pass it to the next 
level so that the integrity of the signal is preserved [9]. 
Broadband over Power Line (BPL) technology, which is a 
duplex and high data-rate application of the inter-level PLC, 
is reliant on such devices [9].  However, the cost and 
complexity associated with developing, deploying, and 
maintaining these devices have effectively obviated the use 
of BPL in modern grid communications [10][11]. Another 
approach, which does not require inter-level bypass devices, 
is the transmission of Ultra-Low-Frequency (ULF) signals 
directly over the power line infrastructure. ULF signals do 
not attenuate as much compared to higher frequency signals, 
even after passing through distribution (power) transformers, 
which have a fairly limited passband. Thus, ULF signals, 
typically in the range of 150 Hz-1350 Hz [12], can be 
injected into the power lines to effect a low-bandwidth form 
of PLC. In fact, this approach is the main principle behind a 
venerable, simplex, low data-rate PLC application called 
“Audio Frequency Ripple Control” (AFRC) that has been 
used in many locales worldwide for load peak shaving, street 
lighting, etc. [12].  

A major disadvantage of using ULF bands for 
communication is the low data rate. However, low-rate 
communications techniques have been shown to have 
substantial value in command & control, distributed system 
management, and other applications, which are distinct from 
the “bearer-plane” of conventional communications systems 
[13]–[15]. There is an urgent need for this kind of 
technology in the power sector. The existing power grids are 
failing because of the exponential increase in power demand 
over the last few decades and the resulting issues [16]–[18]. 
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This problem is exacerbated by the disconnect between the 
power producers and power consumers, which leads to 
serious supply chain problems. ULF-PLC can help in 
bridging this disconnect by providing real-time, ubiquitous, 
low-rate communications facilities, thereby becoming a 
valuable element in the communication infrastructure of a 
continuously sensing and self-monitoring power grid called 
“the smart grid.” 

ULF applications like AFRC employ a simplex 
“downstream” format, i.e., the communication signal 
propagates from a High Voltage (HV) or Medium Voltage 
(MV) tier to a Low Voltage (LV) tier. A different approach 
to communication is an “upstream” method, where the 
signal originates in the LV tier and is collected at the 
MV/HV tier, typically a local substation [19][20]. For 
upstream inter-level PLC, assuming the communication 
signal effectively transits between the tiers of the 
distribution grid, then various Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) techniques can be utilized to capture, demodulate, 
and decode the signal at the substation. One complexity of 
this approach is that DSP-based techniques would have to 
be unique to that the deployed source-to-destination power 
grid architecture. In many cases, this complexity would be 
exaggerated by a requirement to be tailored to individual 
signals or modulation techniques. This complexity is present 
because every element in the power grid introduces its own 
time-varying interference, which is coherent with the 
fundamental of the power signal. This issue is well-known 
in terms of distribution grid architecture, but not well-
understood in terms of signal processing [21][22]. Thus, an 
approach driven by DSP alone is not scalable. To make 
ULF-PLC technology more universally applicable, Machine 
Learning/Neural Network (ML/NN) algorithms can be 
employed individually or in concert with conventional DSP-
driven approaches [23]. The use of ML/NN algorithms may 
be particularly beneficial in this environment because they 
can estimate and dynamically adjust various parameters to 
correctly reconstruct the transmitted information.   

Depending on the application, PLC can benefit from the 
full spectrum of ML types and techniques (see [23]). In this 
research into the use of ML/NN in ULF-PLC, supervised 
learning techniques are examined for two reasons: (1) the 
availability of labels for the training dataset, which provides 
an accuracy metric, and (2) the ease of implementation, 
which provides a path to deployment in a practical setting. 
The classification task of the ML algorithms was to classify 
a simple On-Off Keyed (OOK), upstream, inter-level ULF-
PLC signal into its on and off states, thereby determining 
the sequence of information bits transmitted via the power 
line channel. Although we evaluated some unsupervised or 
reinforcement learning approaches, the clear benefit of 
supervised learning in this application provided substantial 
advantages. As part of the investigation, we examine PLC 
signal characteristics in the ULF band, explore various ways 
of processing PLC data to be used in ML/NN, and compare 
the performance of some common ML/NN algorithms in 
this domain.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
provides a brief survey and evaluation of the relevant 

literature. Section III describes the methodology used in the 
collection and processing of our inter-level, upstream ULF-
PLC data. Section IV presents the ML/NN framework used 
in our experimental study. The results of these experiments, 
alongside their corresponding discussions, are presented in 
Section V. Finally, the overarching conclusions of the 
research are presented in Section VI. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This section surveys the existing body of research related 
to PLC. Although the archival literature covers a wide 
variety of research in various facets of PLC, we focus on low 
and ultra-low frequency, narrow-band PLC to survey 
existing implementation methods. 

Korki et al. [24] developed a ULF-PLC model for an LV 
distribution power grid network involving mathematical 
analysis of the grid components. To evaluate the proposed 
model, Bit Error Ratio (BER) versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(SNR) was investigated through numerical simulation. The 
simulation results showed that the model had acceptable 
BER (compared to other communication standards) for 
communication between neighboring nodes when SNR was 
above 15dB. As a result, the authors concluded that their 
analytical approach can satisfactorily model ULF-PLC in the 
LV region. This research applies a ‘bottom-up’ approach to 
PLC since it builds a simulation model incorporating the 
individual parts of the network. Its counterpart, a ‘top-down’ 
approach, uses measurement and data to estimate the nature 
of the PLC network. The bottom-up approach is harder to 
generalize and scale to arbitrary PLC networks because of 
the highly variable and dynamic nature of the PLC medium. 
In fact, the model proposed in [24] leverages a highly 
specific scope (e.g., PLC in a one-phase LV tier between 
one-hop nodes), which produces very limited results. 
Therefore, in the present work, a top-down method is used in 
hopes of producing a generalizable ULF-PLC solution 
applicable to a wider, less-specific grid domain. 

Varadarajan et al. [25] investigated the channel and noise 
characteristics of the physical layer of PLC systems in the 
distribution grid. The characterization of channel and noise 
in the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
regulated PLC frequency band (9kHz to 150kHz) was done 
with empirical measurements from field tests using a 
modem, utility meters, and measurement equipment such as 
spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope. The researchers 
observed that the presence of distribution transformers 
causes severe frequency-selective attenuation of the PLC 
signals, which corroborates our observations. Hence, they 
concluded that focusing on the less attenuated (lower 
frequency) sub-bands can increase the quality and the 
coverage of the transmitted PLC signals. In contrast to [24], 
this study uses a top-down, empirical approach to 
characterize the PLC channel, which is simpler than an 
analytical bottom-up approach. However, the results 
discussed in [25] are not “constructive” and so do not 
provide a solution to overcome the challenges of PLC, 
instead providing observations and suggestions for 
implementation. In contrast, the present research considers 
applicable results from [25] (e.g., the effect of transformers 
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in ULF-PLC) while also exploring several approaches, 
which can comprise a solution framework to leverage and 
categorize generally applicable ML-based approaches.  

Prasad et al. [26] evaluated the use of Power Line 
Modems (PLM) for detecting faults in the power grid. To do 
so, the authors collected raw data containing diagnostic 
parameters from the PLM, then extracted features from the 
raw data and used ML algorithms to identify and predict 
faults. This approach was able to detect faults with high 
accuracy and predict future faults with a lower, but 
satisfactory, accuracy. Similar to [24], this study uses 
mathematical analysis to model PLC architecture. 
Additionally, similar to [25], this study uses a top-down 
approach to detect faults through ML. In contrast to [24] and 
[25] however, [26] also presents a direct application of PLC 
in terms of useful grid diagnostics. However, [26] is limited 
in scope and future utility because the associated 
communication technology (i.e., BPL) has become obsolete 
[10][11]. Therefore, the present research attempts to evaluate 
technologies that may be leveraged in a more general 
implementation of ULF-PLC.  

Nassar et al. [27] reviewed the signal processing 
techniques used to model 3-500 kHz range narrowband PLC 
(NB-PLC) and presented the local utility applications of NB-
PLC using multi-path modeling and transmission-line 
modeling. In [27], PLC noise is characterized in terms of its 
periodicity and uncoordinated interference, and a framework 
for implementing Orthogonal Frequency-Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) in NB-PLC is provided. The authors 
conclude that channel and noise modeling can be used to 
make robust PLC for two-way communication between the 
customers and the local utility in the higher frequency bands 
(e.g., not ULF-PLC). This study uses the channel and noise 
modeling approach similar to [24] while focusing on NB-
PLC above 3kHz for utility applications. Although the 
approach and outcomes of [27] are comprehensive, no novel 
techniques or experimentation were introduced. Further, the 
applicability of spectrum above 3kHz is suspect in the 
distribution grid due to the large, series inductance presented 
by power transformers. In contrast, the present work focuses 
on ULF-PLC and attempts to leverage findings from the 
various approaches described in the literature.    

In summary, two main methods of PLC implementation 
are prevalent: a ‘bottom-up’ approach, which leverages 
mathematical modeling and simulation and a ‘top-down’ 
approach, which leverages empirical measurement to 
develop useful models and evaluate technology performance. 
The bottom-up approach is network and application specific, 
subject to component modeling errors or omissions, cannot 
be easily scaled, and requires complex simulation. The top-
down approach is more easily scalable, simpler to 
implement, and doesn’t suffer from component modeling 
errors. Therefore, the objective of the present work is to 
employ a top-down approach, including a combination of 
DSP techniques and ML/NN to aid in discriminating inter-
level, ULF-PLC communication signals in the distribution 
grid. 

III. DATA 

In this section, the methodology used to collect the raw 
data and the processes used to convert or transform the raw 
data to ML-ready datasets are described. 

A. Transmission and Collection 

The data transmission and collection architecture of the 
inter-level, upstream ULF-PLC is shown in Figure 1. As 
shown in this figure, baseband modulated ULF-PLC signals 
were transmitted from a research lab (LV tier) through the 
distribution grid and collected at a remote substation (MV 
tier). To create the experimental datasets, an Ametek 
CS3000 programmable current source [28] was used to 
generate On-Off Keyed (OOK) current signals with 
frequencies varying from 690 Hz to 2010 Hz and various 
amplitudes. These signals were injected into the split-phase, 
LV (120VRMS) power line via a specially constructed 
narrowband filter. This filter is a transformer-based bandpass 
filter or “resonant tank,” which blocks the power signal from 
entering the output port of the current source while allowing 
the signal generated by the current source to pass upstream 
into the power line. The signal injected into the power line 
first enters a split-phase distribution link typical of 
conventional “wall outlets,” then into the local distribution 
grid via three-phase distribution transformers, which “step 
up” the voltage for longer distance transmission. At each 
“level change” (tier), the transformer jointly adjusts the 
voltage (upward) and current (downward), according to the 
structure of the transformer’s coils (turns ratio). Some 
signature of the transmitted ULF-PLC signal is introduced 
into all three phases of the distribution and transmission links 
during this voltage transition as a result of magnetic cross-
coupling within the transformer core [6]. In the substation, 
current transformers (CT) affixed to MV (13kVRMS) 
feeders sense the current disturbances introduced by the 
injected ULF-PLC signal. This current signal was then 
discretized using a conventional Data Acquisition device 
(DAQ) [29]. 

B. Raw Time-Series Data 

The raw data captured using substation-resident, remote 
DAQ comprised of a set of three-phase time-series data 
sequences containing samples of the 60Hz power signal and 
its harmonics, the injected communication signal (ranging 
from 690Hz-2010Hz) and its harmonics, and time-variant 
noise at all frequencies. The acquired signals were sampled 
at 8kHz using 16-bits of resolution per sample (see more 
information about the capture parameters in Appendix B). 
The fundamental of the power signal dominates the raw data 
because of its extremely high amplitude relative to the 
injected signal, as shown in Figure 2. The three-phase raw 
time-series data plotted in this figure contain the PLC signal 
injected at 1595Hz, but this is not apparent from this plot 
alone. The vertical scale of the plot is in millivolts (mV) due 
to the nature of the output signals of the sensing current 
transformer where the full-scale of 1250mV corresponds to 
several hundred amperes, whereas the injected signal 
amplitude was lower than 1A. 
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Figure 1. Data transmission and capture architecture for upstream, inter-

level ULF-PLC. 

 

Figure 2. Time-domain plot of three-phase data received at the substation 
with PLC frequency at 1595Hz.  The vertical scale of the plot is in 

millivolts (mV) due to the nature of the output signals of the sensing 

current transformer (1250mV corresponds to several hundred amperes). 

C. Processing 

Since the raw-time series data were predictably not very 
useful in our case, the next logical step was to transform the 
signal into other domains and/or extract useful information 
(or features) from it. 

1) Transformation 
Transformation, for our purposes, is defined as the 

conversion of time-series data to frequency domain or time-
frequency domain data. There is very little loss of 
information in these kinds of transformations as long as care 
is maintained in the representation and storage of the 
intermediate or final values. The frequency and time-
frequency transformations of our original time-series data 
are described in subsequent sections. 

a) Frequency Domain 

The time-domain raw data were transformed to the 
frequency domain using the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
[30]–[32]. Figure 3 shows a representative example of the 
frequency domain plot of a single-phase sequence 
containing a ULF-PLC signal transmitted at 1595Hz. As 
seen in this figure, the power signal and its harmonics 
dominate the spectral plot. Nonetheless, as indicated by the 
red arrow in Figure 3, a smaller but prominent peak is 
present at 1595Hz, which shows the presence of our 
transmitted PLC signal. However, the spectrum plot cannot 
show the time-varying nature of the signal, and thus does 
not provide us information about the OOK encoded data that 
were transmitted. Hence, a single frequency-domain 
transformation of the acquired signal may be effective in 

detecting the presence or absence of the PLC signal but 
cannot be used to decode the time-varying information 
contained within it. Further, errors in framing 
synchronization in composing the frequency-domain 
transformation can produce unwanted or misleading side 
effects. 

b) Time-frequency Domain 

The deficiencies of frequency domain transformation, 
i.e., the inability to decode OOK information in our case, 
can be mitigated by appropriate time-frequency analysis 
such as a spectrogram. The transformation methods used to 
produce a spectrogram are very similar to the frequency-
domain conversion, except the FFT is applied to frames or 
sub-sequences within the sequence instead of the entire 
time-series sequence (e.g., Short-Time Fourier Transform, 
or STFT). This approach provides some indicative 
information regarding the presence or absence of the PLC 
signal in those time frames. Therefore, concatenating the 
spectral analysis of appropriately overlapped and windowed 
time-domain frames across the length of the data can be 
used to adequately estimate the spectral configuration of the 
data. 

In practice, there are a few measures that can be taken 
during this time-frequency transformation to enhance the 
information contained in the raw data. Windowing the time-
domain frames with window functions can minimize the 
spectral leakage effect [33]–[35]. Similarly, overlapping the 
time-domain frames prevents information loss caused by the 
tapered ends of the windowing functions. Parameters related 
to these techniques, such as window type, frame length, 
overlap length, as well as other parameters such as 
frequency resolution affect the quality of the spectrograms, 
and thus, their values need to be carefully chosen (see 
Appendix C for these values for present work). Since 
spectrograms can be produced using Fourier (or similar) 
transforms, the resulting datasets may have complex-valued 
representations, with both real and imaginary components. 
Equation 1 [36] shows the mathematical representation of a 
complex number ‘z,’ where ‘a’ is the real component, ‘b’ is 
the imaginary component, and ‘i’ is the indeterminate 
satisfying i2 = -1.   

 
 z = a + i*b (1) 

 

 

Figure 3. Frequency domain plot of the raw data showing the presence of 

the ULF-PLC signal at 1595Hz (pointed by the red arrow). The highest 
peak in this plot shows the dominant power signal at around 60Hz. The odd 

harmonics of this power signal can be seen as the secondary peaks. 
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In ML/NN implementation, these complex-valued data 
pose a critical challenge since the traditional ML/NN 
algorithms and architecture are typically not structured to 
operate on complex-valued datasets. One way to overcome 
this challenge is to devise new ML/NN frameworks, which 
accommodate complex-valued inputs and have complex-
valued weights or coefficients. This is an active area of 
research [37][38] but out of scope for the present work. An 
easier, more accessible approach is to use an appropriate, 
real-valued concatenated or pre-processed representation of 
the complex-valued data as input to conventional ML/NN 
structures.  In this research, we utilize two different real-
valued formats for the complex-valued transform data: the 
magnitude/phase or polar format, and the rectangular or 
cartesian format. 

i) Magnitude/Phase (Polar) Format 

The most common method of converting complex-valued 
data to real-valued data is by combining the rectangular or 
cartesian real and imaginary components via a polar 
transformation.  In polar form, the magnitude of a complex 
number is represented by the square root of the sum of 
squares of the real and imaginary components, and the phase 
is represented by the arctangent of the ratio of imaginary to 
real components [36].  

For transformed time-series data, taking the magnitude of 
each complex-valued element of a 2D complex-valued 
spectrogram produces a magnitude spectrogram. This 
magnitude spectrogram has the same dimensions as its 
parent complex-valued spectrogram but does not include 
phase information. Figure 4(a) shows a magnitude 
spectrogram of one of our captured ULF-PLC datasets where 
the PLC frequency is at 1595Hz. This figure shows a dotted 
band at around 1595Hz, which corresponds to the 
transmitted OOK PLC signals. The zoomed-in version of this 
band is shown in the inset black box of Figure 4(a), which 
clearly shows the ‘On’ and ‘Off’ states of the ULF-PLC 
signal.  The solid bands at various frequencies correspond to 
the power signal and its odd harmonics (shown by the red 
arrows in Figure 4(a)), which are spaced 120Hz apart.  

The PLC signal also produces its own harmonics, though 
not as strong as power signal harmonics. Interestingly, the 
“harmonics” of the ULF-PLC signal are harmonically offset 
from the ULF-PLC signal based on the fundamental 
frequency of the power signal, not the ULF-PLC signal. As a 
result, they are “echoes” or “images” of the ULF-PLC signal 
with the harmonic structure described by the power signal’s 
frequency. If the ULF-PLC signal is injected in the 
frequency bands between the harmonics of the power signal, 
then a magnitude spectrogram can provide a good estimation 
of the transmitted information, especially OOK or 
amplitude-shifted ULF-PLC signal as shown in Figure 4(a). 
Therefore, the present work uses magnitude spectrograms as 
one of the ML/NN datasets to evaluate the accuracy of 
decoding the PLC signals. 

As seen from 4(b), the phase spectrogram is very noisy, 
and the presence of the ULF-PLC signal is not visually 
apparent. Therefore, phase spectrograms were not used in the 
present work. 

 
(a) Magnitude Spectrogram 

 
(b) Phase Spectrogram 

Figure 4. (a) Magnitude spectrogram of the captured data showing the 

transmitted OOK ULF-PLC signal with the dotted horizontal band at 
around 1595Hz. The solid bands at lower frequencies correspond to the 

power signal and its harmonics. (b) Phase spectrogram of the same data. 

ii) Rectangular (Cartesian) Format 

In addition to magnitude and phase spectrograms, other 
types of spectrograms (e.g., real and imaginary) can be 
generated as well by manipulating the components of the 
complex data. Plots in Figure 5 show the real spectrogram 
and imaginary spectrogram of the same dataset used for 
magnitude and phase spectrograms in Figure 4. 

 

 
(a) Real spectrogram 

 
(b) Imaginary spectrogram 

Figure 5. Real spectrogram (a) and imaginary spectrogram (b) of captured 

data with ULF-PLC signal at 1595 Hz. 
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The real and imaginary spectrograms show a trace of the 
PLC signal at 1595Hz; however, this band is not as distinct 
as the magnitude spectrogram plot in Figure 4. This is 
expected since the real and imaginary spectrograms 
completely ignore the other component, resulting in a huge 
loss of information. However, a combination of these two 
2D spectrograms in a 3D space could potentially be better 
than a magnitude spectrogram since this would be a direct 
representation of complex-valued data as shown in Equation 
1. This 3D spectrogram is hereby referred to as ‘Rectangular 
spectrogram’ in the present work because of its 
correspondence to the rectangular form of the complex-
valued transform results.  

Figure 6 shows in detail how the rectangular 
spectrogram (and other spectrograms) may be generated 
from the raw time-series data (as suggested in [39]). First, 
the 1D raw-time series data are divided into multiple 
overlapping frames, which are then windowed. Next, these 
time-series frames are transformed into frequency space 
using FFT. The 1D complex-valued FFT products for all 
frames are then combined to get a 2D complex spectrogram. 
From this complex spectrogram, real, imaginary, magnitude, 
and phase (not shown) spectrograms are produced. Finally, 
the real and imaginary spectrograms are stacked to form a 
3D rectangular spectrogram.  

 

In previous work [40], the rectangular spectrogram has 
been shown to produce better accuracy results than the 
magnitude spectrogram, especially when the signal of 
interest is dominated by out-of-band interferers such as the 
power signal fundamental, which is present in PLC 
transmissions. Therefore, we used 3D rectangular 
spectrogram datasets for ML/NN analysis in the present 
work as well. 

2) Feature Extraction 
Besides the spectrograms, other signal features including 

amplitude envelope, zero-crossing rate, spectral centroid, etc. 
can also be used to extract target information from the 
received ULF-PLC signals. For the present work, three 
signal features are used: (1) amplitude envelope, (2) root-
mean-square energy, and (3) spectral centroid. These 
features are briefly described in subsequent sections. 

a) Amplitude Envelope 

The amplitude envelope of a signal describes the 
variation in the amplitude of the signal over time [41]. It 
effectively traces the outline of the signal in the time 
domain and is loosely representative of the instantaneous 
energy in the signal [42]. In our case, the complete 
amplitude envelope is not useful since the 60Hz power 
signal and its harmonics dominate all other superimposed 
signals, as described previously. As is typical in 
communications systems, the narrowband amplitude 
envelope, centered on specific sub-bands, can be more 

 

Figure 6. Process of generating rectangular spectrogram from raw time-series data. As shown here, the 1D raw-time series data are first divided into 

multiple overlapping frames. Then, each of these frames are windowed by a window function. Next, these time-series frames are transformed into 
frequency space using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The 1D complex valued FFT products for all frames are then combined to get a 2D complex 

spectrogram. From this complex spectrogram, real (denoted by axy), imaginary (bxy) and magnitude spectrogram (|z|xy) are produced. Finally, the real 

and imaginary spectrograms are stacked to form a 3D rectangular spectrogram. 
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useful. To approximate this approach and create a useful 
training/testing dataset, we filtered the raw frames of the 
powerline signal with non-overlapping bandpass filters of 
100Hz bandwidth (1Hz-100Hz, 101Hz-200Hz,…,2901-
3000Hz) to create thirty sub-band representations of the 
signal. Clearly, the amplitude envelope of certain sub-bands 
contains the injected PLC signal, so the amplitude envelope 
can be useful. 

b) Root-Mean-Square Energy 

An energy of a digital signal is defined as the sum of the 
square of its magnitude [43]. Root-Mean-Square Energy 
(RMSE) is the square root of the mean energy of a signal, as 
in Equation 2 [44] where xi is the ith sample of signal x and 
N is the total number of samples. This is particularly useful 
for signals that are “balanced” or have zero mean in the time 
domain.  

 

                                         (2) 
 
For our raw (full-band) PLC data, the energy (or 

instantaneous energy in a frame) would again be dominated 
by the power signal. Hence, we frequency separated the 
frames as described in Section III.C.2)a) and calculated 
RMSE for each of the thirty narrowband signals of each 
frame. Similar to the amplitude envelope, we were 
expecting variations in the RMSE in the frequency range 
containing ULF-PLC signals (for example, 1501-1600Hz 
for the 1595Hz PLC signal) to provide useful information 
about the PLC signal. 

c) Spectral Centroid 

The spectral centroid is the measure of the center of 
mass of the signal’s spectrum [45]. Unlike time-domain 
features such as amplitude envelope and RMSE, the spectral 
centroid is a frequency-domain feature. The spectrum of our 
full-band signal contains a primary peak near 60Hz and 
large secondary harmonic peaks at odd multiples of 60Hz 
because of the dominant power signal. As shown in Figure 
3, whenever the OOK PLC signal is active (‘On’), a peak is 

present at that frequency. The presence or absence of the 
PLC signal shifts the center of mass of the spectral 
representation, thereby providing a classification measure of 
the state of the transmitted PLC signal. 

D. Dataset 

The raw data, obtained from DAQ at the substation, 
were composed of twenty-three individual files in the WAV 
format. Each of these files contained three-phase, time-
domain PLC data (such as shown graphically in Figure 2) 
with a different baseband PLC transmission frequency for 
each file ranging from 690Hz to 2010Hz (Appendix B). The 
remaining processing steps in the present work consider 
only data from ‘Phase A.’ However, in subsequent research, 
the comparison between phases after injection of a 
communication signal on a single phase can also produce 
some useful insight [16].  

The bit duration or baud rate of the injected OOK signal, 
i.e., the original length of the individual on or off state 
representing a ‘0’ or ‘1’ bit, in the experimental dataset was 
about 2 seconds (16,000 samples) when interpreted via 
conventional “Return-to-Zero (RZ)” line encoding [46].  To 
enhance the dataset for ML/NN training, we interpreted the 
transmissions as “Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ)” with 1,000x 
repeats per bit, thus providing a substantially larger training 
set.  

Features of the oversampled dataset such as amplitude 
envelope, RMS energy, and spectral centroid were extracted 
and compiled into ‘Dataset 1’ (see Figure 7), a 2D dataset 
with 61 feature columns - 30 each for amplitude envelope 
and RMS energy, and 1 for spectral centroid - and 18,400 
rows (800 per file*23 files). Similarly, 2D magnitude 
spectrogram and 3D rectangular spectrograms (Appendix C) 
were constructed for the signals and combined into ‘Dataset 
2’ and ‘Dataset 3’ (see Figure 7). Even though, as seen in 
Figure 2, the unprocessed, full-band time-series data does 
not seem to provide any indication of the transmitted PLC 
signal due to the strong out-of-band interference of the 
power signal, we compiled this raw data into ‘Dataset 4’ to 
be certain that the ML/NN evaluation came to the same 
conclusion.  

 

Figure 7. Flow chart showing the summary of steps taken to convert the raw data to ML/NN ready datasets. 
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The flow chart in Figure 7 shows the summary of these 
steps (see Appendix E for a more detailed flow chart). In 
this figure, the orange highlights, i.e., ‘Dataset 1,’ comprises 
feature-based data while the light green highlights, i.e., 
‘Dataset 2,’ ‘Dataset 3’ and ‘Dataset 4,’ comprise 
featureless data. The summary of these datasets is shown in 
Table I. The difference between our use of feature-based 
versus featureless datasets is described in section IV. 

TABLE I.  DATASETS AND THEIR BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Dataset 

Name 

Type Description 

Dataset 1 Feature-

based 

Uses amplitude envelope, RMS energy, and 

spectral centroid 

Dataset 2 Featureless 2D magnitude spectrogram 

Dataset 3 Featureless 3D rectangular spectrogram 

Dataset 4 Featureless 1D time-series data 

IV. MACHINE LEARNING AND NEURAL NETWORK SETUP 

ML/NN can be categorized based on various criteria, 
such as forms of learning (supervised, unsupervised, 
reinforcement), types of tasks (classification or prediction), 
learning techniques (batch or online), etc. [47][48]. Although 
not a traditional way of classifying ML/NN, a distinction 
based on data processing requirements can be important 
because of its implication in realistic applications. Under this 
criterion, ML/NN can be broadly divided into two 
categories: feature-based learning and featureless learning. In 
the current work, we implement both feature-based and 
featureless ML/NN on our PLC data, comparing and 
contrasting the performance of these two methods based on 
various metrics. In this section, the two methods are 
discussed along with a brief description of their experimental 
setup, their expected performance, and their relation to our 
datasets. 

A. Feature-based ML/NN 

In feature-based learning, useful features are extracted 
from the raw data during pre-processing. These features are 
then compiled into a dataset before being fed into the 
ML/NN algorithms. The advantage of this approach is that 
large datasets with lots of noise and irrelevant features can 
be transformed and concentrated into smaller datasets, 
reducing computing time and complexity. However, the ML 
performance largely depends on the quality and consistency 
of the extracted features. The study of the data and the 
knowledge of the domain is vitally important in this type of 
ML, and thus, substantial effort in ML applications is spent 
on these data study and feature planning stages. 

For the current work, ‘Dataset 1’ was used for feature-
based ML/NN, as indicated in Figure 7 and Table 1, with a 
70:30 training:testing configuration. To form the models 
with various supervised algorithms, Python Sci-kit learn 
[49] was used for Logistic Regression (LR) [50], Support 
Vector Machines (SVM) [51], and Decision Tree (TREE) 
[52]. The hyperparameters for these algorithms were 
optimized using the grid search [53] method. Accuracy, 
precision [54], recall [55], and f1 scores [56] were computed 
to evaluate and compare these various models’ training and 

testing performance. Learning curves [57] were plotted and 
evaluated to ensure the models were not overfitting or 
underfitting. Confusion matrices [58] were also plotted to 
visualize the accurate label versus the predicted label.  

In general, LR does well on linear classification. Our 
OOK PLC signals are linearly separable. However, the 
background power line channel, with the power signal and 
its coherent harmonics, is highly non-linear and introduces 
coherent distortion. Hence, if the featureless or unprocessed 
datasets were used on LR, we expected this algorithm to 
struggle. The feature extraction process we have utilized 
filters out these background non-linearities to some extent. 
Therefore, LR should still be able to do reasonably well 
with feature dataset. SVM, on the other hand, has both 
linear and non-linear kernels and TREE is a non-linear 
classifier. Therefore, we expected both of these algorithms 
to perform well using our feature-based dataset.  

Besides these basic “one neuron” ML models, a multi-
neuron, multilayer Neural Network (NN) or Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) model was also tested using 
Python’s Tensor Flow [59] and Keras [60]. The various 
hyperparameters of these NN models were optimized by 
manual trial and error (see Appendix D). Accuracy scores, 
loss and validation curves, and confusion matrices were 
generated to evaluate this model’s performance, which was 
compared with the other ML models. Since ANN is also a 
non-linear classifier, we expected this method to provide 
high classification accuracy. For a low dimensional, low 
complexity feature dataset such as our PLC data, ANN may 
be overly complex and could potentially lead to overfitting. 
However, ANNs are more versatile than LR, SVM, and 
TREE because of their multi-neuronal, multi-layer structure, 
and thus, could also be used in ULF-PLC data, which has 
more complex signal characteristics. 

B. Featureless ML/NN 

In contrast with feature-based learning, featureless 
learning does not require explicit feature extraction during 
data pre-processing. Although the ML or NN algorithms 
still require features, these features are extracted from the 
raw data by the algorithms themselves thereby removing the 
burden from the operator. This translates to a more 
generalizable, repeatable, and uniform ML analysis. This 
type of ML is more scalable since human intervention is less 
important when scaling to datasets of different properties. 
Unfortunately, featureless learning also requires more 
computational power, and the ML is more prone to noise. 

ANN was used for our featureless datasets because of its 
simple architecture, ease of implementation, scalability, and 
most importantly, its ability to process multi-dimensional 
datasets. The multi-neuron nodes and fully connected layers 
of ANN can process complex information, such as the 2D 
and 3D spectrogram datasets, where the traditional ML 
algorithms fail. Therefore, they are an ideal candidate to 
evaluate our featureless ULF-PLC datasets.  

The hyperparameters of the ANN including the number 
of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each layer 
were kept the same as for feature-based ANN (Appendix 
D). Accuracy scores, loss and validation curves, and 
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confusion matrix were generated for the optimized models 
for each dataset to evaluate the performance of the models 
and compare them across datasets. 

Within our featureless datasets, we expected the time-
series dataset to fail for the reasons presented in Section 
III.B., and for the magnitude and rectangular spectrogram 
datasets to produce better outcomes due to the tradeoff 
between the quality and the quantity of information they 
contain. For example, the magnitude spectrogram captures 
the On/Off amplitude information of OOK signals more 
clearly and compactly. However, as described in Section 
III.C.1)b)ii), the rectangular spectrogram contains more 
information about the transmitted PLC signal. Therefore, the 
accuracy and other performance measures of these two 
datasets in a NN model depend on how well the NN fits the 
respective data. With enough optimization, we expected 
both these datasets to perform similarly. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of our research are divided into three main 
sections based on the type of dataset used in ML/NN. 
Section V.A. covers the results generated from feature-
based dataset, Section V.B. covers the results from the use 
of featureless dataset, and Section V.C. compares the 
feature-based and featureless datasets.  

The experimentation using both feature-based and 
featureless ML/NN is further divided into three cases, as 
listed in Table 2, each representing a unique real-life 
scenario. These scenarios arise because of the nature of the 
power signals. The frequency of the fundamental power 
signal in the PLC channel is not constant but oscillates close 
to 60Hz. This power signal produces strong odd harmonics 
at 120Hz spacings, which also oscillate corresponding to the 
fundamental. These dominant signals, therefore, occupy a 
wide range of variable frequencies in the ULF-PLC 
spectrum. This problem is exacerbated by additional noise 
of the channel, which can present time-variant interference 
to the ULF-PLC signals. Therefore, locating clean 
frequency bands for transmitting a signal in the ULF 
spectrum can be challenging.  

Case 1, as listed in Table 2, simulates the scenario in 
which the frequency band to send the PLC signal is known 
and consistent. This would require a great deal of 
knowledge of the channel, so that the PLC frequency band 
does not overlap with the pre-existing harmonics (or the 
noise), which are also time-varying. Therefore, this is an 
unlikely scenario; however, if implemented correctly, is the 
easiest for the receiver to process. 

TABLE II.  THREE EXPERIMENTAL CASES SIMULATING THREE UNIQUE 

FREQUENCY SCENARIOS IN ULF-PLC 

Case Description 

Case 1 Baseband ULF-PLC signal frequency is always the 
same, and thus known  

Case 2 Baseband ULF-PLC signal frequency changes within a 
set of known values 

Case 3 Baseband ULF-PLC signal frequency changes within a 
range  

 

Case 2 is similar to Case 1 in the sense that it simulates a 
scenario where the PLC frequency is known. However, in 
this case this frequency is not constant, but changes 
frequently to some known set of values (e.g., frequency 
hopping [61][62]). This case is built on the assumption that 
there is a technology present on the transmitter side that 
facilitates frequency hopping by continuously scanning the 
power line spectra and identifying an “open” channel from a 
set of allocated channels. This case is more realistic than 
Case 1 because it accounts for the variable nature of the 
channel and the ability to dynamically select open 
subsections of the low-frequency spectrum. However, this 
approach still relies on the assumption that the at least some 
of the frequency bands or sub-channels in the pre-defined 
set is always optimal for transmission. As a result, effective 
implementation of a frequency-hopped ULF-PLC system 
would depend in large part on dynamic spectral analysis of 
the channel. 

Finally, Case 3 simulates a scenario in which the PLC 
frequency band is unknown as well as dynamic. Like Case 
2, this case is built on the assumption that there is system 
that dynamically identifies an open channel. However, 
unlike Case 2, the open channel frequency does not need to 
be from a pre-determined set (but will be within the ULF 
range). This case also has interesting application in the 
observation or extraction of unknown events or the presence 
of anomalous signals in the ULF-PLC bands. 

For both types of datasets and all three cases, the 
performance of the models is evaluated primarily using the 
metric of training accuracy, which essentially reflects the 
system’s BER, an important metric in digital 
communication. BER is the ratio of error bits to the total 
number of transmitted bits. Thus, BER is the “unit 
complement” of accuracy, i.e., BER + accuracy =100%. 
Therefore, higher accuracy translates to lower BER, which 
in turn means that communication is more efficient. 

A. Feature-based Dataset 

As described in Section III.D. and illustrated in Figure 7, 
we constructed the feature-based dataset (‘Dataset 1’) by 
combining the amplitude envelope, RMS energy, and 
spectral centroid features. 

1) Case 1- Known and Static Frequency 
For Case 1, the PLC frequency is known. To process, we 

divided ‘Dataset 1’ into individual frequency subsets, then 
trained and tested ML/NN within each subset. The data in 
all these frequency subsets were standardized (separately), 
the hyperparameters of LR, SVM, and TREE algorithms 
were optimized, and then fitted with the corresponding 
models.  

The training to test ratio for each experiment was set to 
70:30. Since, each frequency subset was trained and tested 
separately, there were 560 training samples and 240 test 
samples for each Case 1 experiment. After fitting the 
models with these training data, the models were tested with 
test data. The process was repeated ten times (with 
randomized training test split for each iteration) to explore 
the variance of the performance of these models. Figure 8 
shows the accuracies (mean accuracy curves and the 95% 
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confidence interval from ten iterations) of the four models 
from these test data at various frequencies. The inset graph 
within Figure 8 shows the frequencies, from 930Hz to 
1650Hz, where the model test accuracies were consistently 
over 90%. 

As seen in Figure 8, the lower and higher end of the 
experimental spectrum both have low test accuracies across 
all models. This is due to the limits of the coupling filter as 
well as the bandpass filtering nature of the channel for the 
PLC signals. At lower range of frequencies (below 870Hz in 
the graph), the harmonics of the fundamental power signal 
is very strong, and thus, the PLC signal is severely distorted. 
As frequency increases, these harmonics die off, opening 
dynamic subchannels into which the PLC signals can be 
introduced. However, beyond a certain frequency (after 
1710Hz in the graph), the PLC signals are heavily 
attenuated by the transformers and other grid components, 
including the coupling filter, causing poor PLC output at the 
receiver. Therefore, there is a frequency window where the 
PLC signal transmission is optimal. Figure 8 shows that, in 
our case, this window is between 930Hz to 1650Hz. Within 
this window, the test accuracies are fairly high (mostly 
above 95%) and stable for all models, as shown by the inset 
graph in Figure 8.  

In summary, this Case 1 experimentation shows that 
with sufficient knowledge of the channel and with a set of 
known PLC frequency, upwards of 95% accuracies can be 
obtained using feature-based ML/NN. High accuracy of the 
models means low BER, which translates to high efficiency 
in communication. 

2) Case 2- Known but Dynamic Frequency 
For Case 2, we took ‘Dataset 1’ as a whole for training 

and testing, instead of separating it with respect to 
frequency as described for Case 1. Hence, ‘Dataset 1’ was 
randomly split into training and test set, and the ML/NN 
models were fitted with the training set and evaluated with 
the test set. The dataset is more complex in this case for 
ML/NN to generalize because the PLC frequency is not the 
same throughout, and thus, the weight for the feature 
column keeps changing during learning process. This results 
in slower convergence than Case 1, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 8. Graph showing test accuracy curves of Logistic Regression, 

SVM, Decision Tree and Neural Network models fitted with various ULF-
PLC signal frequency dataset (subsets of Dataset 1). The shadowed region 

of the curve represents the 95% confidence interval of the accuracies. The 

inset graph shows a zoomed-in version of the curves for frequencies from 

930Hz to 1650Hz. 

 
(a) Case 1 at frequency of 1290Hz 

 
(b) Case 2 with full ‘Dataset 1’ 

 
(c) Case 2 with trimmed ‘Dataset 1’ 

Figure 9. Graphs showing training and test (or validation) accuracy and 

loss curves of identical NN for (a) Case 1 with frequency of 1290Hz, (b) 

Case 2 with full dataset, and (c) Case 2 with trimmed dataset. The trimmed 

dataset for (c) is from 870Hz to 1710Hz. 

As seen in Figure 9(a), the accuracy and loss curves of 
both training and test sets converge within the first few 
epochs for Case 1. However, for Case 2, the convergence 
takes more epochs. Figure 9(b) is for the Case 2 dataset with 
full range of frequencies, i.e., the complete ‘Dataset 1,’ 
which shows that the loss and accuracy curves do not 
stabilize within  50 epochs. In addition, the accuracies are 
much lower at the end of the training than in Case 1 
(approximately 80% compared to around 95% for Case 1). 
This is because of the presence of 690Hz-810Hz and 
1770Hz-2010Hz frequency data within ‘Dataset 1,’ which 
contains distorted PLC signals as shown in Figure 8. The 
data corresponding to these frequencies dilute the dataset, 
thereby causing low accuracies in Case 2. Therefore, for a 
fairer comparison, we took out these frequency data from 
the dataset for further Case 2 analysis, resulting in a 
“trimmed” dataset for Case 2. Figure 9(c) shows the 
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accuracy and loss curves of this trimmed ‘Dataset 1.’ In 
addition to the increased accuracies, trimming the dataset 
resulted in enhanced loss and accuracy curves.  

After trimming ‘Dataset 1’ to include only the frequency 
data from 870Hz-1710Hz (i.e., the passband of our PLC 
channel), next we fitted the four algorithms with this 
updated dataset. The training and test accuracies, precision, 
recall and F1 scores of these models are listed in Table 3.  

As seen in Table 3, SVM had the highest scores in all 
performance metrics for this trimmed ‘Dataset 1’: Case 2. 
TREE and NN displayed similar performance, while LR 
outcomes were substantially worse with approximately 10% 
difference in every metric compared to SVM. Further, 
observing the recall values, the NN model is competitive 
with the SVM due to the recall capabilities to classify true 
labels very well and has a minimal number of samples that 
were "false negatives." 

To analyze the possible causes of this discrepancy 
between the various algorithms, we constructed a 2D plot 
with decision regions for each of these models. The two 
feature columns for these 2D plots were selected using 
backwards Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) [63] to give 
two most influential feature columns for each model. Figure 
10 shows these plots for LR, SVM and TREE models. The 
axis names in these plots are in the format ‘Feature 
abbreviation’ followed by ‘Frequency sub-band.’ RMSE 
indicates ‘RMS Energy’ feature while APEV indicates 
‘Amplitude Envelope.’ 

As seen in Figure 10, LR displays a linear and 
continuous boundary, while the decision boundary of SVM 
is continuous and curved, and the decision boundaries of 
TREE are straight but discontinuous. These decision 
boundaries separate the two OOK signal states (i.e., On and 
Off or 1 and 0); therefore, the more flexible these 
boundaries are, the better the accuracy of the models’ 
classification. The linearity of LR can sometimes prevent it 
from fitting some training data, whereas the SVM and 
TREE are more flexible, and thus, can have higher 
classification accuracy. However, SVM and TREE are more 
prone to overfitting for the same reason. In our current case, 
i.e., Case 2, there is no overfitting (or underfitting) on any of 
our models as shown by the small difference between 
training and testing accuracies in Table 3. 

TABLE III.  PERFORMANCE OF LR, SVM, TREE AND NN WITH 

TRIMMED ‘DATASET 1.’ THE VALUES SHOWN IN THE TABLE ARE THE MEAN 

+/- STANDARD DEVIATION FROM TEN ITERATIONS  

Algorithms Training 

accuracy 

Testing 

accuracy 

Precision Recall F1 

score 

LR  0.81790 

+/- 
0.00328 

0.81870 

+/- 
0.00398 

 0.84334 

+/- 
0.00522 

0.80534 

+/- 
0.00808 

0.82387 

+/- 
0.00429 

SVM 0.92355 

+/- 

0.00293 

0.90826 

+/- 

0.00388 

0.93420 

+/- 

0.00595 

 .88838 

+/- 

0.00473 

0.91070 

+/- 

0.00370 

TREE 0.90768 

+/- 

0.00478 

0.86604 

+/- 

0.00980 

0.91220 

+/- 

0.02532 

 .82626 

+/- 

0.02008 

0.86661 

+/- 

0.00889 

NN 0.90571 
+/- 

0.00313 

0.90078 
+/- 

0.00409 

0.91201 
+/- 

0.01740 

0.89916 
+/- 

0.02417 

0.90507 
+/- 

0.00517 

 
(a) LR 

 
(b) SVM 

 
(c) TREE 

Figure 10. Plots showing training and test data (standardized), plotted over 

two optimal feature columns, along with the decision boundary and shaded 
target regions of (a) LR (b) SVM and (c) TREE models. The axis names 

are in the format ‘Feature abbreviation’ followed by ‘Frequency sub-band.’ 

3) Case 3- Unknown and Dynamic Frequency  
In Case 3, the ML/NN is trained with a range of 

frequencies, and the test is done with some frequency within 
or close to this range, but not present in the training set. 
Therefore, the only prior information needed in this scenario 
for real-life implementation is the general frequency range 
containing the PLC signal and a training set, which 
incorporates this same range, or set of potential 
channels/subchannels. The expectation is that the ML/NN 
will train within this range and be able to generalize well 
enough to classify signals, which lie in frequencies or 
subchannels that were not specifically trained for 
recognition. To simulate this scenario, we separated ‘Dataset 
1’ into individual frequency subsets or subchannels, used all 
subchannels except one subset for training, and tested on the 
unused subchannel. Our objective with this case was to test 
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how well ML/NN models can generalize on data with 
untrained PLC frequency and to observe what effect the 
frequency has in the case of ambiguous subchannel isolation. 
As with Case 2, including the complete ‘Dataset 1’ for this 
case would dilute the dataset and cause low training 
accuracy. In practical use cases, the frequency bounds or 
range of subchannels can be specified. Therefore, for Case 3, 
we used trimmed ‘Dataset 1’ as in Case 2.  

Figure 11 shows the test accuracies of this experiment for 
the four algorithms (LR, SVM, DT, and NN). In the figure, 
frequencies shown on the X-axis indicate the subchannel that 
was not contained in the training set. As a result, the results 
shown in Figure 11 indicate the accuracy of the ML/NN 
approach for transmissions where that specific sub-band was 
used in testing but was not used in training. 

As seen in Figure 11, all of the algorithms had some 
success in generalizing to the test data with untrained PLC 
sub-bands. However, the performance is not consistent for 
any algorithms across the whole spectrum. The low 
accuracies at the extremes, i.e., 870Hz and 1710Hz can be 
explained by the fact that the models are trained using sub-
bands higher or lower from the testing sub-band, but not 
both higher and lower. Therefore, the model only has the 
upper or lower set of sub-bands to generalize the test set. 
This causes low accuracy. Extending this similarity or 
bounding measure argument, we expect the sub-bands near 
the middle of the range to have the highest accuracy, 
decreasing to either side. The curves in Figure 11 promise a 
similar trend; however, this general trend seems to be 
contradicted by two big dips around sub-bands centered at 
1050Hz and 1350Hz. Upon closer examination of the 
models at these two sub-bands, we discovered that the 
inconsistencies are due to the lack of robustness of the 
models themselves. The architecture and hyperparameters of 
each model were held constant for all sub-bands and all test 
scenarios, i.e., the models are not optimized for specific 
training set. This approach simulates the real-life 
implementation of this case, where the models are trained 
across a broad set of subchannels and cannot be optimized 
for the unknown subchannel. Therefore, our models were 
not optimized for certain test sets, and they failed at those 
frequencies. Despite this setback, the models showed high 
accuracy in the majority of tested sub-bands, and thus 
showed promising generalization behavior. Further 
optimization of these models or use of more complex 
models may be useful in rectifying the inconsistencies.  

 

 

Figure 11. Test accuracies for Logistic Regression, SVM, Decision Tree 
and Neural Network for Dataset 2: Case 3. The PLC frequency on the x-axis 

represents the test frequency. 

B. Featureless Dataset 

In addition to using a feature-based dataset in ML/NN, 
we also investigated the use of featureless datasets. We did 
so by constructing 1D time-series, 2D magnitude 
spectrogram and 3D rectangular spectrogram datasets, as 
discussed in Section III.D. NNs were used on each dataset 
because of their ability to accept multi-dimensional input 
data. The multi-neuronal architecture of NNs is also more 
complex than one-neuron structures of LR, SVM or TREE, 
which could aid in parsing through our noisy featureless 
datasets. The structure and hyperparameters of the NN for 
the time-series and magnitude spectrogram dataset were 
identical to the NN used for the feature-based dataset 
(Appendix D). For the rectangular spectrogram however, an 
additional convolution layer and a max pool layer were 
added (as part of manual optimization) before the fully 
connected NN layers. The complete architecture of this 
convolutional neural network (CNN) is shown in Figure 12.  

As seen in Figure 12, each sample of the rectangular 
spectrogram is 3x1024x2, where 2 is the number of 
channels (i.e., stacked real spectrogram and imaginary 
spectrograms). The first operation is convolution with 64 
3x3 filters producing 1x1022x64 feature maps that are fed 
into the max pool layer with pool size 1x3 and produces 
output of 1x340x64. This output is flattened to a 1D array of 
size of 21,760 samples and fed into the fully connected NN 
for training and testing. This NN is identical to the ones 
used in the feature-based dataset (Appendix D). Subsequent 
sections describe the comparative analysis of these three 
featureless datasets. 

1) Case 1- Known and Static Frequency 
In Case 1, the NN/CNN is trained and tested within a 

particular frequency subset or set of subchannels/sub-bands. 
The test accuracy results of the NN/CNN models are 
presented in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 12. CNN architecture showing the various layers of operation on 

our rectangular spectrogram dataset. 

 

Figure 13. Graph showing test accuracy curves (with 95% confidence 

interval) of NN models fitted with magnitude spectrogram (Dataset 2), 
rectangular spectrogram (Dataset 3) and time-series (Dataset 4) datasets 

containing ULF-PLC signals of various frequencies. 
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The time-series dataset exhibited poor performance, as 
expected due to the strong out of band interference (i.e., the 
power signal). Between the two spectrogram formats, the 
magnitude spectrogram models exhibited better overall 
performance, and particularly better accuracy than the 
rectangular spectrogram models, especially in the lower and 
the higher end of the spectrum. The magnitude spectrogram 
models also had a much narrower and more consistent 
confidence interval than the rectangular spectrogram. The 
confidence interval result is especially interesting since a 
larger confidence interval implies larger variance, and 
hence, the rectangular spectrogram dataset seems to have 
higher variance in its accuracy results. Higher variance 
suggests more unpredictability and less repeatability in the 
performance, which is undesirable. 

This discrepancy in performance between magnitude 
spectrogram and rectangular spectrogram formats can be 
explained by the type and quantity of information each 
dataset contains. The magnitude spectrogram, by definition, 
contains only the magnitude or energy information of the 
signal, which is directly related to the signal amplitude. So, 
for OOK signals, the magnitude spectrogram more clearly 
represents modulation transitions, thus simplifying the task 
for the NN. In contrast, the rectangular spectrogram holds 
more information about the signal, including phase data, 
which could be advantageous in some use cases such as 
phase-based modulation (e.g., Phase Shift Keying) or a 
combination of phase and amplitude modulation (e.g., 
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation). However, in the 
approaches discussed here, the larger size of the rectangular 
dataset causes data dilution resulting in lower performance 
compared to magnitude spectrogram models. 

2) Case 2- Known but Dynamic Frequency 
As in Case 2 of the feature-based ML/NN analysis 

{Section V.A.2)}, the NN/CNN is trained with the trimmed 
featureless datasets (without separating frequency subsets). 
The objective in this approach is to explore which 
featureless datasets perform the best when trained with 
samples containing PLC signals of varying frequencies. 
Table 5 summarizes the result of this experimentation (with 
ten iterations of each model). 

As shown in Table 5, the magnitude spectrogram models 
outperform other models. The time-series models fail again 
due to the nature of the unprocessed time-series PLC data 
and the presence of the strong out-of-band interferer. 
Interestingly, the recall score of the time-series dataset is 
very close to 1. This does not necessarily mean that the 
time-series model performed well. Figure 14 shows the 
confusion matrix of one of these time-series models, which 
explains why the recall score was high even though the 
accuracy was low. As shown in this figure, the time-series 
model predicted all samples as ‘1’ (On), which explains the 
low accuracy. The recall is calculated as shown in Equation 
3. The true positives are the accurately classified positives 
(top left quadrant in Figure 14) while the false negatives are 
misclassified negatives (bottom left quadrant). In our case, 
both values are zero, giving 0÷0, which causes error, but is 
overwritten as 1 during processing. In this way, the recall 
was very high. 

                    (3) 
 

TABLE IV.  PERFORMANCE OF MAGNITUDE SPECTROGRAM (DATASET 

2), RECTANGULAR SPECTROGRAM (DATASET 3) AND TIME-SERIES 

(DATASET 4) NN/CNN MODELS. THE VALUES SHOWN IN THE TABLE ARE 

THE MEAN +/- STANDARD DEVIATION FROM TEN ITERATIONS 

Dataset type Training 

accuracy 

Testing 

accuracy 

Precision Recall F1 

score 

Time-series 0.52595 

+/- 
0.00000 

 0.52583 

+/- 
0.00000 

0.52583 

+/- 
0.00000 

1.00000 

+/- 
0.00000 

0.68924 

+/- 
0.00000 

Magnitude 

spectrogram 

1.00000 

+/- 

0.00000 

0.95503 

+/- 

0.00326 

 0.96010 

+/- 

0.00413 

0.95415 

+/- 

0.00512 

0.95710 

+/- 

0.00314 

Rectangular 

spectrogram 

0.76138 

+/- 

0.15679 

0.73655 

+/- 

0.14313 

0.74463 

+/- 

0.14841 

0.88257 

+/- 

0.08874 

0.79102 

+/- 

0.07624 

 

 

Figure 14. Confusion matrix of a featureless time-series model. This model 

was fitted with trimmed ‘Dataset 4’ for Case 2 analysis. 

3) Case 3- Unknown and Dynamic Frequency 
In Case 3, the NN/CNN models are trained using every 

sub-band within the dataset (Datasets 2, 3 and 4) except one, 
and tested with the one that was left out of the training 
process. The objective in this approach was to observe if the 
NN/CNN featureless models can generalize during the 
training process to be able to perform well on test data with 
untrained PLC sub-bands. The result of this experimentation 
is summarized in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. Test accuracy curves of NN/CNN models fitted with magnitude 

spectrogram, rectangular spectrogram, and time-series dataset for Case 3 

analysis. 
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As seen in Figure 15, the time series data again failed, as 
expected. The magnitude and rectangular spectrogram 
formats, however, had some success in generalizing to a 
new frequency data subset. The bell-shaped accuracy curves 
of both rectangular and magnitude spectrograms support the 
“similarity measure” hypothesis formulated previously in 
Case 3 of feature-based datasets in Section V.A.3). 
Reiterating, it seems that the ML/NN models are able to 
generalize the best (and perform well) to a sub-band when 
trained on the greatest number of similar sub-bands, and in 
particular sub-bands on “both sides.” The sub-bands near 
the edge of the passband have the fewest “similar” sub-
bands for training whereas the sub-bands in the middle of 
the passband have the most, and hence, the accuracies for 
edge cases should be the lowest with increasing accuracy 
moving towards the middle. The curves for both 
spectrogram datasets shown in Figure 15 indeed show that 
the accuracies are low at the edge frequencies and greatest 
at mid frequencies, supporting our hypothesis. For practical 
implementation, this means that the training frequency 
range, for this type of unknown and dynamic PLC 
frequency scenario, should be wide enough so that the most 
probable PLC sub-bands or test frequencies lie somewhere 
in the middle. This structure would ensure good 
classification accuracy (or low BER), and hence, efficient 
communication. 

C. Feature-based Vs Featureless Learning 

In Sections V.A. and V.B., the results of feature-based 
and featureless ML/NN/CNN were discussed separately. In 
the present section, these two methods are compared 
directly based on the previous results of NN models from 
each category, as shown in Figure 16. NN is used to 
compare the two methods because an identical NN (with 
same hyperparameters) was used with feature-based as well 
as featureless datasets. For featureless method, the 
magnitude spectrogram is used as the dataset format of 
choice (i.e., Datasets 2) because of its overall best 
performance as shown by results in Section V.B. 

Figure 16(a) reveals that the featureless NN model had 
slightly higher accuracies than the feature-based NN model 
when testing these models with a trained parameter. In this 
case, NN models were able to find the relevant features 

using extracted features for the feature dataset and feature 
maps for featureless dataset. However, the information 
contained within the relevant feature maps is truer to the 
original raw signal than the lossy extracted features due to a 
reduction in steps required for data pre-processing. 
Therefore, the featureless NN models had marginally better 
performance than feature-based NN. 

On the other hand, when the models were asked to 
generalize to an untrained parameter, as in Case 3 shown in 
Figure 16 (b), the feature-based NN models perform better 
overall than featureless NN. This result may be due to the 
fact that the NN model needed to be more complex for the 
featureless dataset on account of its greater size (3x1024 per 
sample for magnitude spectrogram dataset whereas 1x61 for 
the feature dataset), higher dimensionality (2D for 
magnitude spectrogram while 1D for feature dataset) or the 
noise within the dataset (higher noise level in the magnitude 
spectrogram dataset than the feature dataset). Another 
probable cause could be that the NN model overfitted the 
featureless dataset. Overfitting might not have been a 
problem with the feature-based dataset because of the 
limited number of features. However, for the featureless 
dataset, the number of features (in the form of feature maps) 
is much greater, and thus the weights are spread out during 
training, causing overfitting of the training data. This 
overfitting then results in poor generalization for untrained 
samples. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research study, an inter-level, upstream PLC 
network architecture was created; using this network 
architecture, OOK ULF baseband PLC signals were 
transmitted and captured; the captured data was processed to 
create feature-based and featureless ML/NN datasets. These 
datasets were used in various ML/NN formats to classify the 
temporal On/Off states of the transmitted OOK ULF-PLC 
signal. Using this pipeline, three broad questions related to 
the use of ML/NN in ULF-PLC data were explored. First, 
ULF-PLC signal characteristics were evaluated. Second, 
methods for pre-processing complex-valued 
communications signals were explored for use in 
conventional ML algorithms. Finally, the efficacy of a small 

    
                  (a) Frequency analysis: Case 1- known and static frequency                     (b) Frequency analysis: Case 3- unknown and dynamic frequency 

Figure 16. Graphs showing test accuracy curves (with 95% confidence interval) of Neural Network models fitted with feature dataset and magnitude 
spectrogram-based featureless datasets. (a) Case 1 frequency analysis using feature-based ‘Dataset 1’ and featureless ‘Dataset 2’ and (b) Case 3 

frequency analysis using ‘Dataset 1’ and ‘Dataset 2’. 
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collection of supervised ML techniques in decoding ULF-
PLC communication data was evaluated.  

A. PLC Signal Characteristics 

As presented in Section V.A.1) (Figure 8) and Section 
V.B.1) (Figure 13), the optimal frequency range for inter-
level ULF-PLC appears to be confined in a distinct 
passband around 930Hz-1650Hz. Below this band, the 
strong odd harmonics of the fundamental power signal 
interfere directly with the PLC signal, while above this 
band, grid components such as power transformers attenuate 
the signals substantially, causing poor signal propagation. 
This passband frequency range is dependent on various 
other factors such as the grid architecture (between the PLC 
signal transmitter and receiver), the coupling filter, etc. 
Therefore, frequency range as presented in this research 
may be relatively common but are not universally 
applicable. However, the bandpass nature of the power line 
channel is indeed characteristic of ULF-PLC. 

B. Dataset Characteristics 

One of the primary objectives of this study was to 
explore how the raw ULF-PLC data could be used in 
ML/NN and what types of data pre-processing might be 
most desirable or effective. To that end, we investigated two 
different methods: feature-based and featureless.  

Between the three featureless datasets, the time-series 
format was the least effective because of the dominance of 
the power signal in this domain as an out-of-band interferer. 
When the same data was transformed to time/frequency 
representation, the ML/NN performance improved 
significantly. The magnitude spectrogram format performed 
better due to its efficient representation of the OOK ULF-
PLC data. If more sophisticated frequency and/or phase shift 
methods are used for modulating data into the ULF-PLC 
channel, then the use of rectangular spectrogram formats is 
likely to outperform magnitude spectrogram formats, as 
concluded in our previous research [40]. Therefore, there 
are merits to all of these featureless datasets, in this ULF-
PLC application and beyond. In particular the ability of the 
system to recognize data based on various sub-band 
configurations is compelling. 

The outcomes from feature-based and featureless 
datasets were compared directly using an identical NN. The 
results of this comparison are discussed in Section V.C. and 
shown in Figure 16. Interestingly, the featureless magnitude 
spectrogram models had higher test accuracy than the 
feature-based models when the test data had the same PLC 
signal parameter (frequency) as the training data. However, 
when the test data had completely different signal 
parameters, the feature-based models were more consistent 
in providing high classification accuracies. As a result, we 
conclude that NN models overfit with the larger featureless 
dataset, causing it to generalize poorly on the test data with 
untrained parameters. Therefore, feature-based methods 
may be more appropriate when generalization is desired. 

In addition to testing accuracy, comparison of feature-
based and featureless methods using metrics such as the 
complexity of the ML models, time of processing, 

scalability, etc. may be valuable outcomes. In our tests using 
the ULF-PLC dataset, feature-based models had similar 
performance to featureless models despite employing 
simpler algorithms. The use of simpler models along with 
smaller dataset of the feature-based method resulted in a 
requirement for substantially less computer processing 
power and training time. However, the feature-dataset also 
requires substantial data pre-processing, which requires time 
and knowledge of the domain, and which can omit 
unknown, but relevant features. In contrast, although 
featureless methods require more complex ML/NN models, 
they are also easier to scale to varying architectures and 
applications and require less domain-specific knowledge to 
optimize. Further, they are capable of detecting features 
and/or outcomes that may have been previously unknown. 
Therefore, feature-based methods are desirable when 
training time and computer processing power are a 
consideration, while featureless methods are attractive when 
scaling and ease of deployment are the main concerns, and 
when the dataset environment may not be completely 
known. 

C. ML/NN Algorithm Characteristics 

To evaluate the ULF-PLC dataset, we utilized three 
supervised ML algorithms: Logistic Regression (LR), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (TREE). 
We also used Neural Network (NN) and Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) models. The comparison between 
LR, SVM, TREE and NN, presented in Section V.A., 
indicates that the classification accuracies of these models 
were very similar, with SVM slightly better in most cases 
due to its non-linear capability. However, this also meant 
that SVM models needed much more stringent 
regularization to avoid overfitting, which increases 
implementation complexity. In contrast, NN and CNN may 
be more suitable for featureless datasets because of their 
relatively more complex architectures and native ability to 
process multi-dimensional datasets. For the same reason, 
NN and CNN approaches are also more flexible and 
scalable.  
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APPENDIX 

• Appendix A: Github Page 

The data files and Python scripts used for in this thesis 

can be found at: 

https://github.com/kushal-thapa/ML_for_PLC_thesis  

• Appendix B: Features of the raw ULF-PLC data 

Number of raw PLC files: 23  
File type: .wav 
Length of each file: 100 seconds  
PLC signal amplitude: 1A 
PLC frequency: 690Hz-2010Hz with 60Hz spacings 
Number of channels: 3  
Sampling rate: 8000 samples per second 

• Appendix C: Spectrogram Parameters 

Frame size = 500 samples 
Frame overlap = 250 samples 
FFT size =1024 
Window = Hanning 

• Appendix D: Optimized hyperparameters of the NN 
for Dataset 1 

No. of hidden layers 2 

Hidden layer 
1 

No. of nodes 64 

Activation function Relu 

Hidden layer 
2 

No. of nodes 32 

Activation function Relu 

Output layer No. of nodes 2 

Activation function Softmax 

Learning rate 0.001 

Optimizer Adam 

Loss Sparse categorical 
crossentropy 

Epochs 50 

Batch size 16 

 

• Appendix E: Experimentation steps 

 

 

Figure Appendix 1: Extension of Figure 7 showing the creation of datasets and the subsequent use of those datasets in various cases in feature-based 

and featureless methods. 
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Abstract—Cloud cost optimization is an important issue having
also impact on the economy of the Cloud service, since it
enables the Cloud service provider the service provisioning at
minimum cost. This paper provides the performance analysis
and cost optimization of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service Cloud
model with a capacity control policy. The Virtual Machines are
modelled as parallel resources, which can be either in active
or in standby state. The capacity of the cloud is controlled
by changing the number of active Virtual Machines. The cost
model, which the cloud provider encounters, takes into account
both energy consumption and performance measures. The major
objective of the work is to provide a tractable analytic model,
which is suitable for practical use. For this purpose, we model
the Cloud services by an M/M/M/K queue. We propose a
simple control policy, in which a predefined portion of Virtual
Machines are always active. The remaining ones are activated
simultaneously when the number of requests reaches a threshold
and deactivated when the number of requests falls below the
predefined portion of active Virtual Machines. We call this policy
as shifted N -policy. We provide the stationary analysis of the
model and derive closed form results for the distribution of the
number of requests as well as for several performance measures.
The cost model leads to a discrete optimization task, which
we approximate by a nonlinear continuous optimization task.
After applying numerous approximations, we provide, in form
of solution formulas, approximate solutions of the optimization
task in the two most relevant traffic ranges. We give illustrating
examples for the most important approximations and properties
of the model as well as validate the approximate solution formulas
by numeric optimization. The major results of the work are
the closed form approximate solution formulas, which give the
optimal threshold under the most relevant ranges of parameters
and provide insight into the dependency of the optimum on the
model and cost parameters.

Keywords—optimization; cloud model; queueing model; N-
policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud cost optimization is an important issue having also
impact on the economy of the Cloud service, since it enables
the Cloud service provider the service provisioning at mini-
mum cost. This paper is an extension of our previous work [1],
in which we provided a performance evaluation and optimiza-
tion of an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) Cloud model with
a proposed simple threshold based resource control. The major
objective of this research is to establish a tractable analytic
model, which is also suitable for practical use.

The growing demand for computational resources lead to
a concept of Cloud computing. With a wide spreaded use
of computer networks, new applications emerged in the ’90-
s in many areas, e.g., business, science or web-applications.

They created a growing demand for computational resources,
which does not necessarily locate locally. This lead to a new
distributed computing paradigm called Cloud computing [2]
[3] [4] [5]. In this work, we focus on IaaS type Cloud service,
in which computing resources are delivered to customers. Be-
sides of the physically distributed character of Cloud services,
another key attribute of clouds is the virtualization, which
enables to decouple the computing resources from the physical
hardware and deliver them to customers as Virtual Machines
(VM).

The users want guaranteed performance and the Cloud
service provider want to ensure it and supervise the operation.
These require proper performance modelling and evaluation
enabling to get insights into the relationships among the used
resources and the performance.

However, the performance evaluation of Cloud services is
a complex issue, since it depends on many factors. Ana-
lytic models are either too simplified to obtain meaningful
relationships or lead to rather complex numeric solution,
which does not provide an explicit relationships among the
used resources and the performance. There are many research
works on performance modelling of clouds. An advanced work
on performance analysis is [6], which provides a numeric
solution. An outstanding work is [7], in which a multi-
level interacting stochastic sub-models approach is proposed,
leading to a numeric method to compute the performance
measures. For an overview on research works on performance
evaluation of clouds the reader is referred to the survey [8]
and the references herein.

Cloud cost optimization requires a resource management
technique. The work [9] provides an approach to predict
resource usage in Cloud computing, which can be seen as a
simplest way to enable the managing of the system. Resource
scheduling techniques are proposed in [10], [11] and [12].
Energy-aware resource allocation mechanism for management
of clouds is proposed in [13]. Energy efficient resource man-
agement and allocation policies for clouds are summarized
in [14] [15]. One recent efficient resource control mechanism
for clouds is the threshold based activation and deactivation of
VMs, proposed e.g., in [16]. This mechanism can be modelled
by hysteresis queue and in [16] computational algorithms are
provided for computing the optimal thresholds. For another
numerical approaches to cloud cost optimization we refer to
[17] and [18]. As expected, optimization of clouds is even
more complex issue than its performance evaluation. There-
fore, the vast majority of works on Cloud cost optimization
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proposes a computational solution.
In this paper, we present a performance evaluation and

optimization of an IaaS Cloud model with a proposed simple
threshold based resource control, but in contrast to the vast
majority of relevant works, we provide approximate explicit
formulas for determining the only threshold of the control
mechanism. The formulas hold in most relevant range of
parameters. The resource control mechanism, introduced in
[1], is called as shifted N -policy. According to this policy, a
predefined portion of VMs are always active. The remaining
ones are activated simultaneously when the number of requests
reaches a threshold N (like in N -policy) and deactivated when
the number of requests falls below the predefined portion of
active VMs. This explains the name of the policy. The cloud
is modeled by multi-server M/M/M/K queue. Note that, as
pointed out in [19], the M/M/m queue can be an acceptable
approximation of the GI/GI/m queue until the coefficient of
variations of both the interarrival and the service times are not
far from 1.

In [1], we presented closed form results for the stationary
distribution of the number of requests and several performance
measures in the shifted N -policy M/M/M/K model. The
cost model lead to a discrete optimization task, which we
approximated by a nonlinear continuous optimization task. We
provided a closed form approximate solution formula for the
high traffic range, in which the utilization is higher than a
model parameter dependent threshold.

In this work, we recall the results of [1] and extend the
solution of the optimization task to the low traffic range,
i.e., in which the utilization is lower than the above model
parameter dependent threshold. Additionally, we generalize
the former approximate solution formula for the high traffic
range by relaxing its restrictions by omitting the condition on
cost parameters. Moreover, we also provide the details of the
stationary analyis and the derivations both in the former and
new optimization parts.

The major contributions of this research are the closed form
approximate solution formulas for the optimal value of the
threshold N under the most relevant ranges of parameters.
The secondary contribution of this research is the proposal
of the shifted N -policy control mechanism and its stationary
analysis in the context of M/M/M/K model. The advantage
of using the proposed shifted N -policy control is that it
makes the cloud resource management very simple due to
the approximate analytic formulas for the optimal threshold,
i.e., no need for computational algorithm. On the other hand,
it leads to somewhat higher optimal cost than other more
complex computational solutions, e.g., the hysteresis policy
with multi-thresholds. The proposed optimization can be used
for example for the use case ”Enabling add-on services on top
of the infrastructure”, e.g., computing-as-a-service, analytics
or Business Intelligence(BI)-as-a-service.

We also provide illustrating examples for the approxima-
tions and the most important properties of the model as well
as validate the approximate solution formulas by numeric
optimization in the relevant range of parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is
devoted to the description of the model. The stationary analysis
of the queueing model is given in Section III. In Section IV, we
construct the cost function to be optimized. The dependency
of the probability of the empty system on threshold N , as
fundamental building block of the optimization, is investigated
in Section V. The approximate minimization for high traffic
range is presented in Section VI. This is followed by estab-
lishing the approximate minimization for low traffic range in
Section VII. In Section VIII, we illustrate the approximate
solution formulas as well as provide their numeric validation.
The work is concluded in Section IX.

II. CLOUD MODEL DESCRIPTION

In this section, we give the description of the IaaS Cloud
model and the shifted N-policy queueing model.

A. IaaS Cloud model

The IaaS Cloud delivers low-level computational resources
to the users. The Physical Machines (PMs) are grouped into
two pools: active (running) and standby machines. The PMs
in standby can represent either turned-on (but not ready) or
turned-off machines. The computational resources are pro-
vided to users in the form of VMs. Total number of available
VMs is M > 100, from which 0.1M ≤ L ≤ 0.5M VMs are
always active. The resource control is realized by threshold
based activation and deactivation of the remaining M − L
VMs. The model has buffer with capacity for K −M � 1
users. When all active VMs are busy upon arrival of a new
request then it is directed into the buffer, where it waits until
getting an access to a VM becoming free. When the buffer is
full upon arrival of a new request, then the request is lost.

B. Shifted N-policy queueing model

The queueing system modelling the IaaS Cloud is an
M/M/M/K queue with shifted N -policy. In the queueing
context the VMs are called as servers. The request arrive
according to Poisson process with rate λ > 0 and the service
times are exponentially distributed with parameter µ > 0.
The arrival process and the service process are assumed to
be mutually independent. The system has M ≥ 1 servers and
buffer capacity for K −M � 1 requests. When the servers
and the buffer are full upon arrival of a new request, then the
request is lost.

The control of the VMs is realized by the newly proposed
shifted N -policy. According to this policy L < M servers
are always active. When the queueing system is empty then
the remaining M − L servers are in standby. They will be
activated simultaneously when the number of requests in the
system reaches the threshold L + 1 ≤ N ≤ M . After having
all the M servers active, M − L servers will be deactivated
simultaneously, when the number of requests in the system
reaches again L. This policy has hysteresis-like characteristic
(in number of requests), which makes it suitable to use as
energy efficient resource control. However, it is much simpler
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than the hysteresis queue, which could facilitate the developing
of analytically tractable approximation.

The queue is always stable due to the finiteness of the
underlying Continuous-Time Markov chain (CTMC) model
(see in Section III). The (approximate) utilization of the
system, denoted by ρ is given by

ρ =
λ

Mµ
. (1)

Although this expression would be exact only in case of
K −M = ∞, otherwise the blocking probability should be
also taken into account to get an exact expression, under the
model assumption K − M � 1 the expression (1) can be
considered as a good approximation of the utilization.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE QUEUING MODEL

Let n ≥ 0 be the number of requests in the system. The
process {n(t), t ≥ 0} is a finite state CTMC.

A. State diagram

The state diagram of the M/M/M/K queue with shifted
N -policy can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. State diagram.

Basically the states are denoted according to the number of
requests in the system. However, the notation of the states,
in which the L < n < N , depends on the number of active

servers. If there are L active servers then the states are denoted
by the number −(N −n). Otherwise (i.e., there are M active
servers) the default numbering, n is used. On this way the
states can be described as a contiguous range [−(N − L −
1), . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . ,K].

B. Stationary analysis

We perform the stationary analysis rather by utilizing the
principle of global balance equations instead of applying the
standard way by means of equilibrium equations. This results
in shorter derivations for the stationary distribution of the
number of requests in the system. We define the stationary
probability, pi as the probability that the system is in state i,
for −(N − L− 1) ≤ i ≤ K.

1) Global balance equations: We marked the selected set
of states used for the balance equations on the state diagram.
Each case is marked by a separator line and an associated
number in small square, which is used to identify the case.

1) (i+ 1)µpi+1 = λpi, i = 0, . . . , L− 1,
2) Lµp−(N−L−1) + λp−1 = λpL,
3) Lµpj + λp−1 = λpj−1, j = −(N − L− 2), . . . ,−1,
4) (L+ 1)µpL+1 = λp−1,
5) (k + 1)µpk+1 = λpk + λp−1, k = L+ 1, . . . , N − 1,
6) (r + 1)µpr+1 = λpr, r = N, . . . ,M − 1,
7) Mµpt+1 = λpt, t = M, . . . ,K − 1.

2) Stationary distribution of the number of requests: By
solving the balance equations by applying standard techniques
(see in Appendix (I)), we get the stationary distribution of the
number of requests as

pk =
(λµ )k

k!
p0, for k = 1, . . . , L,

pk =

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L ( λ
Lµ )k − 1

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL,

for k = −(N − L− 1), . . . ,−1,

pk =

k−1∑
i=L

i!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−i
p−1, for k = L+ 1, . . . , N,

pk =
N !

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−N
pN , for k = N + 1, . . . ,M,

pk =

(
λ

Mµ

)k−M
pM , for k = M + 1, . . . ,K (2)

and p0 can be determined from the normalization condition∑K
k=−(N−L−1) pk = 1.
The probabilities pL, p−1, pN and pM are probabilities of

events representing some boundary in the operation of the
considered queueing model. They are given by
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PL =
(λµ )L

L!
p0,

p−1 = α pL, where α =

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 1− λ
Lµ

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

,

pN =

N−1∑
i=L

i!

N !

(
λ

µ

)N−i
p−1 =

(λµ )N

N !
sL,N α pL,

where sL,N =

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
,

pM =
N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N
pN . (3)

IV. COST FUNCTION

In this section, we establish the cost model of the cloud
provider and apply it to the shifted N-policy queue. This results
in the cost function.

A. Cost model

The cloud provider encounters different type of costs with
different weights. These are taken into account by the help of
cost parameters, which are defined by
• Con - cost of an active VM/time unit,
• Coff - cost of a standby VM/time unit,
• CW - cost of waiting of a request/time unit

(= holding a request in the buffer/time unit),
• CR - cost of loss of an arriving request,
• CA - activation cost of a VM (changing from standby to

active state),
• CD - deactivation cost of a VM (changing from active to

standby state).
Using these parameters the cloud cost can be specified by

the following function

Ccloud = E[ number of active servers ] Con (4)
+ E[ number of standby servers ] Coff

+ E[W ] CW + ploss λ CR,

+ ( activation rate of standby VMs ) (M − L) CA

+ ( deactivation rate of active VMs ) (M − L) CD,

where E[ ] stands for the expected value of a random variable,
W is the waiting time of the requests in the buffer and ploss
is the probability of loss.

Note that the operation of N -policy implies that one of the
major trade-off of the model is the relation Con−Coff versus
CW , which in fact appears also in the approximate solution
formulas for computing the threshold N (via parameter A
see in subsections VI-F and VII-D, where parameters b and c
depend on A).

B. Constructing the cost function

The cost function, to be optimized, can be constructed by
applying the cost model (4) to the shifted N-policy queue.

1) Adapting the cost model to the shifted N-policy queue:
The so far unknown terms arising in (4) can be expressed
with the help of parameters, stationary probabilities and per-
formance measures of the shifted N-policy queue as follows.

E[ number of active servers ] = L+ (1− ps1)(M − L), (5)
E[ number of standby servers ] = ps1(M − L),

( activation rate of standby VMs ) = λ p−1,

( deactivation rate of active VMs ) = (L+ 1)µ pL+1,

where ps1 = P { the number of active VMs = L }.
Substituting the expressions (5) into (4) we get the cost

function, F1 as

F1 =

(
L+ (1− ps1)(M − L)

)
Con + ps1(M − L) Coff

+ E[W ] CW + ploss λ CR

+ λ p−1 (M − L) CA+(L+ 1)µ pL+1(M − L) CD. (6)

2) Performance measures: The performance measures ps1,
ploss and E[W ] influence the cloud cost. They are given by

ps1 =

L∑
k=0

pk +

−1∑
k=−(N−L−1)

pk (7)

=

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
p0 +

−1∑
k=−(N−L−1)

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L ( λ
Lµ )k − 1

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL

=

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
p0 +

N−L−1∑
k=1

( λ
Lµ )k − ( λ

Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL

=

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
p0 +

λ
Lµ−( λ

Lµ )N−L

1− λ
Lµ

− (N − L− 1)( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL.

ploss = pK =

(
λ

Mµ

)K−M
pM =

(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !

N !

(λµ )N
pN .

(8)

E[W ] =

−1∑
k=−(N−L−1)

(k +N − L)pk +

K∑
k=M+1

(k −M)pk

=

N−L−1∑
k=1

k p−(N−L)+k +

K∑
k=M+1

(k −M)pk

= τpL + σpM , (9)
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where

τ =

λ
Lµ

(1− λ
Lµ )2

(10)

− (N − L)
( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

(
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

)
,

σ =
λ

Mµ

1− ( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

(1− λ
Mµ )2

− (K −M + 1)
( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

1− λ
Mµ

.

The derivation of the above expression of E[W ] can be
found in Appendix (II).

3) Final form of the cost function F1: Applying the balance
equation (L + 1)µpL+1 = λp−1, the expression of p−1 from
(3), (9) and (8) in (6) as well as performing rearrangements
yields

F1 = λ αpL(M − L) CA + λαpL (M − L) CD

+ (τpL + σpM ) CW +

[(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !

N !

(λµ )N
pN

]
λ CR

− (Con − Coff )(M − L)ps1 +MCon

=

(
λ(CA + CD)(M − L)α+ CW τ

)
pL

+ CWσpM + CR λ

[(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !

N !

(λµ )N

]
pN

− (Con − Coff )(M − L)ps1 +MCon. (11)

The last but one line of (11) can be rearranged by using the
expressions of pM and pN from (3) leading to

CWσpM + CR λ

[(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !

N !

(λµ )N

]
pN

=

[
CWσ

(λµ )M

M !
+ CRλ

(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !

]
N !

(λµ )N
pN

=

[
CRλ

(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !
+ CWσ

(λµ )M

M !

]
sL,Nα pL. (12)

Substituting (12) back into (11) we get the final form of the
cost function in terms of pL and ps1 as

F1 =

[(
λ(CA + CD)(M − L) + η sL,N

)
α+ CW τ

]
pL

− (Con − Coff )(M − L)ps1 +MCon, where (13)

η =

[
CRλ

(
λ

Mµ

)K
MM

M !
+ CWσ

(λµ )M

M !

]
.

V. CHARACTERIZING p0 AS A DEPENDENCY OF N

Unfortunately p0, which is involved in almost every term
of (13) via the expression of pL, depends on N . Now we
characterize p0 as a dependency of N in order to identify
parameter regions, in which p0 is approximately independent

of N . This leads to further restriction on the parameter range.
We define the probability coefficients

ps1w =
1

p0
ps1

ps2w =
1

p0

N∑
k=L+1

pk =

N∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

k−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α
pL
p0
,

ps3w =
1

p0

M∑
k=N+1

pk =
N !

(λµ )N

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

pN
p0

=
N !

(λµ )N

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

(λµ )N

N !
sL,N α

pL
p0

=

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α
pL
p0
,

ps4w =
1

p0

K∑
k=M+1

pk =

K∑
k=M+1

ρk−M
pM
p0

=
ρ− ρK−M+1

1− ρ
N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N
pN
p0
, (14)

which are the terms of the coefficient of p0 in the normaliza-
tion equation, i.e., pswp0 = 1, where psw = ps1w + ps2w +
ps3w + ps4w and it is referred as psum. Moreover, the values
ps1w, ps2w, ps3w and ps4w are referred as psum1, psum2,
psum3 and psum4, respectively, or simple psum parts.

We assume K−M � 1. Under this assumption ρK−M � 1
holds for the whole traffic range ρ < 1 and thus the term
ρK−M can be neglected comparing to 1. Using it, the approx-
imation of ps4w, denoted by p∗s4w, for the whole traffic range
ρ < 1 can be given by

ps4w∗ =
ρ

1− ρ
N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N
pN
p0

=
ρ

1− ρ
N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N (λµ )N

N !
sL,N α

pL
p0

=
ρ

1− ρ
(λµ )M

M !

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α
pL
p0
. (15)

The evaluation of the N dependency of the psum parts
requires further approximations. However, these approxima-
tions themself depend on the traffic range. Therefore, in the
following we split the investigation of the N dependency of
p0 according to the traffic ranges determining the appropriate
approximations.

A. Traffic range λ
Lµ > 1

We assume N−L� 1. Under this assumption ( λ
Lµ )N−L �

1 holds for the traffic range λ
Lµ > 1 and thus the term

( λ
Lµ )N−L dominates over 1. We make use of this in the

approximations.
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1) Approximation for ps1 and α: Using ( λ
Lµ )N−L � 1 the

second term of ps1 in (7) can be approximated as

λ
Lµ−( λ

Lµ )N−L

1− λ
Lµ

− (N − L− 1)( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL

≈

( λ
Lµ )N−L

λ
Lµ−1

− (N − L− 1)( λ
Lµ )N−L

−( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL

=

(
(N − L− 1)−

Lµ
λ

1− Lµ
λ

)
pL.

This together with the upper limit
∑L
k=0

(λµ )k

k! ≤
1

1−Lµλ

(λµ )L

L!

for λ
µ > L (see in Appendix III-A applied to q = λ

µ ) gives the
estimation for ps1 as

ps1 ≈
1

1− Lµ
λ

(λµ )L

L!
p0 +

(
(N − L− 1)−

Lµ
λ

1− Lµ
λ

)
pL

=

(
(N − L− 1) +

1

1− Lµ
λ

−
Lµ
λ

1− Lµ
λ

)
pL

= (N − L)pL.

Note that 1
1−Lµλ

, for λ
Lµ > ξ with ξ = 1.2, is small

compared to (N −L) due to N −L� 1 and hence the effect
of the overestimation by the upper limit can be neglected.
Similarly, by using ( λ

Lµ )N−L � 1, α can be approximated in
this traffic range as

α ≈
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 λ
Lµ − 1

( λ
Lµ )N−L

=

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
.

By using the above approximations of ps1 and α, the
approximations of the terms ps1w, ps2w and ps3w, denoted
by p∗s1w, p∗s2w and p∗s3w, respectively, can be given as

p∗s1w = (N − L)
pL
p0

p∗s2w =

N∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

k−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
,

p∗s3w =

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
.

2) Behavior of ps2w + ps3w in dependency of N : Here-
inafter it will be shown that the sum p∗s2w + p∗s3w is approx-
imately independent of N when ρ is above some threshold,
which depends on M

L .

Taking the difference of p∗s2w and p∗s3w with respect to N
gives

∆Np
∗
s2w = p∗s2w(N)− p∗s2w(N − 1)

=
(λµ )N

N !

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
.

∆Np
∗
s3w = p∗s3w(N)− p∗s3w(N − 1)

=

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

−
M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

N−2∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

=

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

−
M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

+

M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

= −
(λµ )N

N !

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

+

M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
.

Thus for ∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) we get

∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) =

M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
.

The sum p∗s2w + p∗s3w at N = L + 1, i.e., at the smallest
possible value of N can be expressed as

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1) =
(λµ )L+1

(L+ 1)!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

+

M∑
k=L+2

(λµ )k

k!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

=

M∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0

=

M∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
,

where we used pL
p0

=
(λµ )L

L! .
Now we compare ∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) to p∗s2w(L + 1) +

p∗s3w(L + 1). The expression of ∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) and
p∗s2w(L + 1) + p∗s3w(L + 1) can be rewritten by applying
the formula for

∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

(see in Appendix III-B) with
q = λ

µ to A = N − 1, B = M and A = L, B = M ,
respectively as
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∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) =

M∑
k=N

(λµ )k

k!

N − 1!

(λµ )N−1

pL
p0

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
= f∗1

1− (f∗1 )M−N+1

1− f∗1

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
,

where f∗1 =

λ
µ

f∗0
and N ≤ f∗0 ≤M,

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1) =

M∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

(
1− Lµ

λ

)

=
(λµ )L

L!

M∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
= f1

1− (f1)M−L

1− f1

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
pL
p0
,

where f1 =

λ
µ

f0
and L+ 1 ≤ f0 ≤M,

as well as f∗1 < f1 due to L < N − 1 for N ≥ L+ 2, where
∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) can be interpreted. We investigate the case
when f1 > 1 holds. In this case p∗s2w(L+ 1) +p∗s3w(L+ 1) ≈
fM−L+1
1

f1−1 (1− Lµ
λ )pLp0 due to M − L� 1. If f∗1 < 1 then

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1)

∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w)
≈ fM−L+1

1

f1 − 1

1− f∗1
f∗1

� 1,

since the dominating term fM−L+1
1 � 1. If f∗1 > 1 then the

quotient p∗s2w(L+1)+p∗s3w(L+1)
∆N (p∗s2w+p∗s3w) can be approximated as

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1)

∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w)
≈ fM−L+1

1

(f∗1 )M−N+2

f∗1 − 1

f1 − 1

=

(
f1

f∗1

)M−N+2

fN−L−1
1

f∗1 − 1

f1 − 1
� 1,

since for the major term of the expression(
f1
f∗
1

)M−N+2

fN−L−1
1 � 1 holds, because either

M − N + 2 � 1 (recall that f∗1 < f1) or N − L − 1 � 1
depending on the value of N . Thus for the traffic range, for
which f1 > 1 holds, ∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) can be neglected
comparing to p∗s2w(L + 1) + p∗s3w(L + 1). Applying it
recursively to p∗s2w(N) + p∗s3w(N) for N = L+ 1, . . .M − 1
we get

p∗s2w(N) + p∗s3w(N) ≈
M∑

k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
for N = L+ 1, . . . ,M, for f1 > 1.

This means that the sum ps2w + ps3w approximately inde-
pendent of N in the traffic range, for which f1 > 1 holds.

However, in traffic range, for which f1 < 1 holds, p∗s2w(L+
1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1) ≈ f1

1−f1 (1− Lµ
λ )pLp0 due to M −L� 1 and

hence the quotient p∗s2w(L+1)+p∗s3w(L+1)
∆N (p∗s2w+p∗s3w) can be approximated

as
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Figure 2. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 50, ρ = 0.6.

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1)

∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w)
≈ f1

f∗1 − (f∗1 )M−N+2

1− f∗1
1− f1

.

This formula shows that, depending on the values of f∗1 <
f1 and f1 < 1, the above quotient can fall in the magnitude
of 1, and therefore ∆N (p∗s2w + p∗s3w) can not be neglected
compared to p∗s2w(L + 1) + p∗s3w(L + 1). This implies that
the value ps2w + ps3w depends on N in the traffic range, for
which f1 < 1 holds.
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Figure 3. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 50, ρ = 0.35.

For the completeness, the traffic range boundary, for which
f1 is close to 1, still have to be estimated. An upper limit
can be obtained for ρM = λ

µ by applying the upper limit
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for q at f1 close to 1 (see in Appendix III-C) to q = λ
µ and

A = L leading to λ
µ < Le

5.5
L . In order to ensure the validity of

the above approximations the value of f1 must be somewhat
above 1, thus we set f1 = 1.1. Taking into account that, by
neglecting the dependency of f0 on λ

µ , f1 is approximately
proportional to λ

µ we get an upper limit at the traffic range
boundary, denoted by ρc, as

ρc =
λ

Mµ
<

L

M
1.1e

5.5
L /

L

M
1.2 for L ≥ 60.

Although the above factor 1.1e
5.5
L ≈ 1.2 increases for L <

60, the quotient ML also increases and thus it causes a counter-
effect due to higher overestimation of λ

µ by the upper limit,
which together justify the keeping of the approximate factor
1.2.

3) The sum ps2w+ps3w versus ps1w: If f1 > 1 then p∗s2w+

p∗s3w ≈
fM−L+1
1

f1−1 (1− Lµ
λ )pLp0 due to M − L� 1. In this case

the major term fM−L+1
1 � (N−L) and hence p∗s2w+p∗s3w �

(N −L)pLp0 = p∗s1w, which implies that p∗s1w can be neglected
comparing to p∗s2w + p∗s3w.

On the other hand, if f1 < 1 then p∗s2w + p∗s3w ≈
f1

1−f1 (1−Lµλ )pLp0 and the coefficient f1
1−f1 (1−Lµλ ) becomes less

than N −L. It follows that p∗s1w dominates over p∗s2w + p∗s3w
and hence p∗s1w + p∗s2w + p∗s3w depends linearly on N in the
corresponding traffic range.

4) Effect of ps4w: Observe that the expression of ps4w∗ in
(15) without the first multiplication factor ρ

1−ρ is the same
as the value of the expression of ps3w in (14) for k = M .

The item
(λµ )k

k! in the sum
∑M
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k! takes its maximum

at k ≈ λ
µ , since

λ
µ

k > 1 for k < λ
µ and

λ
µ

k < 1 for k > λ
µ .

It follows that the major part of p∗s3w is determined by the
items (λµ − ∆) ≤ k ≤ λ

µ + ∆) for some ∆. The last item
with k = M can contribute to the sum practically only if
λ
µ > M −∆. For such a case ρ = λ

Mµ is close to 1 for which
also the multiplication factor in (15), ρ

1−ρ , has a value � 1.
It follows that ps4w can emerge to the magnitude of the

value of ps3w, and thus that of the sum ps2w + ps3w, only for
ρ close to 1, otherwise it is negligible compared to that sum.

On the other hand, we show that ps4w is independent of
N for values of ρ close to 1. Applying the formula for∑B
k=A+1

k!
qk

qA

A! (see in Appendix III-D) to A = L − 1,
B = N − 1, the expression of p∗s4w, (15), can be rearranged
as

ps4w∗ =
ρ

1− ρ
(λµ )M

M !

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α
pL
p0

=
ρ

1− ρ
(λµ )M

M !

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i

(λµ )L

L!
α

=
ρ

1− ρ
g1

1− (g1)N−L

1− g1

λ
µ

L

(λµ )M

M !
α,

where g1 =
g0

λ
µ

and L ≤ g0 ≤ N − 1.

It can be seen from the above formula that, for values of ρ
close to 1, for which ρ > N

M > g0
M ⇔ λ

µ > g0 holds, ps4w∗

can be approximated as ρ
1−ρ

g1
1−g1

λ
µ

L

(λµ )M

M ! (1− Lµ
λ ), which

is independent of N .
5) Illustrating the relations of the magnitudes of

ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their sum: The magnitudes
of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their sum compared to each
other are illustrated on Figures 2, 3 and 4. The figures
were created by varying ρ under the parameter setting
M = 200, L = 50,K = 300, µ = 1. It can be seen
on Figure 2 that the sum ps3w + ps4w is approximately
independent of N and dominates over the other terms as
expected due to ρ = 0.6 > 1.2 L

M = 0.3. These relations
start to change as ρ gets closer to 1.2 L

M , where the sum
ps3w + ps4w starts to depend on N and ps1w starts to emerge
comparing to ps3w + ps4w as well as starts to affect the
overall sum psw to become linear with N .
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Figure 4. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 50, ρ = 0.3.

This can be seen on Figure 3 with ρ = 0.35 and even more
on Figure 4 with ρ = 0.3, where the dependency of the overall
sum psw on N becomes clearly linear.

B. Traffic range λ
Lµ < 1

We assume again N − L � 1. Under this assumption
( λ
Lµ )N−L � 1 holds for the traffic range λ

Lµ < 1 and thus
the term ( λ

Lµ )N−L can be neglected compared to 1.
1) Approximation for ps1 and α: Using ( λ

Lµ )N−L � 1 the
expression of ps1 in (7) can be approximated as

ps1 ≈
L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
p0

+

(
λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

− (N − L− 1)

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L)
pL. (16)
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Using the notations h = λ
Lµ and z = N−L the derivative of

the major part of the last term in (16) with respect to z is given
by (zhz)′ = hz(z ln(h) + 1). Thus, a condition for z ln(h) +
1 < 0 is z > −1

ln(h) , since ln(h) < 0. The inequalities ln(h) <

−0.22 and −1
ln(h) < 4.5 hold for h < 0.8, and hence z > 10 is

sufficient for (zhz)′ < 0. It follows that for N −L� 1, e.g.,
for N − L > 10, the nonnegative term (N − L)( λ

Lµ )N−L is
monotone decreasing with increasing N−L. Then it is enough
to compute the values of the middle and the last terms of (16)
for several values of λ

Lµ with N−L = 10 to see the magnitude
of the last term comparing to the middle one. It turns out that
except for high λ

Lµ (above 0.8) and low (N − L) (/ 40) the
last term of (16) can be neglected compared to the middle one.
Taking it into account, we get another approximation for ps1
as

ps1 ≈
L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
p0 +

(
λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

)
pL. (17)

Using ( λ
Lµ )N−L � 1 in the expression of α in (3) we get

the approximation of α in this traffic range as

α ≈
(

1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

. (18)

2) The properties of ps1w: Using (17), the sum ps1w can
be approximated as

ps1w ≈
L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
+

(
λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

)
pL
p0
. (19)

The formula (19) also shows that ps1w is approximately
independent of N in the traffic range of λ

Lµ < 1, except for
the rather small sub-range mentioned at the derivation of (17).

In the following we establish a lower limit for the first term
of ps1w for λ

µ = tL and 1 ≤ L0 ≤ L.

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
=

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k−L

k!/L!

(λµ )L

L!
=

L∑
k=0

L!/k!

(λµ )L−k
pL
p0

=

(
1 +

L
λ
µ

+
L(L− 1)

(λµ )2
+ . . .+

L!

(λµ )L

)
pL
p0

=

(
1 +

1

t
+

(1− 1
L )

t2
+ . . .+

(1− 1
L ) . . . (1− L−1

L )

tL

)
pL
p0

≥

(
1 +

1

t
+

(1− 1
L )

t2
+ . . .+

(1− 1
L ) . . . (1− L0−1

L )

tL0

)
pL
p0

≥

(
1 +

1

t
+

(1− 1
L0

)

t2
+ . . .+

(1− 1
L0

) . . . (1− L0−1
L0

)

tL0

)
pL
p0
.

This limit can be computed for a given values of t and L0.
For a realistic range it yields

L∑
k=0

(λµ )k

k!
> 8.22

pL
p0
,

λ

µ
≤ 0.8L, L ≥ 10. (20)

Therefore, the magnitude of the multiplication factor of pL
p0

in the first term of ps1w falls in the magnitude of ten and
above.

3) The sum ps2w + ps3w compared to ps1w: The approxi-
mate expression p∗s2w and p∗s3w can be obtained by applying
(18) in the expression of ps2w and ps3w in (14), respectively.

We investigate the sum p∗s2w + p∗s3w at N = L+ 1, i.e., at
the smallest possible value of N .

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1)=
(λµ )L+1

(L+ 1)!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
pL
p0

+

M∑
k=L+2

(λµ )k

k!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
pL
p0

=

M∑
k=L+1

(λµ )k

k!

L!

(λµ )L

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
pL
p0
.

Applying the formula for
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

(see in Appendix
III-B) with q = λ

µ to A = L, B = M we get an upper limit
for the sum p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1) as

p∗s2w(L+ 1) + p∗s3w(L+ 1) =
λ

f0µ

1− ( λ
f0µ

)M−L

1− λ
f0µ

∗
(

1− λ

Lµ

)
pL
p0

<

λ
Lµ − ( λ

Lµ )M−L+1

1− λ
Lµ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
pL
p0

=

[
λ

Lµ
−
(
λ

Lµ

)M−L+1
]
pL
p0

<
λ

Lµ

pL
p0

<
pL
p0
, (21)

where we utilized that L < f0 and M − L� 1.
Now we investigate the effect of increasing N by 1 on

ps2w(N) + ps3w(N).

ps2w(N + 1) + ps3w(N + 1) =
α(N + 1, L)

α(N,L)
ps2w(N)

+
(λµ )N+1

(N + 1)!

N∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α(N + 1, L)

pL
p0

+
α(N + 1, L)

α(N,L)
ps3w(N)

+

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N !

(λµ )N
α(N + 1, L)

pL
p0

−
(λµ )N+1

(N + 1)!

N∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
α(N + 1, L)

pL
p0

=
λ

Lµ

(
ps2w(N) + ps3w(N)

)
+

M∑
k=N+1

(λµ )k

k!

N !

(λµ )N
α(N + 1, L)

pL
p0
.

Applying again the formula for
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
Ak

(see in
Appendix III-B) with q = λ

µ to A = N , B = M and
assuming p∗s2w(N) + p∗s3w(N) < pL

p0
we get an upper limit

for p∗s2w(N + 1) + p∗s3w(N + 1) as
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p∗s2w(N + 1) + p∗s3w(N + 1) <
λ

Lµ

(
p∗s2w(N) + p∗s3w(N)

)
+

λ

Nµ

1− ( λ
Nµ )M−N

1− λ
Nµ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
pL
p0

<

(
p∗s2w(N)+ p∗s3w(N)

)
+

λ
Nµ

1− λ
Nµ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
×pL
p0

<
λ

Lµ

pL
p0

+

λ
Nµ

1− λ
Nµ

(
1− λ

Nµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
pL
p0

=

[
λ

Lµ
+

λ

Nµ

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L]
pL
p0
<

λ

Lµ

[
1 +

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L]
pL
p0
,

where we used 0 < λ
Nµ <

λ
Lµ < 1 and M −N ≥ 0.

The factor λ
Lµ

(
1 + ( λ

Lµ )N−L
)

is monotone increasing with
λ
µ and less than 1 for the range of λ

µ < 0.8L and N − L �
1, e.g., N − L > 10. Thus, starting with (21) and applying
mathematical induction we get

ps2w(N) + ps3w(N) <
pL
p0

for N = L+ 1, . . . ,M. (22)

Comparing (22) to (20) shows that ps2w+ps3w is negligible
comparing to ps1w in the major part of the range λ

Lµ < 1.
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Figure 5. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 100, ρ = 0.4.

4) The sum ps4w compared to ps1w: We assume M
L ≥ 2.

This implies ρ ≤ 0, 5 in the traffic range of λ
Lµ < 1. Hence,

the relation ρ
1−ρ ≤ 1 holds. Using it in (15) leads to an upper

limit for ps4w as

ps4w∗ =
ρ

1− ρ
N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N
pN
p0
≤ N !

M !

(
λ

µ

)M−N
pN
p0
.

Observe that it equals to the value of the expression of ps3w
in (14) for k = M . It follows that ps4w∗ < ps3w and therefore

ps4w can be neglected compared to ps1w due to ps2w+ps3w �
ps1w.

5) Illustrating the relations of the magnitudes of
ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their sum: The magnitudes
of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their sum compared to each
other are illustrated on Figures 5, 6 and 7. The figures
were created by varying ρ under the parameter setting
M = 200, L = 100,K = 250, µ = 1. It can be seen on
Figure 5 that the probability coefficient ps1w is approximately
independent of N and dominates over the other terms as
expected due to λ

Lµ ≤ 0.8 ⇔ ρ ≤ 0.8 L
M = 0.4. This

independence start to change as ρ becomes higher than
0.8 L

M , where the probability coefficient ps1w and thus also
the overall sum psw start to depend on N for low N − L.
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Figure 6. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 100, ρ = 0.42.
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Figure 7. The magnitudes of ps1w, ps2w, ps3w, ps4w and their
sum, M = 200, L = 100, ρ = 0.45.
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This can be seen on Figure 6 with ρ = 0.42 and even more
on Figure 7 with ρ = 0.45, where also the starting increase of
the magnitude of sum ps2w + ps3w can be observed.

C. Approximately N independent regions of p0

Figure 8 illustrates the dependency of p0 in the traffic range
of λ

Lµ > 1 for the parameter setting M = 400, L = 100,
K = 450, µ = 1 and ρ = 0.6. It can be seen on the figure
that p0 is independent of N for N ' 110, which corresponds
to N − L ≈ 10� 1.
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10-105 The value of p0 - as dependency of N

p0

Figure 8. Probability p0 in dependency of threshold N , high
traffic range.

Similarly, the dependency of p0 in the traffic range of λ
Lµ <

1 is illustrated on Figure 9 for the parameter setting M = 200,
L = 100, K = 250, µ = 1 and ρ = 0.4.
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Figure 9. Probability p0 in dependency of threshold N , low
traffic range.

For the first sight it seems that there is a dependency on N
in the range of 100 ≤ N / 130. However, the value of p0

changes in relative less then 0.3%. Therefore, the figure shows
that p0 is independent of N practically in the whole range of
N > 100.

VI. APPROXIMATE MINIMIZATION - IN TRAFFIC RANGE
λ
Lµ > 1

In the N independent regions of p0 also pL is independent of
N . Hence, the function to be minimized, (13), can be reduced
by omitting the N independent term MCon and dividing it by
pL. This results in a function F2, to be minimized, as

F2 =

[(
λ(CA + CD)(M − L) + η sL,N

)
α+ CW τ

]
− (Con − Coff )(M − L)

ps1
pL

. (23)

The optimization of (23) with respect to N still seems
not to be tractable on analytic way due to the complex
dependency of several of its terms on N , like sL,N or τ .
Therefore, we simplify the optimization task by applying
approximations, like the ones for α and ps1. On the other
hand, these approximations will restrict the parameter range,
for which they hold.

A. Approximating the function to be minimized

Besides of the approximations for α and ps1, we need
approximation also for τ .

1) Approximation for τ : When N − L � 1 then
( λ
Lµ )N−L � 1 holds for the traffic range λ

Lµ > 1 and thus the
term 1− ( λ

Lµ )N−L can be approximated by −( λ
Lµ )N−L. Uti-

lizing it in the expression of τ in (10) gives the approximation
for τ as

τ∗≈
λ
Lµ

(1− λ
Lµ )2

− (N − L)
1

λ
Lµ − 1

+
(N − L)(N − L− 1)

2

=
1

λ
Lµ − 1

(
λ
Lµ

λ
Lµ − 1

− (N − L)

)
+

(N − L)(N − L− 1)

2
.

2) Applying the approximations for p0, α, τ and ps1: The
minimizing task can be significantly reduced by applying the
approximations of α, τ and ps1 in (23). This leads to the
approximate objective function F2app as

F2app =

(
λ(CA + CD)(M − L) + η sL,N

)(
1− Lµ

λ

)
+ CW

1
λ
Lµ − 1

(
λ
Lµ

λ
Lµ − 1

− (N − L)

)

+ CW
(N − L)(N − L− 1)

2
− (Con − Coff )(M − L)(N − L). (24)

Figure 10 illustrates the approximation of the cost function
F2 by F2app in dependency of threshold N for the parameter
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setting M = 200, L = 50,K = 300, µ = 1, CW =
50, Coff = 15, Con = 50, Ca = 30, Cd = 20, CR = 20, and
ρ = 0.6. The figure shows a very good match. The mismatch
on the left side of the curve is caused by violating the condition
N − L >> 1 as N becomes close to L.
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parameter N
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105 Cost function F
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approx
exact

Figure 10. Exact and approximate values of the cost function
F2 in dependency of threshold N .

B. Approximate equation for determining the local minimum

We obtain an approximate equation for determining the local
minimum of (24) by taking its difference with respect to N

and setting ∆NF2app ≈ 0. Evaluating ∆

(
(N −L)(N −L)

)
gives

∆

(
(N − L)(N − L)

)
=(N − L)2 − (N − 1− L)2

=2(N − L− 1) + 1 = 2(N − L)− 1.

Using ∆NsL,N = (N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 and the above expression for

∆(N − L)(N − L) leads to the equation

η

(
1− Lµ

λ

)
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
= (Con − Coff )(M − L) (25)

+ CW
1

λ
Lµ − 1

− CW (N − L− 1).

In order to get closer to the solution of equation (25) first
we investigate its structure.

C. Structure of the equation

To identify the structure of equation (25), we simplify its
form by applying further approximations. The relation K −
M − 1 >> 1 holds usually under practical settings. Hence,
the term ( λ

Mµ )K−M+1 can be neglected due to ρ = λ
Mµ < 1,

which gives an approximation for σ as

σ =
λ

Mµ

1− ( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

(1− λ
Mµ )2

− (K −M + 1)
( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

1− λ
Mµ

≈ λ

Mµ

1

(1− λ
Mµ )2

=
ρ

(1− ρ)2
.

Applying rearrangement on the expression of η and applying
again the negligibility of the term ( λ

Mµ )K−M in it, leads to
an approximation for η as

η =

[
CRλ

(
λ

Mµ

)K−M (λµ )M

M !
+ CWσ

(λµ )M

M !

]

≈ CW
ρ

(1− ρ)2

(λµ )M

M !
. (26)

Using (26) in the equation (25) and further rearrangement
gives the simplified form of the equation as

(λµ )M

M !

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
u0(ρ) = r(ρ,N), where (27)

u0(ρ) = CW
ρ

(1− ρ)2

(
1− 1

ρML

)
and

r(ρ,N) = CW

(
A(M − L) +

1

ρML − 1
− (N − L− 1)

)
with A =

Con − Coff
CW

.

The term
(λµ )M

M !
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 on the left hand side (lhs) of (27)
constitutes the structure of the equation. Its magnitude varies
in a huge range for larger M and N depending on the value
of the parameters. Therefore, we also use its natural logarithm
in the course of the analysis. By introducing the notation

p(ρ,N) =
(λµ )M

M !

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
,

the equation (27) can be given in a short form as

p(ρ,N)u0(ρ) = r(ρ,N). (28)

D. Properties of function p(ρ,N)

The approximate global solution of the considered mini-
mization task requires the knowledge of several properties of
function p(ρ,N).

1) Dependency on ρ: Applying the Stirling formula n! ≈√
2πn(n+1/2)e−n to both M and N − 1 in the expression of

p(ρ,N) gives an approximation as

p(ρ,N)=
(λµ )M

M !

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
=

(
λ

µM

)(M−N+1)
MM

M !

(N − 1)!

MN−1

≈ρ(M−N+1)e(M−N+1)

√
N − 1

M

(
N − 1

M

)N−1

. (29)
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It can be seen from (29) that the dependency of p(ρ,N) on
ρ follows power law. This leads to rapid changes under the
typical model parameter settings, e.g., increasing ρ by 2.5%
at M − N + 1 = 95 leads to 10 times multiplication due to
1.02595 ≈ 10.

2) Dependency of p(ρ,N) on N : Taking the natural loga-
rithm of (29) we get

ln [p(ρ,N)] = (M −N + 1)

(
ln(ρ) + 1

)
+

(
(N − 1) +

1

2

)
ln

(
N − 1

M

)
.

By introducing the notation

β =
N − 1

M
(30)

this can be rewritten as

ln [p(ρ, β] =

M

[
(1− β)

(
ln(ρ) + 1

)
+

(
β +

1

2 M

)
ln(β)

]
.

Taking its first derivative with respect to β gives

∂ ln [p(ρ, β)]

∂β
= M

[
ln

(
β

ρ

)
+

1

2 M β

]
≈M ln

(
β

ρ

)
,

since in the typical model parameter ranges β ≥ L
M ≥ 0.1 and

M > 100 and thus, except in the small sub-range β ≈ ρ, the
term 1

2∗M∗β can be neglected. The first derivative of p(ρ,N)

with respect to N comes by using ∂ p(ρ,N)
∂N =

∂(eln[p(ρ,N)])
∂N =

p(ρ,N)∂ ln[p(ρ,β)]
∂β

dβ
dN = p(ρ,N) 1

M ∗
∂ ln[p(ρ,β)]

∂β , which yields

∂ p(ρ,N)

∂N
≈ p(ρ,N) ln

(
β

ρ

)
. (31)

The sign of ln(βρ ) divides the β−ρ plane into two disjunct
sub-areas regarding the characteristic of p(ρ,N) with respect
to N as

p(ρ,N) is
{

monotone decreasing, if β < ρ
monotone increasing, if β ≥ ρ

}
. (32)

Moreover the dependency of p(ρ,N) on N is faster than
exponential, since | ln(βρ )| is increasing with decreasing N
(increasing N ) in the range β < ρ (β ≥ ρ).

3) The ”low magnitude range”: We investigate the case
when p(ρ,N) = econst holds, where const is a given real
constant. With the notation of β this equation can be given by

M

[
(1− β)

(
ln(ρ) + 1

)
+

(
β +

1

2 M

)
ln(β)

]
= const.

(33)

Observe that this equation implicitly defines a boundary func-
tion β(ρ) (or equivalently ρ(β)), which separates the ”low
magnitude range” p(ρ,N) ≤ econst from the complementer
range, in which p(ρ,N) > econst. In the range p(ρ,N) ≤
econst the magnitude of ln(p(ρ,N)) is less than const, which
explains the name ”low magnitude range”. We say that a β−ρ

point is inside and outside of the ”low magnitude range”
if p(ρ, β) ≤ econst holds and does not hold for that point,
respectively. By rearranging (33) we get the expression of
ln(ρ) along the boundary function as

ln(ρ) =
const

(1− β) M
− β

1− β
ln(β)− 1

− 1

(1− β) 2 M
ln(β).

Therefore, the sensitivity of ln(ρ) with respect to the const,
ζ is given by

ζ =
1

(1− β) M
. (34)

An upper limit for the factor ln(βρ ) determining the relation
between p(ρ,N) and its first derivative with respect to N (see
(31)) along the boundary function can be obtained as

ln

(
β

ρ

)
= ln(β)− ln(ρ) = ln(β) +

β

1− β
ln(β) + 1

−
(

const

(1− β) M
− 1

(1− β) 2 M
ln(β)

)
≤ 1

1− β
ln(β) + 1 ≤ −1

2
(1− β) < 0. (35)

where we used the non-negativity of the term in the brackets
and the inequality ln(β) ≤ −(1 − β) − 1

2 (1 − β)2. Hence,
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ro boundary line (ro boundary = L/M)
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boundary ro (ro_b)

Figure 11. The β − ρ boundary function, const = 0, M=200,
L=50.

the boundary curve lies under the line separating the β − ρ
plane into parts with monotone decreasing and increasing
p(ρ,N) with respect to N . The permitted region of the β− ρ
plane is restricted by β ≥ βlow = L

M and ρ > βlow
due to the limitations N − 1 ≥ L ⇔ N−1

M ≥ L
M and

λ
µ > L ⇔ ρ > L

M , respectively. The ρ at cross point of
the horizontal line β = βlow and the boundary curve is called
boundary ρ and denoted by ρb. All these are shown on the
illustrating example Figure 11. Since ∂ p(ρ,N)

∂N < 0 on the
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boundary curve, the ”low magnitude range” is located above
the red marked boundary curve. Note that for const ≥ 0, the
whole range above the boundary curve belongs to the ”low
magnitude range”, since p(ρ, β) is monotone increasing with
β above β = ρ and ln(p(ρ, 1)) = 0 ≤ const.

4) Monotonicity of ρ(β): The first derivative of the bound-
ary function ρ(β) with respect to β can be determined from
(33) by applying the implicit function’s derivative rule. This
leads to

dρ(β)

dβ
= −

∂ ln[p(ρ,β)]
∂β

∂ ln[p(ρ,β)]
∂ρ

= −
M
[
ln(βρ ) + 1

2 M β

]
M(1− β) 1

ρ

=
ln( ρβ )− 1

2Mβ

1− β
ρ > 0, (36)

since ln( ρβ ) > 1
2 (1 − β) due to (35) and (1 − β) > 1

Mβ for

0.5 −
√

0.5− 1
M < 0.1 ≤ β < 0.5 +

√
0.5− 1

M ≈ 0.99.
The relation (36) implies that ρ is monotone increasing with
respect to β on the boundary curve up to β ≈ 0.99.

E. Constructing the approximate minimization

1) Solution regimes: For the sake of better understanding
of the idea of the solution, first we consider a modified form
of the equation (28) as

p(ρ,N) = r(ρ,N). (37)

The idea of the approximate solution is based on the concept
of ”low magnitude range”. Let Ns stand for the solution of
r(ρ,N) = 0. Since d r(ρ,N)

dN = −CW , the value of r(ρ,N)
changes from 0 up to CW while decreasing N from Ns
to Ns − 1. On the other hand, the value of p(ρ,N) falls
between 0 and CW everywhere in the ”low magnitude range”
with const = ln(CW ). Hence, if Ns − 1 falls inside of
the ”low magnitude range” then it follows that r(ρ,N) must
cross p(ρ,N) somewhere between Ns and Ns − 1 due to
the continuity of r(ρ,N). Therefore, Ns can be considered
as approximate solution of (37).

We denote the value of N on the boundary curve by Nb,
which depends on ρ. Due to (35), | ln(βρ ) |/ 0.5 and hence,
along the boundary curve, the first derivative of p(ρ,N) is in
the magnitude of −CW and the dependency of p(ρ,N) on N
is faster than exponential. Let us investigate a case, for which
Ns − 1 falls inside the ”low magnitude range”, i.e., it locates
above the boundary curve for some value of ρ. By decreasing
N , at N = Nb, we have r(ρ,Nb) > CW = p(ρ,Nb). By
further decreasing N , the first derivative of p(ρ,N) becomes
in absolute value greater than that one of r(ρ,N), and hence,
afterwards an other cross point of the functions p(ρ,N) and
r(ρ,N) must exist, let us say at N = N1. This is a maximum
point of the cost function, since at this point (in N ), with
decreasing N , the sign of p(ρ,N) − r(ρ,N) changes from
negative to positive. After further decreasing N it reaches the
point, N = N2, where the value of the cost function falls
under Ns. The situation is illustrated on Figure 12.

N_2 N

cost

N_sN_1

value

N_b

Figure 12. Example cost function.

The above discussed decrease from Nb to N2 in any range
of N , in which p(ρ,N) is monotone decreasing with respect
to N , causes an increase in the value of p(ρ,N), which
equivalently can be also considered as an increase in const
of (33). This change in const corresponds to a shift of the
boundary curve to right (see (34)). Hence, the points with N2

in a dependency of ρ lie on another boundary curve with an
increased const, where ∆const (= the increase in const) is
determined by the change p(ρ,Nb)→ p(ρ,N2).

If ρ > ρb then the point in β corresponding to N1 (locating
under the boundary curve) can fall over the βlow line. Until
N2 falls still below the βlow line, the value of the cost
function at βlow is still higher than at βs (corresponding to
Ns), and therefore the global minimum of the cost function
is still at Ns. However, if N2 also falls above βlow line then
the global minimum of the cost function is just above βlow
(corresponding to N = L+ 1). If ρ > ρb, it can also happen
that βs falls outside of the ”low magnitude range” (= under
the boundary curve and above the βlow line). In this case
|d p(ρ,N)

dN | is either still ≤ CW or it is also possible, with
βs far under the boundary curve, that it is > CW . In the later
case there is no cross point at all, as well as the cost function
is monotone increasing with respect to N and hence the global
minimum is just above βlow. Note that in the range N > Ns
there can not be any cross point of the functions p(ρ,N) and
r(ρ,N), since p(ρ,N) > 0 and r(ρ,N) < 0 in that range.

It follows from the above argumentation that the global
minimum of the cost function is approximately at Ns in the
range of ρ < ρb and βlow ≤ βs < 1, since in this case
the boundary curve locates under the horizontal βlow line and
hence βs always falls in the ”low magnitude range”. Above
ρb there is a gap in ρ until a specific point, ρs, at which N2

reaches the βlow line and hence in this gap βs can fall also
below the boundary curve. However, the derivative of p(ρ,N)
with respect to N is in absolute still less then CW while Ns
not much less than Nb (see (35)) and therefore we assume
that the global minimum of the cost function still close to Ns.
Finally above ρs the position of the global minimum of the
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cost function changes to N = L+ 1.
The position of ρs depends on ∆const, which, as change

in const, causes a shift of the boundary ρ, from ρb to ρs.
2) The magnitude of ∆const: The change in const is a sum

of the changes due to p(ρ,Nb) → p(ρ,N1) and p(ρ,N1) →
p(ρ,N2) on ln level.

The first part of the sum counts for the increase p(ρ,Nb)→
p(ρ,N1) on ln level. During Nb → N1 the value of p(ρ,N)
increases from Cw up to (Ns −N1)CW . Hence, the first part
of change in const is given by

ln

(
p(ρ,N1)

p(ρ,Nb)

)
= ln

(
(Ns −N1)Cw

Cw

)
= ln(Ns −N1). (38)

The second part of the sum stands for increase p(ρ0, N1)→
p(ρ,N2), on ln level. During N1 → N2 the cost function
F2app decreases so much as its increases during Ns → N1.
The major term of ∆F2app during the transition Ns → N1 is
r(ρ0, N), which is linear with N , and its value changes from 0
to (Ns−N1)CW . Therefore, the increase of the cost function
F2app during Ns → N1 is overestimated as

F2app(N1)− F2app(Ns) /
(Ns −N1)2CW

2
. (39)

In the range N ≤ N1, the change of F2app is dominated
by p(ρ,N) due to its over-exponential character against the
linear character of r(ρ,N). Therefore, we model the change
of F2app during the transition N2 → N1 by p(ρ,N) ' eχN

with χ equal to the derivative factor at N = N1, i.e., χ =

ln
(
βN1

ρ

)
< 0, where βN1

is the value of β at N = N1. This
yields

F2app(N1)− F2app(N2) '
∫ N1

N=N2

eχN

=
1

χ

(
p(ρ,N1)− p(ρ,N2)

)
=

1

| χ |

(
p(ρ,N2)− p(ρ,N1)

)
= ln

(
ρ

βN1

)(
p(ρ,N2)− p(ρ,N1)

)
. (40)

Combining (39) and (40) we have

p(ρ,N2)− p(ρ,N1) /
1

ln( ρ
βN1

)

(Ns −N1)2CW
2

,

and therefore

ln

(
p(ρ,N2)

p(ρ,N1)

)
= ln

(
p(ρ,N2)− p(ρ,N1)

p(ρ,N1)
+ 1

)

/ ln

 (Ns −N1)2CW

2 ln
(

ρ
βN1

)
(Ns −N1)CW

+ 1


≈ ln

 (Ns −N1)

2 ln
(

ρ
βN1

)


= ln(Ns −N1)− ln

[
2 ln

(
ρ

βN1

)]
. (41)

Putting (38) and (41) together we get an estimation for
∆const as

∆const ≈ 2 ln(Ns −N1)− ln

[
2 ln

(
ρ

βN1

)]
. (42)

Due to the over-exponential character of p(ρ,N) the value
of N1 is close to N2 in general. We will use the estimation of
∆const to determine the value of ρs at which the boundary
curve (with const including also ∆const as additive term)
crosses the βlow line. Thus around that specific value of ρs
we have N2 ≈ L. Therefore, N1 can be approximated by L
in (42), which results in the estimate for the magnitude of
∆const as

∆const ≈ 2 ln(Ns − L)− ln

[
2 ln

(
ρ

βlow

)]
. (43)

Based on (35) (and that const << M holds in the final
relation for ρs (51)), an approximation can be given for ln( ρsβL )
as

ln

(
ρs
βlow

)
'

1

2
(1− βlow). (44)

Applying (44) to (43) we get the final form of the estimation
for the magnitude of ∆const as

∆const ≈ 2 ln(∆N)− ln(1− βlow),

where ∆N = Ns − L. (45)

3) Estimation of ∆const: The value of Ns, the solution of
r(ρ,Ns) = 0, can be given from (27) as

Ns = A(M − L) +
1

ρML − 1
+ L+ 1. (46)

Hence, ∆N can be expressed as

∆N = Ns − L = A(M − L) +
1

ρML − 1
+ 1,

which can be rearranged as

∆N = AM

[
(1− βlow) +

1

A M

(
1

ρML − 1
+ 1

)]
.

The term 1
ρML −1

+ 1 can be limited as 1 < 1
ρ

βlow
−1 + 1 ≤

6 assuming ρ ≥ βlowξ with ξ = 1.2. This term counts in
ln(∆N) only if 1

A M

(
1

ρML −1
+ 1
)

dominates over (1−βlow),
in which case it causes an uncertainity around ln(6) ≈ 1.79
on ∆const level. In order to minimize this uncertainity, we
approximate this term by

√
6 ≈ 2.45 causing an uncertainity

not higher than ln(
√

6) ≈ 1.79
2 ≈ 0.9 on ∆const level. Based

on this, ln(∆N) can be estimated as

ln(∆N) = ln(A) + ln(M) + ln

(
1− βlow +

2.45

AM

)
. (47)
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Now using (47) in (45) we can estimate ∆const as

∆const ≈ 2

[
ln(A) + ln(M) + ln

(
1− βlow +

2.45

AM

)]
− ln (1− βlow) . (48)

4) Relation for ρs: So far we discussed the way of solution
without considering the term u0(ρ) on the lhs of equation (28).
Now we take into account also the term u0(ρ). In this case
ln [p(ρ, 1)] ln [u0(ρ)] can be greater than ln(CW ) for β close
to 1, but Ns can be considered as approximate solution also
in this case, since the derivatives of r(ρ,N) and p(ρ,N)u0(ρ)
have different signs in that range. By including the term u0(ρ),
the relation for the boundary curve crossing the βlow line at
ρs can be given by

M

[
(1− βlow)

(
ln(ρs) + 1

)
+

(
βlow +

1

2 M

)
ln(βlow)

]
+ ln [u0(ρs)] = ln(CW ) + ∆const.

By substituting the expression of u0(ρ) from (27) and using
(1− 1

ρs
M
L

) = (1− βlow
ρs

) = βlow
ρs

( ρs
βlow
− 1) we get

M

[
(1− βlow)

(
ln(ρs) + 1

)
+

(
βlow +

1

2 M

)
ln(βlow)

]
+ ln(CW ) + ln(ρs) + ln

(
1

(1− ρs)2

)
+ ln(βlow)− ln(ρs)

+ ln

(
ρs
βlow

− 1

)
= ln(CW ) + ∆const.

Rearranging yields

M

[
(1− βlow)

(
ln(ρs) + 1

)
+

(
βlow +

1

2 M

)
ln(βlow)

]
= − ln(βlow)− ln

(
1

(1− ρs)2

)
−ln

(
ρs
βlow

−1

)
+∆const.

(49)

By using (44) the term ln( ρs
βlow
− 1) can be rearranged as

ln

(
ρs
βlow

−1

)
≈ ln

(
e

1
2 (1−βlow)−1

)
≈ ln

(
1

2
(1− βlow)

)
, (50)

where we utilized that 1
2 (1−βlow) ≤ 0.45 for βlow ≥ 0.1. The

term − ln( 1
(1−ρs)2 ) gives an uncertainty of ≈ −4.6 on rhs of

(49) (1 ≤ 1
(1−ρs)2 ≤ 100 for ρs ≤ 0.9 and thus ln(100) = 4.6)

corresponding to difference of 4.6
(1−0.5)100 / 0.09 on ln(ρ)

level (according to the first term on the rhs of (34)) when
assuming M ≥ 100 and again βlow ≤ 0.5. The relation
ρs ≤ 0.9 can be justified by the approximate solution of
(49) for ρs by assuming that its rhs ≤ 0.1M . Utilizing that
ρs is monotone increasing with respect to βlow (see (36)),
and setting max(βlow) = 0.5, according to (34) we get
ln(ρs) / 0.1

0.5 − ln(0.5)− 1 / −0.1 ⇔ ρs / 0.9. In order to
minimze the above uncertainty of the term − ln( 1

(1−ρs)2 ), we

approximate it by −2.3. Using this approximation and (50) as
well as (48), we get the final form of the relation for ρs as

M

[
(1− βlow)

(
ln(ρs) + 1

)
+

(
βlow +

1

2 M

)
ln(βlow)

]
= 2

[
ln(A) + ln(M) + ln

(
1− βlow +

2.45

AM

)]
− ln

(
1

2

)
− 2 ln (1− βlow)− ln(βlow)− 2.3. (51)

F. Approximate solution formula

Now putting all together we get the approximate solution
formula.

Conditions
1) 100 ≤M ,
2) 0.1 ≤ βlow ≤ 0.5 with βlow = L

M ,
3) ρ ≥ βlowξ with ξ = 1.2,
4) N − L >> 1, practically N > L+ 10,
5) K −M >> 1, practically K > M + 10.

Solution formula
If Conditions 1-5 hold, then

Nopt =

{
min(bA(M−L)+ 1

ρM
L

−1
+L+1c,M) if ρ ≤ ρs,

L+ 1 if ρs < ρ < 1,

}
where

ln(ρs)=
const

(1− βlow) ∗M
− βlow

1− βlow
ln(βlow)− 1

− 1

(1− βlow) ∗ 2 ∗M
ln(βlow) and

const= 2

[
ln(A) + ln(M) + ln

(
1− βlow +

2.45

AM

)]
− ln

(
1

2

)
− 2 ln (1− βlow)− ln(βlow)− 2.3. (52)

Note that the condition N −L� 1 refers to Ns and hence
Nopt = L + 1 < L + 10 in the solution formula does not
violate this condition.

Observe that the approximate optimal N does not depend
on CA, CD and CR. This is because they have no impact on
N in the considered range of parameters. The cost parameters
CA, CD influence N only via p0 and hence they effect the
optimal N in the range, in which p0 depends on N . The cost
parameter CR has impact on the optimal N via η and hence
it is effective only for small values of K −M (see in (26)).

VII. APPROXIMATE MINIMIZATION - IN TRAFFIC RANGE
λ
Lµ < 1

For the N independent regions of p0 the function to be
minimized, (13), can be reduced to the minimization of (23)
like we did it for the traffic range λ

Lµ > 1. In order to further
simplify the optimization task, we establish an approximate
equation for determining the local minimum for (23). Of
course this approximation restricts the parameter range, for
which it holds.
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A. Necessary approximations

In this subsection, we establish the approximations, which
are needed to establish the approximate equation for deter-
mining the local minimum. Again, we make use that under
the assumption N − L� 1 the relation ( λ

Lµ )N−L � 1 holds
for the traffic range λ

Lµ < 1 and thus the term ( λ
Lµ )N−L can

be neglected compared to 1.

1) Approximation for τ : Using ( λ
Lµ )N−L � 1 the expres-

sion of τ in (10) can be approximated as

τ =

λ
Lµ

(1− λ
Lµ )2

(53)

−
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
(N − L)

(
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

)
.

2) Approximate ∆Nα, ∆N
ps1
pL

and ∆Nτ : Taking ∆N on
(18) we get

∆Nα ≈
(

1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

−
(

1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

=

(
1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ
− 1

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

= −
(

1− λ

Lµ

)2(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

. (54)

It can be seen from (16) that the first two terms of ps1
pL

are independent of N . Thus, using the expression based on
the second approximation form (17) for taking ∆N would
neglect the major term of ∆N

ps1
pL

, which would lead to
incorrect approximation. Therefore, ∆N must be taken on the
expression based on the first approximation of ps1 in (16),
which yields

∆N
ps1
pL

≈ (N − L− 2)

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

− (N − L− 1)

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1(
(N − L− 2)− λ

Lµ
(N − L− 1)

)
=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1(
(N − L− 1)(1− λ

Lµ
)− 1

)
. (55)

Taking ∆N on (53) leads to

∆Nτ=−
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
(N − L)

[
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

]

+

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

(N − L− 1)

[
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 2

2

]

=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

(N − L− 1)

×

[(
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

2

]

−
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L(
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

)
(56)

=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 [
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− λ

Lµ

]
×

[
N − L− 1

2
+

1

1− λ
Lµ

]
−
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1
N − L− 1

2
.

3) Limits on sL,N : Applying a lower limit on every term
of the sum in the expression of sL,N we get a lower limit on
it as

sL,N=

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
(57)

=
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
1 +

λ
µ

N − 1
+ . . .+

(λµ )N−1−L

(N − 1) . . . (L+ 1)

)

≥(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

N−1−L∑
i=0

(
λ

(N − 1)µ

)i

=
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

1−
(

λ
(N−1)µ

)N−L
1− λ

(N−1)µ

≈ (N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

1

1− λ
(N−1)µ

,

where in the last step we utilized that
(

λ
(N−1)µ

)N−L
� 1 for

N − L� 1 due to λ
(N−1)µ ≤

λ
Lµ < 1.

Similarly, applying an upper limit on every term of the sum
in the expression of sL,N , we get a upper limit on it as

sL,N=

N−1∑
i=L

i!

(λµ )i
(58)

=
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
1 +

λ
µ

N − 1
+ . . .+

(λµ )N−1−L

(N − 1) . . . (L+ 1)

)

<
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

N−1−L∑
i=0

(
λ

Lµ

)i
=

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L
1− λ

Lµ

.

B. Establishing an approximation for ∆NF2

1) Basic form of ∆NF2: Taking ∆N on the function (23)
to be minimized and using ∆na(n)b(n) = a(n)∆nb(n) +
∆na(n)b(n− 1) we get
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∆NF2 = λ(CA + CD)(M − L)∆Nα

+ η

(
∆NsL,Nα(N − 1, L) + sL,N∆Nα(N,L)

)
+ CW∆Nτ − (Con − Coff )(M − L)∆N

ps1
pL

.

2) Applying the approximations: Using ∆NsL,N =
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 and applying the approximations for α, ∆Nα, ∆N
ps1
pL

and ∆Nτ , i.e., (18), (54), (55), (56) yields

∆NF2 ≈ η
[

(N − 1)!(
λ
µ

)N−1

(
1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

− sL,N

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2 ]
− (Con − Coff )(M − L) (59)

×
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 [
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]
+ CW

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 [
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− λ

Lµ

]
×

(
N − L− 1

2
+

1

1− λ
Lµ

)
− CW

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1
N − L− 1

2

− λ(CA + CD)(M − L)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

.

The exact and approximated values of the function ∆NF2

by F2app are shown on Figure 13 in dependency of threshold
N for the parameter setting M = 200, L = 100,K =
250, µ = 1, CW = 10, Coff = 0.01, Con = 0.02, Ca =
0.03, Cd = 0.02, CR = 200, and ρ = 0.6.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

parameter N

-250

-200

-150

-100

-50

0

50
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Cost function Delta
N

(F
2
) - approximated and exact

approx
exact

Figure 13. Exact and approximate values of the function
∆NF2 in dependency of threshold N .

The figure shows a very good match. The mismatch on
the left side of the curve is caused by violating the condition
N − L >> 1, which was utilized by the approximations, as
N becomes close to L.

Due to K −M � 1 the approximation for η in (26) holds
also in traffic range λ

Lµ < 1. Using it in (59) results in

∆NF2 ≈ CW
ρ

(1− ρ)2

(λµ )M

M !

[
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
− sL,N

(
1− λ

Lµ

)]
×
(

1− λ

Lµ

)(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

− CW
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

(60)

×
{
Con − Coff

CW
(M − L)

[
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]
−
[
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− λ

Lµ

](
N − L− 1

2
+

1

1− λ
Lµ

)

+
N − L− 1

2
+
λ(CA + CD)

CW
(M − L)

Lµ

λ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2}
.

3) Limits on the term
[

(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 − sL,N
(

1− λ
Lµ

)]
: The

term
[

(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 − sL,N
(

1− λ
Lµ

)]
on the lhs of (59) is pos-

itive. This can be shown by the help of the upper limit on
sL,N , (58) as

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
− sL,N

(
1− λ

Lµ

)

≥ (N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
− (N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− λ
Lµ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
=

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

{
1−

[
1−

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L ]}
=

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L
> 0.

On the other hand, by using the lower limit on sL,N , (57)

we get an upper limit on
[

(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 − sL,N
(

1− λ
Lµ

)]
as

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
− sL,N

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
(61)

/
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
− (N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

1

1− λ
(N−1)µ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)

=
(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

[
1−

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
1

1− λ
(N−1)µ

]

≤ (N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

[
1−

(
1− λ

Lµ

)]
=

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

λ

Lµ
,
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where in the last but one step we utilized 1
1− λ

(N−1)µ

> 1 due

to λ
(N−1)µ ≤

λ
Lµ < 1.

4) Final form of the approximation for ∆NF2: We intro-
duce the notation

B =
λ(CA + CD)

CW
.

Replacing the term
[

(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1 − sL,N
(

1− λ
Lµ

)]
by its upper

limit (61) in (60), using the notations A (introduced in (27))
and B and performing rearrangements leads to an upper limit
on ∆NF2 as

∆NF2 /

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 (λµ )M

M !

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1

× CW
ρ

(1− ρ)2

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
−
(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

CW

×
{
A(M − L)

[
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]
−
[
(N − L− 1)

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− λ

Lµ

](
N − L− 1

2
+

1

1− λ
Lµ

)

+
N − L− 1

2
+B(M − L)

Lµ

λ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2}
.

We define x as

x = N − L− 1.

Using this notation and performing further rearrangements we
get the final form of the approximation for ∆NF2 as

∆NF2 <

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

CW

×

(
(λµ )M

M !

(N − 1)!

(λµ )N−1
u1(ρ) + q(ρ,N)

)
,

where

u1(ρ) =
ρ

(1− ρ)2

(
1− ρ

L
M

)
and

q(ρ,N) = ax2 − bx+ c, and x = N − L− 1, (62)

a =
1

2

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
, b =

[(
A(M − L)− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)]
,

c =

{[
A−BLµ

λ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2 ]
(M − L)−

λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

}
.

C. Constructing the approximate minimization

As we will see, the construction of the approximate mini-
mization is based on the existence of range of N , in which
the cost function is almost constant, and the properties of the
quadratic equation q(ρ,N) = 0.

1) Existence of almost constant cost ranges: The term
( λ
Lµ )N−L−1 decreases rapidly with increasing N in the range

of λ
Lµ < 1. Hence, after enough large values of N , at the

latest when N − L − 1 reaches several tens, it supresses the
rhs of (62). Thus in that range ∆F2 ≈ 0 and therefore the cost

function is almost constant. The range of N , in which the cost
function is almost constant will be called as ”almost constant
cost range”.

In general the value of the factorial terms in (62) can vary

in a huge magnitude range. However p(ρ,N) =
(λµ )M

M !
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1

is monotone increasing in the range of β > ρ (see (32), which
is the case due to β ≥ βlow ⇔ N − 1 ≥ L and 1 >
λ
Lµ ⇔ βlow > ρ, and thus p(ρ,N) ≤ p(ρ,M) = 1. Also the
term u1(ρ) is upper limited by u1(ρ) < ρ

(1−ρ)2 <
0.5

(1−0.5)2 = 2

for ρ < βlow ≤ 0.5. It follows that the term
(λµ )M

M !
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1u1(ρ)

can not grow any large in the allowed traffic range and hence
it will be also suppressed by term ( λ

Lµ )N−L−1 when N−L−1
reaches several tens depending on the value of ρ.

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the existence of ”almost con-
stant cost range” for two typical form cost function curves.
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Figure 14. Typical cost function curve - Type 1.
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Figure 14 and 15 were created by using the parameter set-
tings M = 100, L = 50,K = 150, µ = 1, CW = 50, Coff =
15, Con = 50, Ca = 30, Cd = 20, CR = 200, ρ = 0.3 and
M = 200, L = 100,K = 250, µ = 1, CW = 10, Coff =
0.01, Con = 0.02, Ca = 0.03, Cd = 0.02, CR = 200, ρ = 0.4,
respectively.

In the range of N−L−1� 1, e.g., N−L−1 > 10, the term
(λµ )M

M !
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1u1(ρ) falls in a very low magnitude range and

thus it can be neglected comparing to q(ρ,N). Hence, in that
range the maximum value of ∆F2 is determined by q(ρ,N).
Due to the parabolic character of q(ρ,N) the maximum of its
absolute value in the range of x = 0, . . .M − L− 1, denoted
by qul, is upper limited by the maximum of its absolute value
at x = 0, at x = M −L− 1 and at its local extremum, which
is at x = b

2a due to ∂q(ρ,N)
∂x = 0 ⇔ 2ax− b = 0. Therefore,

qul can be given by

qul= (63)

max

[
| c |, | a(M −L− 1)2−b(M −L− 1) + c |, | c− b2

4a
|
]
.

Let Nuccl stand for an upper limit on the lower boundary
of the ”almost constant cost range”. This upper limit is
determined by the equation

qul

(
λ

Lµ

)Nuccl−L−1

= ε,

where ε is the required precision, e.g., ε = 0.01. Solving the
above equation results in Nuccl as

Nuccl = b
ln( ε

qul
)

ln( λ
Lµ )

+ L+ 1c with ε < qul.

2) The concept of the approximate solution: The existence
of almost constant cost ranges implies that either there is a cost
minimum at Nopt below the lower boundary of the ”almost
constant cost range” or the cost at any N in the whole ”almost
constant cost range” can be considered as minimal.

The situation is determined by the properties of ∆NF2 in
the range of N below the lower boundary of the ”almost
constant cost range”. In the majority of that range the term
(λµ )M

M !
(N−1)!

(λµ )N−1u1(ρ) can be neglected comparing to q(ρ,N) and
therefore the properties (sign and position of roots) of the
parabola q(ρ,N) determines the situation as follows:

Let xl and xh stand for the real roots of the quadratic
equation q(ρ,N) = 0 with xl < xh, if they exists. Similarly,
let Nl and Nh stand for the corresponding values in N , i.e.,
Nl = xl + L + 1 and Nh = xh + L + 1.The coefficient
of x2 in the above quadratic equation is positive, since a is
positive due to λ

Lµ < 1. Therefore, in the range x < xl and
x > xh the value of q(ρ,N) is positive. Similarly, in the range
xl < x < xh the value of q(ρ,N) is negative.

It follows from the above argumentation that the approxi-
mate solution can be constructed as follows.

1) The quadratic equation q(ρ,N) has two real roots and
xh ≥ 0 ⇔ Nh ≥ L+ 1.
• If Nh < Nuccl then the cost function F2 has local

minimum at Nh,
• otherwise any N in the ”almost constant cost range”

is a local minimum.
Moreover if xl < 0 or xl ≥ 0, but it lies close enough to
0 then the above local minimum places are also global.
Otherwise it is also possible that the value of F2 at x = 0
is less then at the above local minimum places.

2) In any other case (two real roots and xh < 0, one real
root or no real root) q(ρ,N) > 0 and thus F2 is mono-
tone increasing in the range of x > 0 ⇔ N ≥ L+ 1,
and hence it has global minimum at N = L+ 1,

3) Condition for discriminant of the quadratic equation
to be positive: The coefficients of the quadratic equation
q(ρ,N) = (ax2 − bx+ c) = 0 can be rearranged as

a =
1

2

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
, (64)

b =

[(
A(M − L)− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)]
=

[
2A(M − L)− 1

]
a,

c =

{[
A−BLµ

λ

(
1− λ

Lµ

)2 ]
(M − L)−

λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

}

=

(
A(M − L)−

λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

)
− 4B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a2

=

(
A(M − L) + 1− 1

2a

)
− 4B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a2.

We rearrange the discriminant of the equation D = b2−4ac
as

D =

[(
A(M − L)− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)]2

+ 16B(M − L)
βlow
ρ

a3

− 2

(
1− λ

Lµ

)[(
(A(M − L)− 1

2

)
+

(
1

2
−

λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

)]

=

[(
A(M − L)− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]2

− 1

− 2

(
1− λ

Lµ

)(
1

2
−

λ
Lµ

1− λ
Lµ

)
+ 16B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a3

=

[(
A(M − L)− 1

2

)(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]2

−
[
3

(
1− λ

Lµ

)
− 1

]
+ 16B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a3

= (b− 1)2 −
(
− 16B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a3 + 6a− 1

)
.

We introduce the notation

E =

(
− 16B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a3 + 6a− 1

)
. (65)
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With this notation we have

D = (b− 1)2 − E. (66)

If E < 0 then D > 0.
Otherwise, i.e., for E ≥ 0, ensuring D > 0 gives

(b− 1)2 > E.

If (b− 1) ≥ 0 then it leads to

b− 1 >
√
E ⇔(

2A(M − L)− 1

)
a > 1 +

√
E ⇔

A(M − L) >
1

2
+

1 +
√
E

2a
.

In the other case of (b− 1) < 0 we get

1− b >
√
E ⇔(

2A(M − L)− 1

)
a < 1−

√
E ⇔

A(M − L) <
1

2
+

1−
√
E

2a
.

Summarizing the necessary and sufficient condition for D >
0 can be given by


− if E < 0,[
A(M − L) > 1

2 + 1+
√
E

2a or

A(M − L) < 1
2 + 1−

√
E

2a

]
if E ≥ 0

 , (67)

where E is defined in (65).
4) Conditions for nonnegative upper root: The roots of the

quadratic equation q(ρ,N) = (ax2− bx+c) = 0 are given by

x1,2 =
b±
√
b2 − 4ac

2a
.

Assuming D > 0 the quadratic equation has two roots. The
upper root xh can be nonnegative in two cases.

Case 1. The condition b < 0 holds.
In this case a second condition D ≥ b2 is also required to
have nonnegative upper root. It also ensures D ≥ 0.

Due to (1− λ
Lµ ) > 0 the condition b < 0 yields

A(M − L) <
1

2
.

The second condition is equivalent to 4ac ≤ 0, and due to
a > 0 leads to c ≤ 0, which results in the condition(

A(M − L) + 1− 1

2a

)
≤ 4B(M − L)

βlow
ρ

a2 ⇔

B(M − L) ≥ ρ

βlow

1

4a2

(
A(M − L) + 1− 1

2a

)
.

Hence, the condition for ensuring both b < 0 and D ≥ b2

can be summarized asA(M − L) < 1
2 and

B(M − L) ≥ ρ
βlow

1
4a2

(
A(M − L) + 1− 1

2a

) . (68)

Note that in this case the lower root is always negative and
hence the local minimum at Nh or in the ”almost constant
cost range” is also a global one.

Case 2. The condition b ≥ 0 holds.
In this case xh = b +

√
D > 0 holds always due to D > 0.

Thus no additional condition is necessary. The condition b ≥ 0
leads to

A(M − L) ≥ 1

2
.

The conditions both for b ≥ 0 and D > 0 for this case can
be summarized as

A(M − L) ≥ 1
2 if E < 0,[

A(M − L) > 1
2 + 1+

√
E

2a or(
A(M − L) ≥ 1

2 and A(M − L) < 1
2 + 1−

√
E

2a

)]
if E ≥ 0


, (69)

where E is defined in (65).
5) The effect of the lower root on the global minimum:

Herein we investigate the magnitude of the lower root for the
case b ≥ 0 and D > 0. First, we provide a lower limit for D
by applying D > 0 in (66). If E < 0 then D = (b−1)2−E >
(b− 1)2. Otherwise E ≥ 0 and we can establish a lower limit

D = (b− 1)2 − E = (b− 1)2 − (
√
E)2

= (b− 1−
√
E)(b− 1 +

√
E)

≥
(

min(| (b− 1−
√
E) |, | (b− 1 +

√
E) |)

)2

.

Hence, the lower limit for D > 0 can be summarized as

D ≥


(b− 1)2, if E < 0,

(b− 1−
√
E)2, if b ≥ 1 and E ≥ 0,

(b− 1 +
√
E)2, if 0 < b < 1 and E ≥ 0

 .

Based on it, we can give an upper limit for xl for the case
b ≥ 0 and D > 0 as

xl =
b−
√
D

2a

≤


b−|b−1|

2a = 1
2a , if E < 0 and b ≥ 1,

b−|b−1|
2a = 2b−1

2a , if E < 0 and 0 < b < 1,
b−(b−1−

√
E)

2a = 1+
√
E

2a , if E ≥ 0 and b ≥ 1,
b−(1−b−

√
E)

2a = 2b−1+
√
E

2a , if E ≥ 0 and 0 < b < 1

 .

Assuming λ
Lµ ≤ ψ with ψ = 0.8, we have 1

2a <
1

(1−0.8) =

5. Moreover E ≤ 6a−1 ≤ 2 and thus
√
E <

√
2 < 1.5. Thus
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for the first and third cases we have xl ≤ 1
2a ≤

1+
√
E

2a < 5 ∗
2.5 = 12.5. In the second and fourth cases xl ≤ 2b−1+

√
E

2a ≤
1+
√
E

2a < 12.5, since b < 1. Therefore, xl is low in all the
four cases comparing to the range of N , and thus the chance
of having lower cost at N = L+ 1 than the local minimum at
Nh or in the ”almost constant cost range” can be neglected. It
follows that the local minimum can be considered as a global
one.

D. Approximate solution formula

Now taking into account the necessary limitations and
arguments we get the approximate solution formula.

Conditions
1) 100 ≤M ,
2) 0.1 ≤ βlow ≤ 0.5 with βlow = L

M ,
3) ρ ≤ βlowψ with ψ = 0.8,
4) N − L >> 1, practically N > L+ 10,
5) K −M >> 1, practically K > M + 10,
Solution formula
If Conditions 1-5 hold, then
• If

either[
A(M − L) <

1

2
and

B(M − L) ≥ ρ

βlow

1

4a2

(
A(M − L) + 1− 1

2a

)]
or{
A(M − L) ≥ 1

2
if E < 0,[

A(M − L) >
1

2
+

1 +
√
E

2a
or(

A(M − L) ≥ 1

2
and A(M − L) <

1

2
+

1−
√
E

2a

)]
if E ≥ 0

}
holds then

Nopt =

{
Nh if Nh < Nuccl
any N ∈ [Nuccl,M ] if Nuccl ≤ Nh

}
,

where

Nuccl = b
ln( ε

qul)

ln( λ
Lµ )

+ L+ 1c with ε < qul,

Nh = bb+
√
b2 − 4ac

2a
+ L+ 1c, (70)

and qul, a, b, c and E is given in (63), (64) and (65),
respectively.

• Otherwise

Nopt = L+ 1.

The approximate optimal N does not depend on CR also
in this traffic range. The cost parameter CR has impact on the
optimal N via η and hence it is effective only for small values
of K −M .

VIII. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS

In this section, we illustrate the approximations and validate
the approximate solution formula by numeric optimization.

A. High traffic range - λ
Lµ > 1

The setting Con = 50, Coff = 15 Ca = 30, Cd = 20
and CR = 20 was used for all experiments. The parameters
Ca, Cd and CR have no impact on the approximate solution
formula in the considered range of parameters.

B. Illustration of the approximate solution formula
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Figure 16. Exact and approximate optimal N (F2) in depen-
dency of ρ.

The comparison of the exact and approximate optimal N
of F2 can be seen in Figure 16 in dependency of ρ for the
parameter setting M = 400, L = 100, K = 450, CW = 50,
µ = 1 and ρ > 0.25 = L

M .
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Figure 17. Exact and approximate optimal value (F1) in
dependency of ρ for different values of M .
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Figure 17 shows the exact and approximate optimal value
of F1 in dependency of ρ for different values of M with the
parameter setting L = 50, K = M + 100, CW = 50, µ = 1
and ρ > 0.25 = L

M .
Both figures show a very good match.

C. Validation of the approximate formula

We validated the approximate solution formula by numeric
optimization in the considered range of parameters. Figure 18
shows the ratio of the approximated and the exact optimal
value of F1 for the range of parameters 100 ≤M ≤ 700 and
ρ > L

M with the parameter setting L = 50, K = M + 100,
CW = 50, µ = 1.

Figure 18. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal value
(F1) for 100 ≤M ≤ 700 and L

M < ρ.

Figure 19. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal value
(F1) for 0.1 ≤ CW ≤ 100 and L

M = 0.25 < ρ.

Similarly, Figure 19 shows the ratio of the approximated
and the exact optimal value of F1 for the range of parameters

0.1 ≤ CW ≤ 100 and ρ > 0.25 = L
M with the parameter

setting L = 50, M = 200, K = 300, µ = 1.
Both figures show a very good match until approaching the

ρ boundary L
M , where the condition 3, does not hold any more.

D. Low traffic range - λ
Lµ < 1

We used two basic parameter settings and their variations for
all experiments. One of them is M = 100, L = 50,K = M +
50, µ = 1, CW = 50, Coff = 15, Con = 50, Ca = 30, Cd =
20, which represents a typical cost function curve of Type 1.
The other one is M = 200, L = 100,K = M + 50, µ =
1, CW = 10, Coff = 0.01, Con = 0.02, Ca = 0.03, Cd =
0.02 and it belongs to cost function curves of Type 2. Although
the parameter CR was set to 200 in both cases, it has no impact
on the approximate solution formula in the considered range
of parameters due to condition 5.

E. Illustration of the approximate solution formula

First, we illustrate the approximate solution formula for
typical cost function curve of Type 2 (see Figure 15) under
the parameter setting M = 200, L = 100,K = M + 50, µ =
1, CW = 10, Coff = 0.01, Con = 0.02, Ca = 0.03, Cd =
0.02, CR = 200, while ρ is varied in the low traffic range.
Figure 20 shows the approximate optimal N and the upper
limit on the lower boundary of the ”almost constant cost
range”, Nuccl, both as a function of ρ.
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Figure 20. Approximate optimal N and Nuccl in dependency
of ρ - Type 2 cost function.

It can be seen on the figure that higher the ρ, higher the
upper limit on the lower boundary of the ”almost constant
cost range”. Additionally it can be also observed on the figure
that there exists a global optimum point above some ρ, for
cost function curves of Type 2, which is also expected from
the form of the cost curve.

Figure 21 shows the exact and approximate optimal N in
dependency of ρ, while keeping the above parameter setting
for the cost function curve of Type 2.
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Figure 21. Exact and approximate optimal N in dependency
of ρ - Type 2 cost function.

If the approximate optimal N equals to Nuccl then the whole
”almost constant cost range” is a range of optimal N -s, for
which the value of the cost function is approximately the
same, i.e., it changes only in a negligible magnitude. Note
that this range can fall also below Nuccl, since Nuccl is only
an upper limit on the lower boundary of the ”almost constant
cost range”. This explains the mismatch between the exact
optimal N and the approximate one, which is set simple to
Nuccl, in the traffic range / 0.15. In fact the lower boundary
of the ”almost constant cost range” can be below its upper
limit, Nuccl, also for the values of ρ somewhat above 0.15,
which explains that the mismatch continues up to ≈ 0.21.
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Figure 22. Exact and approximate optimal value (F1) in
dependency of ρ for different values of M .

However this mismatch does not have any significance,

since the value of the cost function is approximately the
same in the whole range of optimal N -s. It follows that the
approximate optimal N for the traffic range ρ / 0.21 is
irrelevant and the exact and approximate optimal value of F1

show a good match, as it can be seen on the lowest curve (with
M = 200) in Figure 22. In the next traffic range ρ > 0.21
the exact and approximate optimal N show a good match
until approaching ρ = 0.4. Above that point the condition 3.
does not hold any more, which causes a mismatch between
the exact and approximate values not only in optimal N but
also in optimal value. Therefore, we focus on the traffic range
ρ ≤ L

Mψ with ψ = 0.8.
Figure 22 compares the exact and approximate optimal

value of the cost function in dependency of ρ for different
values of M with the above parameter setting and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.
The figure shows a good match for all three values of M .

Next we illustrate the approximate solution formula for
typical cost function curves of Type 1 (see Figure 14) under
the parameter setting M = 100, L = 50,K = M + 50, µ =
1, CW = 50, Coff = 15, Con = 50, Ca = 30, Cd = 20, CR =
200, while ρ is varied in the low traffic range.
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Figure 23. Approximate optimal N and Nuccl in dependency
of ρ - Type 1 cost function.

Figure 23 plots the approximate optimal N and Nuccl as a
dependency of ρ. The figure shows that there exists a range of
optimal N -s for cost function curves of Type 1 with any value
of ρ, which is expected again from the form of the cost curve.
In this case the approximate optimal N is irrelevant since any
value in the range of optimal N -s can be considered as optimal
N . Therefore, we focus on the approximate optimal value.

The exact and approximate optimal value of the cost func-
tion in dependency of ρ are plotted on Figure 24 for different
values of Cw, with the above parameter setting and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.
The figure shows again a good match.
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Figure 24. Exact and approximate optimal value (F1) in
dependency of ρ for different values of CW .

F. Validation of the approximate formula

We validated the approximate solution formula for the traffic
range λ

Lµ < 1 again by numeric optimization in the considered
range of parameters.

First, we validate it by the help of the parameter set for
cost function curve of Type 2, M = 200, L = 100,K =
M + 50, µ = 1, CW = 10, Coff = 0.01, Con = 0.02, Ca =
0.03, Cd = 0.02, CR = 200.

Figure 25 and 26 show the ratio of the approximated and
the exact optimal N and the ratio of the approximated and
the exact optimal value of F1, respectively, for the range of
parameters 200 ≤M ≤ 800 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

Figure 25. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal N for
200 ≤M ≤ 800 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

It can be seen on Figure 25 that the approximated optimal
N deviates from its exact value by a factor 0.95−1.2 for low
values of ρ. This is due to the existence of range of optimal

N making the approximate optimal N irrelevant as explained
at Figure 21. For higher values of ρ (up to ρ ≤ L

Mψ) the exact
and approximated optimal N show a good match.

Figure 26. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal value
(F1) for 200 ≤M ≤ 800 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

The approximated and exact optimal value of F1 show a
very good match, as it can be seen on Figure 26.

Now we validate the approximate solution formula also by
the help of the parameter setting for cost function curve of
Type 1, M = 100, L = 50,K = M + 50, µ = 1, CW =
50, Coff = 15, Con = 50, Ca = 30, Cd = 20, CR = 200.
In this case the approximate optimal N is irrelevant for the
whole range of ρ due to the existence of a range of optimal
N -s and therefore we validate only the optimal value of the
cost function.

Figure 27 shows the ratio of the approximated and the exact
optimal value of F1 for the range of parameters 100 ≤ M ≤
700 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

Figure 27. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal value
(F1) for 100 ≤M ≤ 700 and ρ <

L
M

ξ .

The approximated and exact optimal value of the cost
function F1 show a very good match. A small mismatch (like
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also in Figure 26) can be observed in the parameter area
of approaching the traffic boundary L

Mψ, above which the
condition 3, does not hold any more.

Keeping the parameter setting for the cost function curve
of Type 1, Figure 28 shows the ratio of the approximated and
the exact optimal value of the cost function F1 for the range
of parameters 0.1 ≤ CW ≤ 100 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

Figure 28. Ratio of the approximated and exact optimal value
(F1) for 0.1 ≤ CW ≤ 100 and ρ ≤ L

Mψ.

The figure shows a very good match of the approximated
and exact optimal values of cost function F1.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we continued our previous work [1]. We
extended the solution to the low traffic range and generalized
the approximate solution formula for the high traffic range
by omitting the condition on the cost parameters. Moreover,
we also provided the details of the stationary analysis and the
derivations both in the former and new optimization parts. The
first contribution of this research is the proposal of the shifted
N-policy for a simple, but energy efficient control of number of
active VMs in the IaaS Cloud. A secondary contribution is the
stationary analysis of the underlying queueing model. How-
ever, the major contributions are the approximate formulas
for computing the optimal threshold N , which minimizes the
cloud provider’s cost, in the most relevant parameter ranges.
The validation of the approximate solution formulas by means
of numeric optimization show good match. The closed form
approximate solution formulas enable a simple management
of the cloud and give an insight into the dependency of the
optimal threshold N on the model and cost parameters.

A future research work is to investigate the validity of the
solution formulas outside of the parameter ranges defined by
the conditions of the solution formulas. A second potential
research topic is to establish an approximate solution also for
the traffic range around λ

µ = L ⇔ ρ = L
M . Further future

research topics are the optimization of L besides fixed N and
the rather more difficult joint optimization of parameters L
and N .

APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF THE

NUMBER OF REQUESTS

1) pk for k = 1, . . . , L: From the balance equation (1) we
have

pi+1 =
λ

(i+ 1)µ
pi, i = 0, . . . L− 1 ⇔

pi =
λ

iµ
pi−1, i = 1, . . . L.

Solving it recursively for i = 1, . . . L gives

pk =
(λµ )k

k!
p0, for k = 1, . . . , L.

2) pk for k = −(N−L−1), . . . ,−1: The balance equation
(3) can be rearranged as

pj =
λ

Lµ
(pj−1 − p−1) for j = −(N − L− 2), . . . ,−1.

Solving it recursively for j = −(N − L − 2), . . . ,−1 we
get

p−(N−L)+k =

(
λ

Lµ

)k−1

p−(N−L−1) −
k−1∑
j=1

(
λ

Lµ

)j
p−1

=

(
λ

Lµ

)k−1

p−(N−L−1)−
λ

Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)k−1

1− λ
Lµ

p−1

for k = 2, . . . , (N − L− 1).

Setting k = N − L− 1 gives

p−1 =

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

p−(N−L−1) −
λ
Lµ −

(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1

1− λ
Lµ

p−1,

from which p−1 can be expressed in terms of p−(N−L−1) as

p−1 =
1− λ

Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

p−(N−L−1),

=
1∑N−L−2

j=0

(
λ
Lµ

)j ( λ

Lµ

)N−L−2

p−(N−L−1).

Applying the expression of p−(N−L−1) from the balance
equation (2) in the above relation and rearrangement leads to

p−1

N−L−2∑
j=0

(
λ

Lµ

)j
=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−2
λ

Lµ
(pL − p−1) ⇔

p−1

N−L−1∑
j=0

(
λ

Lµ

)j
=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1

pL,

which results in the expression of p−1 as
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p−1 =

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 1− λ
Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL

=

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1
1∑N−L−1

j=0

(
λ
Lµ

)j pL.
Substituting it back into the expression of p−(N−L−1) from

the balance equation (2) leads to the expression of p−(N−L−1)

as

p−(N−L−1) =
λ

Lµ

1−

(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1

∑N−L−1
j=0

(
λ
Lµ

)j
 pL

=
λ

Lµ

∑N−L−2
j=0

(
λ
Lµ

)j
∑N−L−1
j=0

(
λ
Lµ

)j pL
=

λ

Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL.

Now substituting the expressions of p−1 and p−(N−L−1)

back into the expression of p−(N−L)+k and rearranging it
leads to

p−(N−L)+k =

(
λ

Lµ

)k−1
λ

Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL

− λ

Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)k−1

1− λ
Lµ

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L−1 1− λ
Lµ

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL

=

(
λ
Lµ

)k[
1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L−1
]
−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L[
1−
(
λ
Lµ

)k−1
]

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL

=

(
λ
Lµ

)k
−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L
1−

(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL for k = 1, . . . , (N − L− 1),

where we utilized that this formula holds also for k = 1.
Applying the reindexing −(N − L) + k ⇒ k, we get

pk =

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L (
λ
Lµ

)k
− 1

1−
(
λ
Lµ

)N−L pL

for k = −(N − L− 1), . . . ,−1.

3) pk for k = L+ 1, . . . , N : The balance equation (5) can
be rearranged as

pk+1=
λ

(k + 1)µ
pk +

λ

(k + 1)µ
p−1, k = L+ 1, . . . , N − 1⇔

pk =
λ

kµ
pk−1 +

λ

kµ
p−1, k = L+ 2, . . . N.

Solving it recursively for k = L+ 2, . . . N we get

pk =

k∏
i=L+2

λ

iµ
pL+1 +

k∑
i=L+2

k∏
`=i

λ

`µ
p−1

=
(L+ 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−(L+1)

pL+1 +

k∑
i=L+2

(i− 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−i+1

p−1,

k = L+ 2, . . . N.

Using the expression of pL+1 from balance equation (4) and
rearrangement gives

pk =
(L+ 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−(L+1)
λ

(L+ 1)µ
p−1

+

k∑
i=L+2

(i− 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−i+1

p−1

=

[
L!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−L
+

k∑
i=L+2

(i− 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−i+1
]
p−1

=

k∑
i=L+1

(i− 1)!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−(i−1)

p−1

=

k−1∑
i=L

i!

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−i
p−1, k = L+ 1, . . . N,

where we utilized that this formula holds also for k = L+ 1
due to balance equation (4).

4) pk for k = N + 1, . . . ,M : From the balance equation
(6) we have

pr+1 =
λ

(r + 1)µ
pr, r = N, . . .M − 1 ⇔

pr =
λ

rµ
pr−1, r = N + 1, . . .M.

Solving it recursively for r = N + 1, . . .M gives

pk =
N !

k!

(
λ

µ

)k−N
pN , for k = N + 1, . . . ,M.

5) pk for k = M + 1, . . . ,K: From the balance equation
(7) we have

pt+1 =
λ

Mµ
pt, t = M, . . .K − 1 ⇔

pt =
λ

Mµ
pt−1, t = M + 1, . . .K.

Solving it recursively for t = M + 1, . . .K gives

pk =

(
λ

Mµ

)k−M
pM , for k = M + 1, . . . ,K.
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APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF E[W ]

The expected waiting time of the requests is defined by

E[W ] =

N−L−1∑
k=1

k p−(N−L)+k +

K∑
k=M+1

(k −M)pk.

The first term of E[W ] can be rearranged as
N−L−1∑
k=1

k p−(N−L)+k =

N−L−1∑
k=1

k
( λ
Lµ )k − ( λ

Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

pL

=
1

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

[
λ

Lµ

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

(1− λ
Lµ )2

− (N − L)
( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− λ
Lµ

− (N − L)(N − L− 1)

2

(
λ

Lµ

)N−L ]
pL =

{ λ
Lµ

(1− λ
Lµ )2

− (N − L)
( λ
Lµ )N−L

1− ( λ
Lµ )N−L

[
1

1− λ
Lµ

+
N − L− 1

2

]}
pL,

where we used the formula
n∑
k=1

k qk = q
1− qn+1

(1− q)2
− (n+ 1)

qn+1

1− q
.

The second term of E[W ] can be rearranged as
K∑

k=M+1

(k −M)pk =

K−M∑
k−M=1

(k −M)

(
λ

Mµ

)k−M
pM

=

K−M∑
i=0

((i+ 1)− 1)

(
λ

Mµ

)i
pM

=

d
(∑K−M

i=0 ( λ
Mµ )i+1

)
d( λ
Mµ )

−
K−M∑
i=0

(
λ

Mµ

)i pM
=

d
(

λ
Mµ−( λ

Mµ )KM+2

1− λ
Mµ

)
d( λ
Mµ )

−
1− ( λ

Mµ )K−M+1

1− λ
Mµ

 pM
=

[(1− (K −M + 2)( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

)
(1− λ

Mµ )

(1− λ
Mµ )2

+
λ

Mµ

(
1− ( λ

Mµ )K−M+1
)

(1− λ
Mµ )2

−
1− λ

Mµ −
(

1− λ
Mµ

)
( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

(1− λ
Mµ )2

]
pM

=

[
λ

Mµ

(
1−( λ

Mµ )K−M+1
)

(1− λ
Mµ )2

−(K−M + 1)
( λ
Mµ )K−M+1

1− λ
Mµ

]
pM .

Putting all these together as well as using τ and σ defined
in (10), we get the final expression of E[W ] as

E[W ] = τpL + σpM .

APPENDIX III
AUXILIARY RELATIONS

A. Upper limit for
∑L
k=0

qk

k!

Statement:
L∑
k=0

qk

k!
≤ 1

1− L
q

qL

L!
for L ∈ N, 0 < q and L < q.

The statement can be shown as

L∑
k=0

qk

k!
=
qL

L!

L∑
k=0

qk

k!

L!

qL

=
qL

L!

(
1 +

L

q
+
L(L− 1)

q2
+ . . .+

L . . . 1

qL

)
≤ qL

L!

(
1 +

L

q
+
L L

q2
+ . . .+

L . . . L

qL

)
=
qL

L!

L∑
k=0

(
L

q
)k =

qL

L!

1− (Lq )L+1

1− L
q

≤ 1

1− L
q

qL

L!
,

where in the last step we utilized 0 ≤ L
q < 1 and 0 < L+ 1.

B. Formula for
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

Statement: The following formula holds for
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

for A,B ∈ N, A < B, 0 < q as well as q 6= A+ 1 and q 6= B

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA
= f1

1− fB−A1

1− f1
,

where f1 = q
f0

and A+ 1 ≤ f0 ≤ B.
The sum in the statement can be rearranged as

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA

=

(
q

A+ 1
+

q2

(A+ 1)(A+ 2)
+ . . .+

qB−A

(A+ 1) . . . B

)
.

If all terms in the denominators are replaced by A+ 1 then
we get an upper limit as

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA

≤
(

q

A+ 1
+

q2

(A+ 1)(A+ 1)
+ . . .+

qB−A

(A+ 1) . . . (A+ 1)

)
=

B−A∑
i=1

(
q

A+ 1

)i
=

q

A+ 1

1− ( q
A+1 )B−A

1− q
A+1

.

Similarly, replacing all terms in the denominator by B, we
get a lower limit as

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA
≥
(
q

B
+

q2

B B
+ . . .+

qB−A

B . . . B

)

=

B−A∑
i=1

( q
B

)i
=

q

B

1− ( qB )B−A

1− q
B

.
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It follows from the development of the function x 1−(x)B−A

1−x
in the range q

B ≤ x ≤
q

A+1 that there exists an f1 = q
f0

with
A+ 1 ≤ f0 ≤ B, for which

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA
= f1

1− fB−A1

1− f1

holds.
Note that keeping B (or A) constant a higher A (or B)

implies higher f0 and thus lower f1.

C. Upper limit for q at f1, in the formula for
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

,
close to 1

Statement: An upper limit for q, for which f1 in the formula
in III-B has a value close to 1, can be given as

q < Ae
5.5
A .

where A ∈ N, 0 < A, 0 < q as well as q 6= A+ 1.
The sum

∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

can be rearranged as
B∑

k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA
=

q

A(1 + 1
A )

+
q2

A2(1 + 1
A )(1 + 2

A )
+ . . .+

qB−A

AB−A(1 + 1
A ) . . .(1 + B−A

A )
.

Using 1 + x / ex and
∑n
k=1 k = n(n+1)

2 in the above
expression we get

B∑
k=A+1

qk

k!

A!

qA

'
q

A e
1
A

+
q2

A2 e
1
A e

2
A

+ . . .+
qB−A

AB−A e
1
A . . . e

B−A
A

=
q

A e
1
A

+
q2

A2 e
2×3
2A

+ . . .+
qB−A

AB−A e
(B−A)(B−A+1)

2A

=
q/A

e
1
A

+
(q/A)2

(e
1
A e

1
2A )2

+ . . .+
(q/A)B−A

(e
1
A e

B−A−1
2A )(B−A)

.

The k-th term of the sum has the form
(
q/A

e
1
A

1

e
k−1
2A

)k
and

thus it decreases with incresing k due to e
1

2A > 1. Let us
determine the value of k, as a function of q and A, at which
the k-th term equals to 1.

q/A

e
1
A

1

e
k−1
2A

= 1 ⇔ q/A

e
1
A

= e
k−1
2A ⇔ k − 1

2A
= ln(q/A)− 1

A

⇔ k = 2A ln(q/A)− 1.

Around f1 ≈ 1 the magnitude of the sum
∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

changes from � 1 to � 1 with increasing f1 (and q). This
can be taken into account by setting k � 1, since in this case
the first k terms are ≥ 1 implying

∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

> k � 1.
In fact the k-th term will be even higher than 1 due to the
the overestimations of the terms with the form 1 + x by ex.

Therefore, setting a value lower than k � 1 is enough to have∑B
k=A+1

qk

k!
A!
qA

> k � 1 and thus 2A ln(q/A)− 1 is a lower
limit for k. We count for k � 1 by setting k = 10. This leads
to the upper limit of q as

10 > 2A ln(q/A)− 1 ⇔ ln(q/A) <
5.5

A
⇔ q < Ae

5.5
A .

Note that with increasing B−A
A = B

A − 1 increases also the
overestimation of q by the above limit.

D. Formula for
∑B
k=A+1

k!
qk

qA

A!

Statement: The following formula holds for
∑B
k=A+1

k!
qk

qA

A!
for A,B ∈ N, A < B and 0 < q as well as q 6= A + 1 and
q 6= B

B∑
k=A+1

k!

qk
qA

A!
= g1

1− gB−A1

1− g1
,

where g1 = g0
q and A+ 1 ≤ g0 ≤ B.

The sum in the statement can be rearranged as
B∑

k=A+1

k!

qk
qA

A!

=

(
A+ 1

q
+

(A+ 1)(A+ 2)

q2
+ . . .+

(A+ 1) . . . B

qB−A

)
.

If all terms in the nominators are replaced by A + 1 then
we get a lower limit as

B∑
k=A+1

k!

qk
qA

A!

≥
(
A+ 1

q
+

(A+ 1)(A+ 1)

q2
+ . . .+

(A+ 1) . . . (A+ 1)

qB−A

)
=

B−A∑
i=1

(
A+ 1

q

)i
=
A+ 1

q

1− (A+1
q )B−A

1− A+1
q

.

Similarly, replacing all terms in the nominator by B, we get
an upper limit as

B∑
k=A+1

k!

qk
qA

A!
≤
(
B

q
+
B B

q2
+ . . .+

B . . . B

qB−A

)

=

B−A∑
i=1

(
B

q

)i
=
B

q

1− (Bq )B−A

1− B
q

.

It follows from the development of the function x 1−(x)B−A

1−x
in the range A+1

q ≤ x ≤ B
q that there exists an g1 = g0

q with
A+ 1 ≤ g0 ≤ B, for which

B∑
k=A+1

k!

qk
qA

A!
= g1

1− gB−A1

1− g1

holds.
Note that keeping B (or A) constant a higher A (or B)

implies higher g0 and thus higher g1.
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